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SOCIETIES.

ra,t<tine Commandery haB received an inincluding ladies, to attend Camden
n-iiandery’s installation Tuesday evening,
v„ JtCh, to be followed by a ball.
Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias,

j

Hartwell, where he died. One son also sur1 vives,
Mr, Ashley S. Phinney of Belfast. The
Mary Ethel Hardy, wife of Fred A. Nealley, funeral was held at his late home Monday
died at her home in Winterport, Oct. 13th af- afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev. William Vaughan
ter a long and painful illness. She was the of Trinity Reformed church officiating. The
only child of the late A. Wheeler and Carrie bearers were Capt. George T.Oiborne, Messrs.
(Libby) Hardy, and was born, in the home Frank E. Clark, Ezra Knowlton and Jerry
where she died, in November, 1888. She grad- Small.
uated from the Winterport High school in
Word has been received by rsUtiv* hara of
1905 and was engaged in teaching in the public schools of her town until her marriagfe. the sad and sudden death ol Comtesse deSibour,
She was united in marriage to Fred A. Neal- nee Kathryn Louis Bailey of Philadelphia, in
ley, also of Winterport, in 1907, and of this the forty-fourth year of her age, at Camunion two children were born—Clermont, bridge, England. Comte de Sibour is a grandson of the late
aged 6£ years, and Verita, aged
Judge Alfred Johnson of Belyears, both
of whom are deprived in early life of a tender fast. The two sons of the Comte and late
mother's loving care. Her health failed about Comtesse are now in active service with the
a year ago, but the
long illness was borne with army of France.

j

j

patience and courage. She went to the home
of her mother, Mrs. Carrie E. Croxford, in
the early summer, but her desire to be in her
own beloved home waa ao intense that she returned there. During the past two months
her mother waa with her, lovingly caring for
her only child. She was a Christian, both m
spirit and action, and three weeks before her
death, at her request, Rev. A. J. Lockhart
came to her home and performed the
baptismal ceremony. It can be truly said that her
life was an open book in which, indeed, few
were the errors to be seen.
A noble daughter, a true wife and a devoted mother ha6 enterea into her reward and sad and desolate are
those ^bereft. The funeral waa held at the
residence Friday afternoon, Rev. A. J. Lockhart officiating. The flowers were profuse and

beautifui, fitting emblems of the pure life
here, but whose fragrance will live on.
The interment was in the Winterport cemeard of health, will give an address on
;r.r
M. A. Haley conducted the services.
Hygiene. The public is cordially tery.
Her hands are gently folded, and calm her
shied.
placid brow,
.r.arles E. Jackson of Portland has an- Her soul is with her Saviour, all troubles endopen meeting at 8 p, m., Wednes27th. Dr. O. S. Vickery, chairman

an

f
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that he will be a candidate at the
session of the Grand Lodge of Maine,
F., for the position of grand secretary
the order, a position made vacant by the
scent death of Hon. W. W. Cutter of Westjiijr/t

dining

ended

ed

seemeth

glad.

But faith that bringeth comfort if

Past

only gone before us, to dwell in Christ’s
own land.
a.

w, it,

eper

of

Sabattus, Grand Lecturer.

commandery, Knights Templar,
annual meeting in Masonic
hall,
Wn. lay evening, Oct. 13, electing the folk
p .dicers for the ensuing year: Rev. Arstme

we can un-

derstand,

She’s

Junior Grand Warden, Clifford J. PatE. S. Webber, Worthy MasteV, Frank
Keene and Roy E. Young, Senior and
Wardens of Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M.,
)■■:
t| esltrday morning in the Young auto for
Augusta to attend the Grand Lodge School of
non under the direction of Dr. Frank

now.

husband’s home is lonely, her mother’s
heart is sad,
Her children need their mother, and no
way
Her

b. c.

Mrs. Hattie Knowlton Jordan, wife of Dr.
Lyman G. Jordan, head of the chemistry department at Bates college, died Oct. 14th at
her home on Frye street. Lewiston, after a
year’s illness. Mrs. Jordan was born in South
Montville, Aug. 14, 1847, the daughter of Rev.
Ebenezer and Phebe Knowlton, Her early
years were spent in her native village, where

of Frank and Bessie
(Tibbetts) Twombly of Waldo, died Oct. 1st of
tuberculosis^aged 1 year and 22 days He waa
The funeral
a great sufferer all his short life.
services were held at the home. Miss Frances
Walkley of the Head of the Tide Church officiating. The little fellow waa laid to rest
amid a profusion of flowers from his relatives and friends.
Baby will come and meet you
When death swings wide the door.
And nestle at your bosom,
Your own forevermore.
William C., infant

son

1
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Personal.

PERSONAL.
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Wescott-Pitcher. A very pretty home
The rummage sale by the ladies of the North
D. F. Stephenson left Monday for a trip to
Misb Carolyn G. Hatch is
wedding took place at 7.80 p. m„ Oct. 14thj at
employed in the
Church will be held in the vestry Oct, 27th
the home of ex-Repreeen tative and Mrs. Lewis Boston and Milton, Mass.
Belfast Savings Bank.
and 28th,
Mr. and Mra. Edward R. Pierce left Monday
A. Pitcher, in Northport when their youngest
Mrs. Forrest E. Cottrell of
Rockland was a
The Bucksport Times has suspended publica- daughter, Miss M.
recent guest of
Blanche,was united in-mar- to,spend the winter in Brookline, Mass.
Mrs, John A, Fogg,
tion and Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Lance, who con- riage to
Mr. and Mrs. B L. Davis went to Sanford
Stanley Wescott, son of Deputy Sheriff
George Lowell was a recent guest of his
ducted it for the past year, left last Saturday and Mrs. Charles W. Wescott of
Patten. The Monday to visit Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Philparents. Mr. and Mrs.,H. P.
for Boston.
Lowell, in North
ceremony was performed in the presence of brook.
Castine.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Patterson have taken the immediate relatives of the bride and groom,
Mrs. Dwight P. Palmer left Monday on a
Fred W. Brown, Eeq., attended the
the rent in the Ludwick house on Primrose the bridal party standing beneath an arch of business
sessions
and pleasure trip to Boston and
of the Supreme- Judicial
street and will move there from the Towne evergreen, relieved with white, a most effective
Court in Ellsworth
vicinity.
last
week.
house on Miller Btreet.
setting. Miss Pitcher wore a handsome gown
A man called at the County building Wednesday to attend to the recording of a will. When
asked how long its author had been dead, he
replied: “Dead, Pm the man, and by G—- |
aint dead.**
**A Fool There Was** has its last
showing
this afternoon and evening at the Belfast
Opera House. If it has not been your pleasure to see it, don’t miss one of the
really good

pictures coming to Belfast.
Mary Pickford in “Behind the Scenes'* is the
opening picture of the Paramount program at
the Belfast Opera House on
Friday and Saturday nights and Saturday matinee. Paramount
pictures mean better picture.

Belfast relatives have received notice of the
arrival Monday of a
young son to Mr. James
funeral services of Mrs. J. W, Hatch and
Bessie Knowlton Pickard of Bangor—
were held from the Grace M. E. church on
Union street, Thursday afternoon, Oct. 14th, at James Albert Pickard. jMrs. Pickard was for2 o’clock, Rev. F. K. Gamble, pastor of the merly of Belfast and a
graduate of the High
church,having charge of the services and being school.
assisted by Rev, A. E. Morris, district superintendent of the conference and Rev. A. E. Luec
Rehearsals for the Senior play of the Belfast
of Old Town. The bearers were Rev, Frede- High are held as
frequently as time allows and
rick Palladino, Rev. C. H. Johonnett, Rev. M.
S. Sweezey and Rev. Thomas Whiteside, all re- “Farm Folks,” promises to be a happy selecpresenting the conference. A guard of honor tion. The parts are well cast and the young
from the Martin Bible class, of which body
people are taking great interest in the work.
Mrs. Hatch was the first president, was comThe Athletic Association of the Belfast
posed of Mrs. George A. Sargent, Mrs. E. S.
Marsh, Mrs. H. E. Colman and Mrs. Susan High school will give a dancing party tomorWebb. There was a large gathering of friends
row, Friday, night iu Odd Fellows hall, for
present and many beautiful floral tributes were
sent. The interment was made in Mt. Hope which tickets are jxow being sold. McKeen
will furnish music and home-made
cemetery.—Bangor Commercial.
candy will
*
be on saie.
The funeral services of Mrs. Martha A. BowSo many inquiries have been made of Manaden, who died suddenly Thursday forenoon,
Oct. 7th. at the home of her niece, Mrs. Putnam
ger Clifford since the announcement of the
P. Bicknell, were held Sunday afternoon at the
latter’s residence, Rev. F. J. Bicknell officiat- coming of The Birth of a Nation that he can
ing. The deceased was born in Liberty, May | only say to all that complete arrangements
4, 1833. and was a sister of the late Capt. E. C. have not as yet been made, and to
just sit
Keniston. Hers was a long life well lived with
and he will tell you all about it later.
taith toward God and good will toward all tight,
around her. She leaves to relatives and friends
-me
1.
r.
O. K,. t. gave a public 25-cent
a legacy rich in memories of her fidelity, self
sacrifice, patience and cheerfulness. Her supper in the Baptist vestry Tuesday evening
sweet and brave spirit, her loving thoughtfulwhich netted them about $25. The committee
ness of others, her encouraging words, and her
in charge was Miss Della D.
Knowlton, chairwhose
will
be
all
smile
missed
long
by
sunny
Mrs. Emma R. Knowlton, Mrs. Albert L.
good fortune it was to know her,—Rockland man,
Cuzner, Miss Bertha Z. Hayes. Mrs. Benj.
Courier-Gazette.
Robertson. Mrs. George H. Robertson. The
The remains of the late John Foster, who
young men of the society waited on the tables.
! died Oct. 7th, at the home of his daughter,
The menu included baked beans,
Mrs. Addie Bowden, in {Monroe, were brought
meats, hot
here Monday and the interment was made at biscuits, salads, pickles, cake, fancy pies and
the Village cemetery. His age was 88 years. coffee. The tables
were decorated with cenHe was a resident of this town for many years,
of fall flowers.
a
veteran of the Civil War and a member of terpieces
the 16th Maine Regiment. The body was met
Tickets for the entertainment course to be
here oy G. W. Patten and other members of
! Stephen Davis Post, G. A. R.—Pittsfield Adver- given under the management of the Philhartiser.
monic Association this winter in the Colonial
Theater are now on sale at Pitcher’s, or may
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
be obtained from members of the society. The
first engagement is The Servant in the House,
There will be a free illustrated lecture by
by a company of players, Monday night, Nov.
the Agricultural Chemical Company, under the
8th. Single tickets for this entertainment
auspices of Morning Light Grange, at the town will be 50 and 75 cents. Course tickets are
hall, Monroe, Friday evening,,October 22nd.
$1 for admission, and one dollar and a half, reC. S. Stetson of Greene, for the past eight served. Reserved seats can be
exchanged
years Master of the State Grange, when in
Mon lay, Nov. 1st, and the seats then given
Portland last Monday told a representative of are good for the entire course. This is
probthe Evening Express that he had fully decid- ably the best series of
entertainments, at the
ed not to be a candidate again.
lowest price, ever attempted in the State.
The

—

was educated.
In 1871 she was married to
Prof. Jordan, who was then principal of the
A. Blair, commander; Mayor Charles R.
Lewiston High school, and for whom the Jordan
!' l-s,generalissimo; Ralph H. Howes,captain
'High school of that city was named. Mrs.
T.
Frank
werden;Maine
Parker,jsenior
jfDcr.il:
Jordan had been active in the social life of the
unior warden; Frank R. Woodcock,
F
college community and especially so in her
Clifford J. Pattee, recorder. The
r;
church life. She was a member of the Main
.:.•
1
;•
arrangements for the installation street Free
Baptist church and was intimately
Sr'v .eft with the officers-elect.
connected
with the Women’s Educational
annual convocation of Corinthian Royal Bureau of the Free
Baptist denominational
was
held
in
Masonic
apter
Temple work and for many years its president. She
and
the following officers was a director of the Free
evening
Baptist Missionary
High Priest, Frank E. Bramhall; society and also a director of the Women's
.orris L. Slugg; Scribe, Lynwood B. Christian association of
Lewiston. Besides
;
m; Treasurer, Ralph D. Southworth; her husband Mrs. Jordan is survived by two
Iy, Clifford J. Pattee; Captain of Host, sons, Rfev. Elwyn K. Jordan of Alfred and
A. Nichols; Principal Sojourner, James Rev.
Wayne C. Jordan, who was formerly a
L:
raley. No arrangements have been Rhodes scholar at Oxford, England, and is now
the installation.
a Free Baptist missionary, located in China.
mi annual installation of the officers
William G. Alden, who was one of the best
itine Tribe of Red men was held at
Monday evening uuder the direction known anchor manufacturers in the world a
J. Dickey, District Deputy Grand quarter of a century ago, died Oct. 18th at his
C. S Stetsop, Master of the State Grange,
assisted by Edwin S. Perkins, Great home in Camden after an illness of two months.
The officers elect were: Sachem,Harold He was born in Thomaston July 17, 1840, but will attend the national Grange meeting in
California next month and will be gone during
.son; senior sagamore, Percy E. Cun- had resided in Camden since early childhood.
the entire month of November, in all probaWith
his
Lincoln
H.
he
E.
brother,
established
Clark;
Alden,
junior sagamore,
proHe reports that the Maine State Grange
xies A. Hahn. The appointed officers the Camden Anchor W’orks in 1861 and became bility.
sole proprietor after the death of his part- is growing very satisfactorily and that the
were 1st sannap, Milton P. Healey;
The anchots he manufactured coming State meeting in Portland in Decemnap, George Lovejoy, guard of the ner in 1877.
ber will doubtless be very largely attended.
Frank A. Moore, guard of the forest, were shipped to all parts of the world and
-Staples; 1st, 2nd. 3nd and 4th warri- served for some of the largest merchant ves- | The average attendance at Honesty Grange,
x
Mr. Alden disposed of Morrill, during the year excelled that of past
L. Orser, Harold G. Herrick, John A sels ever constructed.
and EJwin S. Perkins.
Work in the his business in 1900. He was instrumental in years. New members are being instructed in
the development of the town’s water power, Grange work.
At a recent meeting over sixty
legree was followed by a banquet,
and was the founder of the Camden, Mt Battie
beautiful specimens of leaves from our native
em, Charles A. Hahn was presented.
’•Sash” by Mr. Dickey in behalf of the and Mt. Megunticook Woolen Mills. He was a trees were exhibited by the younger memRd the response was brief and appro- member of the Masonic Blue Lodge and Chap- bers, also many curious bits of wood from
ter and of numerous social and
business trees of other States. The public has been
Odd Fellows week in Portland, the organizations. He is survived by his wife and generous in its patronage of the entertaindge and affiliated bodies holding their two daughters, Mrs. W. B. Edwards of Newton ments and socials given for the benefit of the
and Mrs. S. T. Kimball of Rock- hall and Friday evening, Oct. 22d, they will be
‘"'■.a;
meetings there with the usual social Center, Mass,
land.
welcomed to a “Black Cat,” and “Jacky Pump»gs, Monday evening a reception was
kin” evening.
If stormy, Saturday evening
?
Mrs. Virginia Holbrook, the retiring
Mrs. Alton Fuller Morse, wifie of Tyler
t of the Rebekah assembly, and luesThere was a large attendance at the meetMorse, and formerly a resident of Boston,
lit annu ! meeting of this body was held,
died Oct. 10th of pneumonia at her home, ing of Seaside Grange last Friday evening.
evening, the past grand represents** “Morse Lodge,” Westbury, Long Island, N. Plans for their Hallowe’en ball were dis
Y. Mrs. Morse was the daughter of the late
the Soverign Grand lodge held their
cussed and there were remarks for the good
George A. Fuller, who made a fortune in New
to-a
banquet at Riverton, and while the York as a contractor and builder, and won the of the order by some of the older members.
ju-. was going on at Riverton, the Rebekah title ot “father of the steel skyscraper.” In A special program has been prepared for to1896 the daughter married harry S. Black,
:'?ret was exemplified in City hall by Maiden
morrow, Friday, evening wheq all members
who was in her father’s employ. Several
The Hallowe’en ball will
i'iebekah lodge of Camden. Wednesday
are urged to attend.
years later, m 1906, she obtained a divorce and
to annual
meeting of the Grand lodge of married Tyler Morse, a son of the late Con- be given in the Grange hall Wednesday even^* was held and in the evening, Beersheba gressman Leopold Morse, then known as an ing, Oct. 27th, and elaborate preparations are
and dog fancier. She was then
toarnpment of Woodfords conferred the roya* explorer
made for it. A public supper will be
twenty-seven years old, he twenty-nine. The i being
firpie degree in the encampment hall in the married life of Mr. and Mrs. Morse was of the served .at .6 o’clock and McKeen’s orchestra
building. Today, Thursday,the annual happiest. After the marriage they made will furnish music for the dancing.
New York their permanent home, though fre*Mion of the Grand Encampment will be heldAll roads led to Morrill Wednesday evening,
quent guests in Boston. At the time of her
At its regular meeting
Sept. 20th Arbutus marriage Mrs. Morse was said to have a capi- i Oct. 13th, when the members of Honesty
tal
of
of
which
$4,000,000,
$2,500,000 representtajiter No. 19, O. E. S,, of Liberty, adopted
bad as their guests the members of
ed a legacy from her father, increased by the Grange
to
following resolutions on the death of Sister business skill of her husband, and $1,500,000
Sliver Harvest Grange, Waldo, the guests furwas a settlement from him.
Adams,
By her first mar- S nishing a fine musical and literary program,
Pereas, The Grand Patron above has called riage she had one son, Luther Black, about which was much enjoyed by all. The Pomo*r Sister to sit in the
Grand Chapter above, five yearB old at the time of her divorce.—
na Lecturer, Mrs. Annie Aborn of Sunrise
,r:ere there is neither pain nor sorrow and Boston Transcript.
’tore we all hope to meet; therefore, be it
Mrs. Morse was a sister-in-law of Mr- Grange, Knox, was also present and presented
^s bved, That Arbutus
Chapter No 19,0. E. Horace Chenery, who was notified by tele- the work of the boys clubs to be organized in
s. bus lost
a loved and worthy member, her
Waldo county in an interesting manner. Eighof her death and went on to attend the
a most devoted and
loving wife and gram
Mher.
funeral.
ty-five patrons marched to the dining room
-1
/ !ved, That her cheerful, happy disposiwhere an abundant harvest supper was served.
m spite of
and
cannot
pain
Silas S. Beckwith died Oct, 14th at his home Seven granges were
?'■
suffering,
represented among the
i e an example for us all to follow,
in North Belfast, where he was born and I the
guests.
/‘fs.i.ved. That we, the members of Arbutus
ter. extend our most heartfelt
sympathy where his life had been spent. He was the
By invitation Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo
"v-e family in their affliction.
son of the late Thomas and Hannah Beckbecame the guests of Honesty Grange, Morrill,
That
our
charter
Solved,
be draped in with
and was 72 years of age. He served
Wednesday night, Oct. 13th. Silver Harvest
g for thirty da, s; that a copy of these
from July ’62 to May ’65 in Company D. of the
ms be sent to her family and one to
was to furnish the program and
Honesty the
19th
Journal
Maine
for
a
1;t-|.ublican
volunteers and was
member of
publication.
supper. It was a fine evening and a large
bvA N. Ripley,
)
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R. Mr. BeckCommittee
number were present from Silver Harvest
akilla M. Carpenter,
on
with was a kind friend and a good citizen.
also patrons from Riverside, Ritchie and Knox.
eo. A. Sprague,
Resolutions.
)
;
He is survived by his wife, formerly Miss
After the U6ua! exercises of Honesty a recess
Harriet Rumney, and their two sons—HerDrowned At W interport.
I
was taken and all sat down
to tables laden
man, who lives on the home place and Ross of with baked beans,brown
bread,white bread and
7 yea^-old daughter of
Capt. Charles Belmont—and by three brothers and two sispies and cakes of all kinds in abundance, and
was drowned in the river at Winterport ters: Alonzo of North Belfast, Fred of Guilcoffee. One hundred or more were feasted
j'c: 17th. Capt. Hurd’s wife and children ford and Frank of Knox, Mrs. Fannie Read of and
filled. After supper the entertainment
with him on a trip from Rockport to Milford, N. H„ and Mrs. Melissa Morse of
was placed in the hands of the lecturer of Silin
his small schooner with a cargo Windsor. The funeral was held at his late
terport
ver
Harvest, who presented the following
die. When nearly in sight of home the home
Sunday at 2 o’clock, Rev. Arthur A. program: Opening song by the
choir; rec,
*‘r': went down and the schooner was
anchored. Blair, Universalist, officiating. A large dele- Fannie
Wentworth; music by Brother and Sise
about
deck
the
the
from
little
playing
gation
Thomas
H.
Marshall
Post
was
girl
/
ter J.
C. Cilley; dialogue, "That Terrible
,' verboard. Capt. Hurd jumped over after present and their flag was used in the serChild;" violin solo, Catherine Gurney, who
*r,d had reached
vice.
The
bearers
were all G. A. R. men,
her, but the tide and curwaa encored and responded;
song. Sister MarrunniDK swiftly and he lost his hold Cory don J. Emmons, James Dun ton, John G.
gie Gurney, who was encored and responded;
was swept down river.
girl
,the
Capt.
|Q wsa
Jackson and Roscoe Smith. The flag at Memonearly exhausted when a motor boat
Dream, Sister Alma Cilley; dialogue, "What
<j,
L “ucksport came tp his rescue. Mrs. rial building, the Post headquarters, was Happened to Hannah;” dec.. Brother
Smith;
witnessed the desperate struggle of her at half-mast during the day.
j,
closing song. The program, the exercises and
l? 'and and is prostrated. The child’s body
not been recovered.
the sociability of the evening were very much
Horace W. Phinney died Oct. 16th, at his
enjoyed, and it was announced that Silver
home
on the Swanville road near the Board
More Rum For Africa.
Harvest would soon entertain Honesty under
He
Landiqg, Citypoint.
was born in Buckslike conditions.
Oct. 18th. The bark Ruth Stark port, the son of the late Isaiah and
Mary Cole
tor
west
yesterday
coast
Sekoni,
of
Ij j 3had lived in Belfast many years,
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Gay of 447 Hancarrying out the fifth cargo of rum to Phinney,;bu^
i,. S
here in six months. The Stark carried where he was engaged in carpentry,
His cock street, have announced the engagement
200,000 gallons of New England rum, wife, formerly Elizabeth Colson, died about of t heir daughter. Miss' Marie Adele
Gay. to
the toU1 shipments up to nearly five
tanAA88
years ago, and he had since made bis Alonzo A. Shute of Hartfoid, Conn_Brookh'000 gallons during the last half
year.
home with his daughter,
Gertrude M. lyn, N. Y„ Eagle, Oct. 10th.

she

■

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1915.

Advertisements. Carle & Jones are
a clean sweep of all
Ready-to-Wear
and other goods on their third floor to make
more room for the display and sale of
the
Edison Phonograph. The sale will
begin
Oct. 22nd and continue until the merchandize
is closed out. See their advt.... Fifty cents
New

to make

will buy a pair of the new
Holeproof Luxite
silk stockings at The Dinsmore Store, and
you
asked

are

others

to

offered

call and

compare

them

with

twice

the money.
Care of the eyes is of first importance.
Consult Dr. Frank F. Graves, Graduate
Optometrist, Odd Fellows block.See
notice of assignee of M. A. Sanborn. All
for

persons owing him are requested to make
immediate payment. Bills not paid by Nov.
15, 1915, will be left with a lawyer for collection-During coffee week, Oct. 18th to 23d,
the Direct importing Co. will give,
free, 1-4
pound of coffee with each purchase of one
pound of Benefit Brand, Mail orders given
prompt attention... .Furnished tenement of
5 rooms and bath to let at 129 Main street_
Auction sale of Warren A. Sheldon estate in
Searsmontat 10 a. m.. Nov. 24th_While in
Portland stop at Preble House_See advt.
“Agents Wanted.’’ The advertiser is well
known in this office and by many in the county and is reliable in every sense of the word.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending October 20, 1915:
Frank L. Hatch. Dorchester, Mass., to Eatella Hatch, Morrill; land and
buildings in
Morrill.
Lewis G. Lamphier, Brooks, to T. I. Huxford, do; land and buildings in Jackson.
Winslow N. Seavey, Troy, to Thd Turner
Center Dairying Association. Auburn; land in

Troy.
George L. Edmunds, Montville, to Martha I.
Wentworth, do; land and buildings in Montville.
S. Arthur and Ada E. Macomber, Lincolnville, to Fred O. Dean, Camden; land and

buildings

in Lincolnville.
Lillian M. Gray, Belfast, to George Wentworth, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Eli O. Colson, Searsport, to Allen D. Colcord and Maude E. Colson, do; land and build-

ings

Searsport.
Ephraim Bragdon, Freedom, to Chester A.
Peavey, Montville; land in Montville. (two
deeds).
L. E. Stewart, Montville, to Wm. E. and
Chester A. Peavey, do; land in Montville.
Cyrus C. Trevitt, Lynn, Mass., to Luther F.
Ames, Prospect; land and buildings in Prosin

pect.
Joshua C. Littlefield, Waldo, to Fred E. Littlefield, do; land in Waldo.
William Klapatawisk, Prospect, to Cyrus C.

of white crepe de chene with under blouse and
sleeves of lace. She carried a shower of bride's
roses.
Her only attendant was Miss Georgia
Pendleton of lslesboro, who wore a dainty
frock of pink chiffon with bands of self colored
satin and carried an arm bouquet of
pink dahlias. The best man was Clifford
Wescott,
brother of the groom. Rev. C. H.
Bryant of

Greenville, formerly a pastor in Northport,
performed the ceremony .using the single ring.
An informal reception followed, when refreshments were served in the
dining room by Mrs.
Louise Pitcher Falk, sister of the bride, and
Mrs. Warren Pitcher of Lincoln villa, assisted
by Misses Belle Pitcher and Clara R. Steward.
The decorations here were pink and
green,
snap-dragon, dahlias and other fall flowers

MrB, Walter Kohn of Waldoboro was in
Belfast Sunday, the guest Of Miss Velma
Mitchell.

Mr. E. J. Morison left Tuesday for New
York city and from there will go to Jacksonville, Florida.
Mrs. Lloyd B. Stantial and three children
guests of her parents. Rev. and Mrs. William Vaughan.

Miss Clarabel Marsh of the Western
Union
Co. went to Boston Friday on a
vacation trip.

Telegraph

Mrs. Marian E. Moody and Miss
Margaret C.
Logan have returned from a three-weeks' sojourn at Swan lake.
Frank L. Robertson of South
Gardner and
Andrew L. Wilband of Wiscasset
called on
Belfast friends Monday.

are

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth, Dana B.
South worth and Albert C. Wells autoed to
Bangor Sunday for the day.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W.
Thorndike and
daughter Lewella of Rockland arrived Monday for a short visit .with Mayor and Mrs
Miss Lucy Leavitt left Thursday to join her
Charles R Coombs.
parents in Providence, R. I., and will return
Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute was the
with them by auto the last of this week.
guest for
several days last week of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank
Mrs. George W. Lewis and Mrs. Frank A.
J. Rigby of Glenwocd
avenue, Portland, and
combined with evergreen in a most charming Schubert, who had spent several weeks in Belattended the Music Festival.
fast, returned to Boston Wednesday for the
manner. The newly-weds made a
Mr. and Mrs. Call
get-a-way winter.
Lamson, who spent the
at an early hour by automobile,
although not
summer at their
cottage on Congress street,
before they were liberally showered with
Mrs. Elden Harriman of Searsport is the left
conMonday on their annual winter trip to the
fetti and good wishes. They will
spend their guest of Mrs. Walter Achom while her daugh- West Indies and south America.
honeymoon in New York, after which they ter. Miss Grace Harriman, is in the Tapley
I Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce went to Brunswick
will return to Patten to their new home.
Mrs. hospital.
Monday to visit her brother. Thomas
Wescott is a charming young lady, was for
Coolen,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. James and John Sanand will also attend the
some
time a student at the Castine Normal
meetings of the Maine
born^ have closed their east side cottage and State Sunday School
convention
at
later
school,
Bath.
learning millinery, in which she returned to their home, corner of Miller and
had been very successful. The groom attendMrs. Francene A. Richards and Miss
Cedar streets.
Harriet
P. White have returned from
ed the University of Maine and is a member of
a vacation
trip.
Mr, and Mrs. Mark A. Bar wise of Bangor
the Kappa Sigma frat. He iB now
two
spent
They
weeks
in
postmaster
Washington, D.
to Rochester, N. Y., to attend the
in the town of Patten and a member of the have gone
and a week in Boston on their
way home.
national convention of spiritualists. Mr. Barlocal orders of Masons and Odd Fellows. For
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Varney have returned
wise is one of the speakers.
the
bride wore a
traveling

C.j

smart tailored suit
dark blue wool poplin with an attractive
blouse and hat of black velvet. Prior to leaving she presented each of the guests with a
rose from her bouquet.
She was the recipient
of many handsome gifts of silver,
china, cut
glasB and linen.

of

from

Mrs. J. B. Robinson, who had been the guest
Belfast relatives and friends for several
weeks, will leave today, Thursday, to join Mr.
Robinson in New York on her way home to
Norfolk, Va.

a

visit in Portland and will
occupy the
the Tuttle house on
High street re-

rooms in

of

cently vacated by Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Coombs.
Mrs. Caroline P. and Miss Anne C.
Crosby
have closed their summer home on
Northport
avenue and left
Saturday noon for Boston,
where they will spend the winter at the
Vendome.

Mrs. Annie Adams and Miss Grace E. Walwent to Portland Monday to attend the
Maine Rebekah Assembly. Miss Julia M.
Leary is substituting in the McLellan school
for Miss Walton.

ton

Brown-Read. The marriage of Mr. Chaa.
E. Brown of Belmont and Miss Louise Johnson,
Henry S. Davidson, who spent last winter
travelling in the South, will leave earlv in
daughter of Mr. George T. Read of Belfast,
November for the Pacific
tooa place Thursday, Oct. 14th, at 10
Coast, where he’will
a, m. at
Chaplain D. H. Tribou arrived Monday to
remain during the winter on
the home of the bride's brother, Norman A. attend the
account of ill
meeting of the official board of the
health.
Read, No. 16 Franklin street. Rev. Arthur E, M. E. church and returned to Bucksport TuesWilson of the First Parish, Unitarian,church
day. He was the guest while here of Mr. and
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest 0. Patterson after atofficiated, using the single ring service. The Mrs. Bernes O, Norton.
tending the wedding of their son, Ross E. Patbride wore her going away dress of blue
serge
Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker went to Portland terson, in Phoenixville, Pa„ went to
Pittsburg
trimmed with taffeta silk of the same shade
Monday to attend the meeting of the State for a few weeks and will then go to
Washingand a white embroidered collar. The
couple Rebeaah assembly and while there will be the ton, D. U., for the winter.
were unattended and only the immediate relason
is
Harry, who
attending
guest of her
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur A.
tives were present. Mr. and Mrs. Brown left
Blair, Mrs. Sarah J.
Shaws Business College.
Knight and Miss E. Frances Abbott left Tuesimmediately for Lakeside cottage. Lake QuanMr. and Mrs. H. L. Woodccck and Mr. and
day morning in the Blair car for Bath to attabacook, Searsmont, and after spending a
Mrs. D. Fannce Woodcock were in Bangor the
tend the three days’ session of
week or more there will go to their home in
the Maine
week on an auto trip. Mr. H. L, Wood- Sunday school convention.
Belmont, where the groom is superintendent past
cock remained for a few days more, and the
of “The Pastures.” They were the recipients
Mr. and Mrs, Harold
Hayford left Friday
others have returned to their Church street
of many beautiful and useful gifts as both are
morning for Waverly, Mass., where both have
home.
popular young people, and the bride a general
responsible positions in the McLean
Hospital.
Miss Abbie Doak, a student nurse at the Mrs.
favorite with old and young. She graduated
Hayford is to be the instructor of pupil
from the Belfast High school in the class of Peter Brent Brigham hospital, Boston, who nurses and
entered upon her duties last Mon1908 and for a time was bookkeeper in Read's had been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
day.
left
for
a
visit
with
R,
the
Doak,
Monday
Garage and later
housekeeper for her George
Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder left on last
father. For several years she had held vari- her sister, Mrs. Marshall R. Martin, in ProviThursday rfternoon’s boat for Boston, where
R. I.
ous offices in Primtose Chapter, O. E.
S., and dence,
they will spend the winter, and if they have
the officers of 1914-15 gave her a
Rev. and Mrs. William Vaughan have resurprise
a satisfactory offer for their
house in Belfast
party at the home of Miss jyice E. Sim- turned from a visit in Boston, where they acwill make their home there, Mrs. Lizzie
Lane
mons, when she was Bhowered with many companied Mrs. Effie V. Knox on her way
of Prospect is
occupying their house for the
va’uable and useful gifts. She was also the home to New York. Mrs Knox has resumed
winter.
guest of honor at social functions by Mrs. her teaching of the Bible class of 600 memMaine Hills and her sister, Mies Marian M. bers in the Knox Memorial church.
Hon. Wm. P. Thompson has moved into the
Heal, .Misses Clara B. and Belle Keatir.g and
house in Bangor formerly occupied
Mr. P. E. Dinsmore returned to Bucksport
by Hon.
Miss Abbie Lioak. The latter also entertainHannibal Hamlin and his office is in the room
Monday from a week’s visit with his nephew,
ed the bride and groom previous to their marthat Mr. Hamlin occupied when he held the
Thomas B. Dinsmore. Mr. Dinsmore was a
riage at a card end dancing party of friends of
office that Mr. Thompson now holds, that of
clerk in the Dinsmore store 50 years ago and j
school
High
days.
of Decisions. He has
given up his
for many years has been engaged in the shoe Reporter
business in Bucksport. He was burned out in down-town office.
Thomas-Whitten. The marriage of Alanthe recent fire.
The handsome, brainy, Hou. Carl E. Millison H. Thimas of Camden and Miss
Crystal
kin, presiding over the amalgamated Maine
Mrs. Harriet G. Burr of Auburn, DepartPearl Whitten, daughter of Mr. and Mrs WalFree and Calvaniat Baptists, and received with
ter H. Whitten, took place at the home of the ment Inspector of the Maine G. A. R. Circle,
of Winslow, De- great enthusiasm, recalls to the writer that
officiating clergyman in this city Saturday anu Mrs. Ruth N. Robinson
Oct. 16th, at 8 30 a, m. Rev. A, A. Bla p ot partment President, arrived Wednesday to Milliken is a grandson of the venerated Hon.
inspect Thomas H. Marshall Circle today, Ebenezer Knowlton, an old-time Free Baptist
the Universalist church officiated,
using the
are guests of Mrs. Etta
P.
clergyman greatly beloved in Maine half a
single ring service. Only the family friends Thursday, and
century ago. And he went to Congress!
were present.
The bride was gowned in Sayery, Department Patriotic Instructor.
white silk crepe-de-chene, wore a
Belfast friends of Miss Mabel Cushman, who Bridgton News.
large picture hat and carried a bouquet of bride roses has been ill in a sanatorium for the past three
and maidenhair ferns.
She was attended by months in Worcester, Mass., will be glad to FISH AND FISHING
AND THE SCHOONMiss Jane Coombs, who wore pink silk
poplin learn that she is improving and that it is exER FEARING.
and carried pink carnations. Ice cream and pected she will soon be able to resume her
cake were served after the ceremony. They position as private secretary in the office of
David B. Fearing of Newport, K.
I„ has prehad a large number of
presents,including linen, the Stone & Webster Co., Boston.
sented to Harvard University a library on tish
cut glass and silver.
The bride has been emLieut, ana Mrs. Wilbur Larver, who were and fishing.
There are twelve thousand volployed in the dry goods store of James H. the guests here of Mr. and Mrs. G. Rockwell umes in this collection of books
bearing on
Young for several days, have returned to
Howes and later in the office of Leonard &
where they have been spending [ fish, angling, fisheries and fish culture: it is
Barrows. The groom is a cutter in the Brews- Searsport,
several weeks. Lieut. Carver is on leave of said to be the largest collection of books on
ter shirt factory in Camden. The
couple left absence from the United States armored cruis- the subject in existence. It contains an autoimmediately after the ceremony for a brief er Tennessee, and was on the ship when she graph of Izaac Walton, father of
abroad recently to
anglers, and
carried ten millions of
trip and will make their home at 95 Chestnut aid Americans getting gold
out of the war zone. a very old English book entitled a
“Treatyse
street, Camden. The bride's going-away suit Lieut. Carver married a Searsport young i on the Art of
Fysshing with an Angie.” printwas dark blue poplin with hat to match.
woman. Miss Henrietta Gerry.—Bangor News. ed
de
by
Worde
at
Wynkyn
Westminster
I
in
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Falk and young son 1496.
The name recalls the fact that in 1891 McMISS H. GERTRUDE PENNYPACKER William of Providence left for theij home last
Saturday. Mrs. Falk and son had been guests Donald & Brown of this city built a
BECOMES BRIDE OF ROSS E.
schooner,
for some time of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. named Daniel B. Fearing for a resident of
NewPATTERSON.
Lewis A. Pitcher of Northport, and Mr. Falk port, from a model
by Burgess, the noted
the
them
to
attend
Wescott-Pitcher
joined
j yacht designer.lt was his first model for a merPhcenixville, Pa.. Oct. 14, 1915. A quiet
wedding. Among others present were Clifford chant vessel and did not prove a success. The
wedding of much interest was sclemnixed to- Wescott of
Patten, & iss Georgia Pendleton of Fearing had long
oveihangs at bowand stern
day when Miss Helen Gertrude Pennypacker
Islesboro. and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pitcher of and a raking sternpost. She was 216 feet
and Mr. Ross Ernest Patterson of New York
long,
Lincolnville.
1,240.44 tons gross. 1,178 22 net. When she
were married in St. Peter’s
Episcopal church,
with his young son Edward.and went into commission it was found she would
R.
Poor
Fred
Reverend Francis C. Hartshorn e, the rector of
not steer, and it was
his parents, Hon. and Mrs. Clarence O. Poor
necessary to build out
the church, officiating.
The bride, who was given in marriage by left last Sunday morning in the former’s car the deadwood aft. Within a year or two after
for Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Poor, senior,will go sne was launched the Fearing went ashore
her father, Mr. E. N. Pennypacker, wore a
on
to Lexington, where they will visit their Cape Cod a..d was a total loss.
traveling suit and hat of dark violet and carMrs. Hugh D, McLellan, and Mr.
-daughter,
ried a prayer book.
Her lovely bouquet of
Fred R. Poor and son will join his wife in Lynn;
orchids and lilies of the valley lent a charmSANDYPOINT.
where she is visiting her mother, Mrs. E. B.
touch to
bride’s
—

ing

the

costume.

Miss Helen Thomas Patterson of Philadelphia, who acted as maid of honor, wore a midnight blue suit trimmed in beaver and a small
hat to match. Her bouquet was yellow roses
and maiden hair fern.
Mr. Patterson’s best man was Mr. Wells
Tete von Albade of Philadelphia.
The charming bride is the only daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Egbert N. Pennypacker of this
place and Mr. Patterson is the son of Captain
and Mrs. Ernest Otis Patterson of Belfast,
Maine.
The bride and groom left immediately after
the ceremony. They will make their home in
New York City.

Trevitt, Lynn, Mass.; land and buildings in
Prospect.
Joanna S. Cyr, Winterport, to Charles A.
Belfast friends of Capt. and Mrs. E. O. PatMcKenney, do; land in Winterport.
terson have received the following announceWilliam A. Shales, Belfast, to Nellie R. ment: “Mr.
and Mrs. Egbert N. Pennypacker
Dutch, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
announce the
marriage of their daughter,
Evelina M. Davis, Jackson, to Samuel T. Helen
Gertrude, to Mr. Ross Ernest PatterDavis, do; land and buildings in Jackson.
son
on
Thursday, October the fourteenth,
Alice May Carleton, Augusta, to Nora J.
nineteen hundred and fifteen, Phcenixville,
French, Islesboro; land and buildings, in Lin- Pa."
colnville.

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Clement of Seal BarMrs. John McTaggart of Belfast announces bo* were in
Belfast Saturday guests of his
the engagement of her daughter. Hazel Mar*
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement, they
garet, to Frank Orman Whitmore of Hampden were on their
way home from an auto trip
Highlands.—Bangor Commercial.
( through the White Mountains and to Barre,Vt.

Billings.

Asa Styles visited in Brewer over
Sunday.
Rev. Horace B. Sellers went to Bath TuesMrs- A w- Sllut« and Miss Dora Shute
spent
day to attend the State Sun day school conven- i
Thursday in Belfast.
tion and gave an address Wednesday forenoon j
Esther Ellis of Stockton
on the Bar&ca and Philathea Idea.
village spent the
He will
leave Bath this, Thursday, evening for Boston week-end at F. F. Perkins.
Herbert Bowker and family of Brewer
to visit the Boston School of Theology as s
spent
delegate from the East Maine Methodist Con- Sunday at their cottage here.
ference, and will return to Belfast Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. B, M. Fames returned
Monday
night.
from a visit of several days in

j

Orrington.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury, who spent
several days last week at the Augusta House
in Augusta, arrived home last

Saturday night
They returned by way of Bangor and were accompanied from Winterport by Mrs. Joshui
Treat, Jr., who returned to her home Sundpj
morning. Mrs. Treat is pleasantly remembered in Belfast as Miss Kit
Atwood, having frequently visited here before her marriage.

Mrs. Winfield Lunt and daughter Harriet ol
were week-end guests ol
Mr, and Mrs. Eben M.Sanborn and family. Mrs
Lunt was formerly Miss Margaret
Thompson
daughter of County Commissioner and Mrsi

Marblehead, Maas.,

Volney Thompson of Montville, whom she bac
been visiting. With her husband, a well knowr
craftsman, Mrs, Thompson conducts one oi
the most attractive gift shops in Marblehead
wh ich many Belfast people have visited.

Mrs. Jessie Harding of Prospect
Ferry was
the guest of Mrs. Susan
Staples last Wednes-

day.

The baked bean supper at
Griffin's hall last
was well attended
and a

Thursday evening
goodly sum taken

Mrs. Olive Merrill has returned to
her home
in Carmel after a six weeks’
visit with F. F.
Perkins and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer

Thompson of Stockton
were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles
Heath last Sunday.

village

A neighbor had
twenty young hens taken
from one of his houses
Tuesday night-rather
a bold theft, we think.

A full account of the
Barrows-Griffin wedding, which took place Wednesday
evening
October 20th, will be written for uazt
issue of The Journal.

week’s

Days at Crawfords.

Last
A Pleasant

Journey Home.

HOW $55,000,000 CHICAGO STATION WILL LOOK.

Some White

Stories.

Mountain

Journal: My trip home
from Crawfords was a pleasant one, because the scenery along the route I had
My Dear

chosen

new

was

to

me

The Fireside That
Comes With You

and was excep-

Instead of

tionally beautiful.

taKing

the MaineCentral train for Portland at 5
p. m.and spending the night in that city,
as the greatly curtailed train service,

OU needn’t have

Sept. 27th, would have
do, 1 took the Boston &
Maine from r'abyans for Boston, this
route coming down through Woodsville,
The Weirs, Lakeport, Manchester and
Nashua, the beautiful lake region of
New Hampshire. 1 was desirous of seeing Manchester, as it was in that locality
that the ancestors of my paternal grandmother settled on coming to this country
effective about

obliged

me

to

lowered from

less

SoMiWM/Bv
D WIGHT P. PALMER
i

AN AFTER-DINNER PILL

a

What I remember best about dear litFritz was his beauty, and that he

tle

came

a
tiny kitten, with his grey
from an island near Camden,
where his kind were known as “cooncats.
This was
popular fallacy, however, as it is well Known the coon and the
cat do not interbreed.
The truth of the matter is that the
State of Maine, U. S. A., in the old
days
was a great shipping
centre,and her seatailed
captains
away to all the known
parts of the globe, and coming in touch
with Persia and Angora,
brought back
with them the silkv long-haired cats of
those countries. These and their descendant: became the popular breed, ami the
“common” or “garden”
soon

:

Recover
So her doctor said. Her
friends and neighbors felt
sure of it too.
They have
used
Peruna tliemselves
and know of its merits.
That old cough that had
worried her for years and
years, for which she had
taken all sorts of cough
medicines, has disappeared.
Peruna is doing the work.
She will recover. Indeed,
she has recovered.
Her name is Mrs. William
Hohmann, 2764 Lincoln Ave.,
Chicago, Ills. She had suffered
with catarrh of the bronchial
tubes and had a terrible cough
ever since a child.
As she got
older
she
worse.
She
grew
coughed both winter and summer.
Had to sit up at night.
Could not sleep. “But all that
has left me now. Peruna has
cured me.”
There are others, and there
is a reason.

1

candy

for him, and who was very
much disheveled before she escaped; her

some

white hair

ly

having

been

pulled complete-

down over her face.

Yesterday I received a letter from Mr.
F. E. Boothby in which he says “Again
we did not get to the Crawford House
season, though during
forty
years we lived in Portland we were there
every year,” and he gives me the followthis

the

ing pretty story which I am sure he will
not object to my using. "A conductor
told me recently that he in the summer
of 1914 ran the afternoon train out of
Boston for Fapyans, via Intervale, and
one day had an extra car with what was
called a "Merchants and Miners Excursion party.” They were much disappointed because darkness overtook them

going through

the

mountains,

but the

conductor told them not to have the
lights lighted and he would do the beBt
he could in pointing out scenery. One
lady was from Switzerland, another from
Colorado, and both declared their own
mountains did not impress them like the
-White Mountains. Finally one lady inquired “What are those trees we see in

place is located on the Cape road
the post office, which is about half
way between Harborside and Weir cove.
The fire illuminated the sky for miles
around and attracted many neighbors
whose assistance, however, was unavailing as the fire burned so quickly that
nothing but a steam fire engine could
have confined the fire to the store. Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford are now staying with
the latter’s mother, Mrs. Frank Sawyer, who lives about a half mile from
their home.
ford

near

WEDDING BELLS.
Hichborn-Rose. Cards have been received in the city announcing the wedding, Oct. 11th, at Lancaster, Pa., of Alden Sprague Hichborn of Augusta and
Miss Beatrice Rose of Lancaster. They
will be at home to their friends after
Nov. 1st at Henry place, Plainfield, N.
J. The groom is one of Augusta’s progressive young men and has many
friends. He is the younger son of Hon.
Charles S. Hichborn, is a graduate of
Cony High school and of Bowdoin College, class of 1911. He has for several
years been associated with Liggett,
Hichborn & Co., in the bGnd business
and has been principally connected with
the New York office. Augusta friends
will unite with those elsewhere in extending congratulations.—Kennebec Journal.
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__

kidneys.
used in Kidney troubles

remedy especially

for weak

Doan’s have been
for 60 years.
Endorsed by 40,000 people—endorsed at
home.
Proof in a Belfast citizen’s statement.
Mrs. G. L. Field, 2 Union street, Belfast,
says: “For some time I had severe pains
across my
kidneys and the kidney secretions were unnatural. I tried several medicines, but got little or no relief. Finally, 1
used Doan’s Kidney Pills and I soon noticed a
change for the better. After taking one box
the trouble left.”

Doan's Always Effective,
OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mrs. Field said:
“Doan’s Kidney PillB still have my hearty endorsement, They have given me relief or
several occasions and I can’t say too much ir
praise of them.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ash
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pilli ,
—the same that Mrs. Field has twice pub

licly recommended. Foster-Milburn Co.,Props.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Albany

Buffalo

Boston

Look for the
Trademark.

Triangle

Sold in many styles and
sizes at all hardware and

general

stores.

Highest award Panama-Pacific Exposition

This

naturally could not continue/demy sobs and protestations.
We
locked the delinquent in a room
by himself, and he was taken out to
spite

wall^ igno-

miniously on a chain. A single minute
of inattention and there were a few
chickens less at Lelgraden Farm!
The edict for his death went forth.
Then, at my wit’s end, I appealed by
telegram to my life-long poet-friend in
Auburndale, She had just published her
buoyant, brilliant volume of verse, “Songs
at the Start,
and all literary Boston was
singing her praise. She found time,
nevertheless, to wire me the consoling
reply:

“Send

me

Guiney.”

Fritz. —Louise

Imogen

The

horses were ordered, Fritz was
and carried on the knees of
his heart-broken little mistress to the
railroad station ten miles away. There,
with many last sad pats and a shower of
kisses, dear littie Fritz went out a new
world.
He was subsequently given to Mr.
Fred Day, the well-known American
artist, who loved and cherished him to
the end of his days. Strange to say, he
never again showed the slightest
disposition to even look at a chicken!
He was a funny little fellow, and used
to walk with Fred Day’s old nurse to her
Baptist chapel-meeting each Friday
evening, play the field’s ata Norwood
until she came out, and then escort her
home.
One happy day his photograph was
sent me, with his new name written in
full across the back,“FritzGuiney Day.”
What a stab of jealousy I experienced
that I, who knew and loved him the first
was not even remembered in his changed
surroundings. It was all part of the
discipline of life; and wherever animals
were concerned it was the more
poignant
to me.
He looked so plump,so sleek,so selfsatisfied, I could, after all, only be thankful
that he had fared so well, and that his
"lot hadindeed fallen in pleasant places.
He was simply adored in his new home.
He lived to be over fourteen. When he
died nis.mister and mistress^grieved very
much, and said they could never find his

duly crated,

like again.
Who among

us

could have

a

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

in The Animals

^

'<

|
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POTE

SCHOOL OF

JACKSON

Clubs, Societies, etc.
Year begins October 5th. Send for booklet.
Address AURILLA C. POTE, Principal,
GainBboro Building, Studio C, 295 Huntington
2t41
Ave., Boston, Mass. Phone B B 21817

For Sale
a

Sand and gravel delivered ai
reasonable price.

CHAS. M. HALL,
Tel 306

Searsport

Ave.

HALL

BELFAST AOFNTS.

I

On or before November 1,1915
j
is the time to pay taxes for 1915 \
tor all those who have not paid j
under previous discounts. The !
discount of one and one-half per
cent (1 1-2%) will expire November 1, 1915. After that date
full amount of taxes will be exacted.
Real estate taxes will have to
be paid on or before December
20, 1915, and all other taxes
will have to be paid on or before

January 1,

(

i

1916.
Please bear in mind these three
dates, and I hope the majority
will favor and take advantage
of the first date November 1,
1915.
ED WA RD SIBLE Y,
Collector of Taxes.
Belfast, October 14,

Howes

Special
Arbuckle’s
Coffee

20c.apoun
Three

Oliver Sulky Plows
AT

pounds for

1915—3w41

50c.

For Sale

A. A. Howes & Co

ji

Groceries, Drugs and

THE SPECIAL PRICE OF

Medicines.

$39.00

and ARTISTIC EXPRESSION.

Melody in Speech Shakespeare
Literature
Reading
Dancing
Parliamentary Law
of Women's
courses
for
members
Special

&

THE CQE-MORTIMER COMPANY. NEW YORK

SPEECH

Training for Platform and Stage.
Public Speaking
Deportment
Voice Training
Dramatic Art
Bible
Physical Culture

*

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Factory in the Country at Belfast. Maine.

Taxesfor1915

Grace C. D. Favre,
Friend, London.

Read & Hills, City Drug Store, Belfast.

will tell you to use E.
in the Best Equipped

-1

better

You know the terrible affliction that comes
to many homes from the result of a drinking
husband or son. You know of the' money
wasted on “Drink” that is needed in' the home
to purchase food and clothing. ORRINE has
saved thousands of drinking men. It is a home
treatment. No sanitarium expenses. Can be
given secretly. We are in earnest when we
ask you to give ORRINE a trial. You have
nothing to risk and everything to gain, for
your money will be returned if after a trial
you fail to get results from ORRINE.
ORRINE is prepared in two forms: No. 1,
secret treatment, a powder; ORRINE No. 2,
the voluntary treatment. Costs only $1,00 a
box. Ask for booklet.

They

>

epitaph?

Readers Are Learning the Way.

When the kidneys are weak.
Help them with Doan’s Kidney Pills,

(Principal Stations)

tention. He was very
He would open any door in the house
by
lifting the latch with his paw. An excellent mouser also.
At the snapping of
my fingers he would leap from the
ground on to my shoulder.
But alas and alack! naughty little Fritz
had one cherished and
besetting sin. He
would catch the tiny
fluffy chickens and
kill them for the mere
pleasure of it.
Many times when playing croquet the
game would be suddenly interrupted by
the meteor like
passage of Fritz with a
small yellow chicken in his mouth.
We tried
everything to cure him of
this disastrous habit,
even
tied a
wee dead chicken around
his neck for a
whole day, thinking to either
terrify or
shame him.
Not a bit of it! As soon as
he was released he celebrated the occasion by actually
killing about half a

j

ease.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
New York

appropriate
intelligent, too.

AN All ID III
HELP THE KIDNEYS. I
It’s the little kidney ills—
The lame, weak or aching back—
The unnoticed urinary disorders—
That may lead to dropsy and Bright’s dis-

The Perfection is smokeless, odorless and absolutely safe.

grew to an enormous size, and was extremely fastidious about his persorial appearance.
He would spe d the better
part of an hour over his
morning toilet,
until it almost seemed as if each individual hair had received
at-

—

Belfast

no

variety
disappeared almost entirely, and when
found were considered a
rarity!
Fritz was a beautiful
yellow, with
deeper an ! tawnier shades, and with
glorious large eyes of liquid amber. He

Cry

and farm here for many years,
little beast, and each year is teased and Thursday found themselves homeless,
his
their
tormented by the guests, who enjoy
store, shed, grain house and stable
with practically all their contents being
antics, until he is really an unpleasant
destroyed by fire early in the morning,
pet. I remember the horror of one lady the
buildings were valued at $7,000 and
laBt year, whom he seized by the hair tnere is an insurance of about $2,300
while she was stooping down to pick up through an Ellsworth agency. The Clif-

as

brother,

■

store

trouble and it’s very little
expense—ten hours of comfort on
a single gallon of kerosene.
Why
start a big coal fire when a little
oil heater will do?
It’s

Fritz—The Coon-Cat.

j

Oil Heater.

Just take it wherever the extra heat
is needed.
In five minutes it
chills
to cheery warmth.
changes

Thousands of visitors at the Tauama-Pacific exposition at San Francisco daily inspect the model of the new $55.
000,000 railroad station now being erected in Chicago.

window of her fath-

by a rope. She purchased
with the jewels a large tract of land in
New Hampshire, once called Nuttfield,
then Londonderry, in a part of which

chilly
day—if you
a

have a PerfectionSmoke-

idly past on it way down to the sea, made
Another Democratic Blundeir.
picture which can only delight the eye
of the beholder, and of which those who
Washington. D. C., October 18, 1915.
Most people eat too much. If you are
love it may well dream when absent.
A blunder by the Democratic Congress
a hearty eater help your digestion take
Those lapt days at Crawfords were care of the over-load by taking one Pink- j has
crippled one of its most -important
the city of Manchester now stands. A such a
jumble of leavetakings, trunk let, the little sugar-coated laxative gran- j labor laws.
jew years ago one oi ner
Pinklets
dinner.
a
gently
an
after
descendants,
big
j The last Congress passed a provision
packings and preparations for closing ules,
stimulate the stomach, prevent conges- I
aged man, was in Belfast and told us that the
house, combined with some strenu- tion and the many distressing results of intended to prohibit the use in governhe had himself just sold the last of the
ous days in the
telegraph department, over-indulgence at the table.
ment plants under the War Department
land thus acquired,and that when a child
that they passed very rapidly. On SepPinklets, the new laxative, are greatly of certain customs opposed by labor orhe had often heard the tale of the
elope- tember 26th we had snow, and what was superior to old-fashioned medicines which
That provision is practiover-stimulate the liver and, when their ganizations.
ment from his grandfather and had
many said to be one of the heaviest gales ever
in
use is stopped, leave it more torpid than
cally inoperative today. A vital link
times been in the old house which had
experienced in the mountains. Trees before. Pinklets do not upset the stom- the chain of legislation was omitted.
been the home of the noble
lady and her came crashing down all through the ach or cause griping.
The labor provision referred to was the
weaver husband. The
Pinklets should be in every household.
lady was of course woods, a big smoke stack on the laundry
center of one of the bitterest fights of
to take them
need
until
wait
Do
not
you
disowned by her family —and the only was blown
over, shutters were blown off but buy a bottle now.
Ifyour druggist | the session. It was intended to prevent
reason I can credit the tale at all is bethe house and the glass was broken in cannot supply you send 25 cents to the j
the use of army
appropriations for
cause a neat little individual
hoodoo, no several windows. As gust after gust Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
of
time
employees or to
study
making
full-size
bottle.
jI
doubt born of a noble father’s raging, came
N. Y.j for a
against my window that night it
pay any premium, bonus or cash reward
seems to have been let loose to roam at
hardly seemed as though anything made the valley” and was told that they v/ere : to any employee in addition to his reguj
will among the lady’s descendants forof mere glass could withstand the on- birches.
Whereupon she said: “But lar wages,” and was enacted as an
ever, and forever more. The lady was
slaught—but in the morning all was what makes them so white, conductor?” amendment to the army appropriation
|
snot a nice lady anyhow, or she would
peaceful and the sun was shining. The The conductor was at a loss only for a : bill.
never have climbed out of the window to
j
road through the Notch, however, was
second, then he said, “It is because they
The struggle over this amendment all
run away with any
man; but the story impassable on account of fallen trees.
in the White Mountains Madam,” but caused the failure of the army bill.
grow
|
did have a fascination for us as children.
Mr. H. S. Mudgett, proprietor of the with which
reply she seemed satisfied.” First adopted by the House, it was reMy father, however,-taught us, what I Intervale House, came up with a crew,
This story reminds me that a lady be- jected by the Senate after a long drawn
believe to be true, that one's nobility lies and
George Howland with another crew tween Fabyans and Boston asked me to out controversy. When the bill went
not in ancestry, but in strength of charworked from the Crawford end to clear show her the pine trees that they made back to the
House, they refused to ratify
acter and a broad
charity; and with kind- the road. At one time, they told us, the fir pillows from, and also reminds me the Senate’s action.
ly ridicule laughed away our great inter- there were ten or eleven automobiles
of another story of a heavy train pulling
The measure then went to a conferest in the tale of the chest of
jewels. 1 held up behind each crew, and all the up one of the steep mountain grades. ence committee of the two branches.
thought of it ail, as the lights of Man- men assisted in the work. Mr. Howland “Do
you think we can get up, conduc- They tried in vain to harmonize the difchester (for much to my regret it was
said that in thirty-four years he had tor?” asked one of the passengers:
ferences, with the labor amendment aldark when we reached
Manchester) never seen the Notch so obstructed and “Listen to the engine” replied the conways the principal bone of contention.
twinkled and flashed before my interestthat another thing he had never seen at ductor "It’s saying, ‘I think I can, I think
Scores of other disagreements were dised and curious eyes, and seemed to beckthat season was the ground carpeted I can’
and after the pull was over he
posed of, but the Senate continued to
on me to come nearer and
explore the with green leaves. All the autumn leaves said, “Now listen, it’s saying, “I thought
oppose the labor clause and the House to
mysterious country ihat lay beyond them which appeared after the
early frosts, I could, I thought I could.
Anyone who support it. Three times conference comin the darkness—the country where
my had been blown off, and up to October has heard the heavy freights in the night mittee
reports were rejected because of
ancestors lived and toiled when this part
first, when I left, the mountains were pulling up the grade past Crawfords the labor regulation alone.
of America was a land of almost unclothed in green, as they had been all will appreciate this, for they certainly
Not until Senators realized they must
broken forests.
summer.
This was a disappointment say these two things very plainly. And vote for it or defeat the entire
approJ he tram was late all along and it was
to those people who were there for “foli- many a man says them, too, as he pulls
priation did they give it up. The passage
9.30 before we reached Boston. I hesiwhich
is usually such an at- up the steep grade of life, and then set- of the
age week,”
army bill containing the labor
tated between a sleeper on the train
tractive feature of the scenery. On tles down into the dead level of success
regulation
speedily followed.
at
3
a.
m.
and a room at the
leaving
September 28th Benton and I had our that reyvards his efforts.
On the same day Congress passsd an
hotel across the street, which the North
last walk together through the woods,
R. T. Newell.
act authorizing the War Department to
Station matron assured me was “all where so
many of the familiar trees lay
City Point, Me., Oct. 8, 1915.
more than six million dollars for
expend
right.” Having decided in favor of the prostrate, down
through the wonderful
fortifications and other defenses. To
hotel and the 8 a. m. train, the good lady Notch to the
second cascade.
As we
SPRAGUE’S JOURNAL.
make the labor clause effective, it was
kindly volunteered to go across with me, approached this cascade, Benton, who
as essential to the fortifications bill as to
and I was soon enjoying a very restful had
Part 3 of the third volume of Sprague’s
spied the gleam of a white tent
the army bill.
and comfortable room ;but it is a question
of Maine History published at
Journal
among the trees, whispered “Guineas”
There is not one line or word of the
whether my sleep would have been quite and
began to make rapid time back up Dover has been received. It contains labor
regulation in the fortifications act.
so sweet, had I known that evening that
twenty
forty-eight
pages,
comprising
the road. Hurrying after him I found
It was not proposed as a part of this law
subto
Maine
historical
one
window
articles
looked
down
relating
my
through a that “Guineas” (Italian laborers) were
in either House or Senate, although to
network of fire escapes into a deep his
with illustrations. Its frontispiece
particular abhorrence, and that un- jects,
include it in the army act and not in the
is an ancient map of the Kennebec region
“well” which it seemed to me might less I hustled
there was great danger of of
interest and value, made in fortifications law was a mere farce. The
especial
a
most successful trap in case of
form
my being left in the Notch without an 1752, ana republished by the Massachudays and weeks of fierce conflict that had
fire. No, dear Journal, I do not like escort. His favorite
expression, “what’s setts Historical Society in 1912. Among worn the strength and tempers of the
and
more
the
other
leading
important subjects
Boston or any
great city. Some keeping you” several 'times quickened
treated are
Brief Notes on Ancient contestants to shreds provea to be a sham
wise man has called such a city “a sore
my steps, until we were once more in Kennebec” by the editor; a communica- battle.
on the body politic” and no doubt if he
sight of the house. Certainly one could tion from Hon. W» B. Kendall of BowThis is not an isolated blunder. It is
had lived in these days of electricity and well
doinham on “The Study of Maine Hisimagine bandits lying in wait in that
one of
hundreds that have been
but
automobiles, subways and elevated secluded place, armed and masked, to re- tory in our Schools,” and suggesting a woven into the entire fabric of Demofor aiding it; “The
comprehensive
plan
cratic legislation—another evidence of
roads, flying machines and sky scrapers, lieve one of surplus cash—but in this Eveletb
Family of Monson and Green- Democratic
he would have called it something much
incompetency and inefficiville, Maine;” “Georgetown, Maine,
case the poor “Guineas” were no doubt
I
The Ancient and Modern,” by Reverend ency.
The trip from Boston was just
worse.
harmless and would have been much
Henry O. Thayer of New York; “Ralph
like other trips from Boston —too much
amused had they known of the fear that
Farnham, a Bunker Hill Patriot,” by
Children
like "a twice told tale vexing the ear of their
presence inspired. The next morn- Sarah Lucus Martin; anc the conclusion
FOR FLETCHER’S
a drowsy man” to bear enlarging upon.
wayfarers notes on “A Famous Lawing, with sadness tugging away at my of
suit.” A continuation of “Biddeford,
It rained all day, and I read and crochetCASTOR!
A
heart, I saw this faithful little friend of Maine, Cemetery Inscriptions,” contribed, then crocheted and read, and then mine and his
AUXILIARY STEEL SCHOONERS.
mother, my beloved Madam uted by James I. Wyer, Jr., of the New
read and crocheted until we reached
Serenity, entering the automobile, which York State Library; “Hon. Elias DudAtlantic coast shipping interests are
Citypoint; and the home coming at the bore them away to Fabyans, whence ley and Some of his Political Correspondence;” with notes by the editor, and “An placing orders on the Great Lakes for
end of it was ail that I had anticipated.
the
their
home
in
took
train
for
they
List of the Members of the steel schooners to be operated both by
Already I have visited each favorite Woodstock, Vermont. Mr. Pinney re- Alphabetical
The
First Congregational Church of Bangor, sail and auxiliary motor power.
nook about the farm, and have enjoyed
mained, and it was owing to him that I Maine, 1811-1856,” contributed by Fannie latest order is from the Thomas B.
five
3000
are also interesting and Smith Co. of New York for
one of those long drives which are bo
found, when 1 opened my lunch box in Hardy Eckstorm,
schooners, all five-masters, each to
pleasant, over the familiar roads—up Boston, a lemon, two raw onions and a valuable features. In its “Sayings of ton
Subscribers” column, we agree with Hon. be fitted with Swedish crude oil engines,
thiH and down dale and through the for- raw
carrot, carefully wrapped in waxed Allen M. Phillip who says: “Sprague’s the new vessels to be built at the Craig
Journal is in a class by itself. It fills a yards of Toledo. The advent of these
ests fair. Tonight the sunset was withpaper and reposing among the delicious
place not reached by an other publication motor fitted Bchooners may revolutionize
out exception the most glorious that I eatables with which the box was filled
the coast carrying trade. It is said they
in Maine.”
The wide sweep a last
ever beheld anywhere.
and
that
of
the
fun
mischief
are designed for the South American
gleam
FIKE ON CAPE ROZIER.
of the crimson western sky, the soft, characterizes the Crawfordites. A post
trade and also for European Bervice, and
that in fitting them with motors it is
mellowed green of the undulating fields card today from Mrs. Wright informs me
Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Clifford Left Homeless. planned that they may be able to ascend
beneath it, the gorgeous red and gold of that she is in Plymouth, N. H., being
rivers and enter harbors independent of
Cape Rozier, Me., Oct. 15. Saving
the woodlands beyond the fields, and the treated by a local physician for a bite,
the saving on that account being
their five head of cattle, two barrels of tows,
considerable of an item, and aside from
gentle Passagassawaukeag gliding plac- Jocko the monkey having thus bidden flour and a few clothes
they were able to that the motor propulsion is expected to
her farewell. I am hoping that the bite put on hurriedly, Mr. and Mrs. Percy save
many-days of lying to waiting for
will have no serious results. The monkey Clifford, well known residents of Cape favorable winds.
who have conducted a general
Rozier,
is certainly a treacherous and vicious
a

er’s castle

in

corner

or

moment in the

weaver

this country
and a chest
was

MacNuti, and came to
taking with her one maid
of plate and jewels, which

house,

your

many, many years ago. There is a romantic story of a noble English lady of
the he use of Stuart, who eloped with a

Scottish

cold

a

room,

cold

a
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JACKSON & HALL’S

James H Duncan. C. E„
SEARSPORT, MAINE,
Land

Timberlands,

Topographic and
Hydrographic Surveys,
General Engineering Work.
Uni

To let in

Odd Fellows block■

Inquire of
RALPH H. HOWES.
tfS8

Surveying,
Valuation of

OFFICE

For Sale
House and stable, 7 Cedar street, Belfast. Apply to
F. E. HUNT,
30 WarrenSt., Brookline, Mas*
3w39

IcOUNTRY

APPROVES OF A NEW “FIRST LADY.”
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ou
and

^
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Feel

Keep yonni
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a

Range

s^Makes Cooking Easy\\,
^V^Mitchell

Trussdl, Belief

Bi——m-m.uai&mmmmm

I'

Gravelling the Road.
'rise

to many requests

we

In popular language the wor<l rheumatism is a term that covers a multitude oi
ills of which pain is the chief symptom.

prim

W

prsn»jet

a musician and coni'
the verses were printed on a
of paper at the job office oJ

tret

Burgess

f*

the blood is built up to a

ficient

They

con-

tfct- names of all the business mer
f : > at that day.

n

i"r walked out the other day,
issiiig i.-.-mbard on our waj,
gay and festive sport,
sc
ured for the store of Pote;
i:
i.’idsome girls, so neatly dressed,

jg money making vests,
then on the run
urselves ai Simontons’;
ci’s mild and pleasant face

awhile,

f

-.

t sorrow we can

•

to

overcome

strength

suf-

the rheumatic poi-

son.
External applications and drugs
that simply relieve the pain are useless.
I)r. Williams’ I‘ink Dills build up the
blood and really correct the trouble.
With the poisons in the blood there is
a continual combat between the health
forces and the disease. When the rheumatic ]>oison prevails the blood gets thin
rapidly. When the blood is made rich
and red by Dr. Williams' Pink Pills the
poisons are destroyed and expelled.
The free booklet “Building Up the
Blood” tells the whole story and the diet
book “What to Eat" will be sent on request by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y. Your own druggist
sells Dr. Williams' Pink Pills.

and sold at the book-

H. G. O. Washburn.

■

recurring

Wheeler,

i

it:

trace,

i
we see more ladies fair,
L
geous chignons for back hair;
fc h very busy, as they say,
,jr dry goods and
get away.
I
iriend George, and on we trudge,
::fn
the hand of Manley
Dodge.
I*
place just like a book,
u i'eel you’d like to
smoke;
:cig<- ne has the choicest brand,
e=e
them constantly on hand;
7'
Soda, Wines and Ale,
has the best for sale.
■> back and take a
stew,
1

In there we buy a spool of thread;
Then put us in our little bed
Rut no, that thing will never do.
We must see Peavy, the clothing Jew.
On clothing prices we can’t unite;
Buy your hardware of George F. White,
And if you should die of the blues,
Buy your coffin of Del Mathews.
Of course you’ve heard tnat joke so cute,
How' Delphus took the Quaker suit.
We cannot dwell, so leave his store
And find the shoe-man A. A, Moore;
His customers all to please he’ll try;
Oh, how is Geo Wells’ place for high?
There’s Davis in there, sure’s you’re born.
Selling prize packages of pop corn.
Outside the counter there’s lots of critters.
Puiling away at Stafford’s bitters.
Out the door we try to steer.
But bummers sing out, “Treat on the beer.

'r

friend Dodge

a

kind adieu,

up stairs to Flanders’ room,
ut, “will be back soon.”

Mayor, now we know
Railroad’s sure to go.
precisely what to do,

tti.'

the

‘St

money to put it through.
will, now it’s begun—
uing General Nickerson;
uu’re bucy with matters of
law,
etain you, so give us your
paw.
e go, but how we
siare,
nd Andrews laid over a chair!
ws, what a the matter now?
lor tam, look at mine
frow;
-<he does te beesness now.”
•rs we go on the
run,
chat with Pendleton.
sick, I’m very sure
P. is bound to cure.
t call we have
there, then
the street to see friend Ben.
'arm we can’t refrain
n cur thirst and cool our
brain;
this what must we do
good old Trussell stew?
this we feel no worse,
:;e

As

have shut down on benzine,
Out we come and meet Eugene;
him
Of
we buy a nice gold chain,
But “The Lady of Lyons’’ is on his brain,
In Johnson’s we see an honest man,
Who is it?
Wm Brannagan.
There sits Charles, with care-worn looks,
Always pegging away at the books.
Highly pleased with Johnson's stock—
But we’re looking for his son, the Doc.
For now we’re feeling rather ill;
But Horatio’s gone out to Swanville,
His office boy says he’s gone out
With his friend Frederick to fish for trout.
Angling is a sport ot his;
I guess young Johnson knows his biz.
Down the stairs we now do run,
With our aches and pains, to Poor & Son.
We know full well they have the stuff,
They’ve been in business long, enough.
Borne music gently greets the ear—
Oh, that is Cad—halloo, you here?
Of course for him we now do start,
Sing us our favorite. “Take Back the Heart.’
Thanking him kindly,to Allard’s we stray.d;
Ned Wiggin, learning the jeweler's trade.

•'

1

SUr.v
>ca:

s

finished, on

is

|

we

go

tore—Atkinson & Co.;
cheese, etc., here,
cheap, they are not dear.
8 short, but we’ll
just run
k store to see Uncle John.
there in the Custom House

n,.-

1!Rt

UIIC IXJXIIg suxe will
cuuie tu pass,
If you buy gold there you don’t get brass.
In Colburn’s store we all do know,
Kailroad matters are all the go.
So up the stairs we quickly hop,
To Joseph Caccioia’s shop,
He says he tries, and thinks he can
“Give a clean towel to every man.”
He tells us now, upon his word.
That he “can handsomely out-shave Hurd;”
But to this case we’ll soon attend,
For Hurd shall kno* that -we’re his friend
Next on -Richard Moody call,
Young Dick’s in Augusta, playing base-ball;
So back we go, for ’tis a sin
To pass the meat man, D. Durgin;
And Eben Sanborn, just up stairs,
Where furniture he well repairs.
XI1CXCO

quiet as a mouse;
oodcock, and our good friend Frye

;,re as
[

interest under their eye.

tig

4

long, so on we go,
Post Master, Thurlow.
Prank, who’s in the ring,
^ got a good soft
thing,
e flag-stones, at the
bench,

P'"-'

tuw.
tSt!

’-he tinman, A. D. French.
*■'■*re» we hear an awful roar,
«oun.js to us like Hen
*i;-

we

{Rav;'

to

Kilgore.
mistaken,
pictures taken;

go, and not

get

our

s. “my triend, I
*Jr-v
non- y
will bust the machine.”
three slight kicks,
gives
^u,cit‘yurable
Miss
right in
ween

a man

us

J '*’■

on

Hicks,

please, for entering this way,
1
Perfumery we don’t wish today.
..Re foot of the stairs we meet a man
H n^w tall
hat, John Haraden.
oppose there’s nothing special
new,
f
John, now does your father do?
ltrust ^at Johnny won’t get vexed;
ri‘ith’s market we’ll try next;
oin, we
buy a little sage,
,ctf co run up ana read the Age.
us.

_

DeR this

is

*

done

we

rather guess

miss Trussell or Burgess;
while, to see them print
la'-k, blue, red, or any tint;
*ler\ hop-bills, labels or cards,
tet ibis
poetry for the bards.
*r r.oi
tarry, so we must go
H

:

*

stairs to a store below,
he Maddocks’ n£w shoe
shop,
find no time to stop.
-r
fing & Ellis, we think it h«Ht.
billiards at John West’s.
•••
game and that is ail
*e most
slip in and see Bill Hall;
kiioa- it now, and
always knew,
'dly, with his brush, can do,
’i

n

A

»

f'fci
8 h

we

t®ore

,

paintings, we sometime gaze,
jjl'iendid
course we cannot but
5

* we see
a familiar
al >8 Whitten’s

there
tJfav*rig
V harness
1

them praise;

face;
carriage place;

we make a call
snop of McDonald;

r'uy a harness, for we keep no horse,
try some pop beer made by Cross;
the stuff for a hot day,
there’s Tom Condon over the way.

^U8t
^

nothing

there to

buy,

the Court House corner hie.
ntenix House we must not slight,
democratic
j, *alk alone a landlord, White.
at
funeral pace;
ere is Clark &
Fernald’s place,
**ke Bome old bummers,
the trouble to send out
drummers;
e
Ick together like a
couple of mokes—
fit
erne one’s
whittling—that is Oakes,
in there are
hunky dorer,
*
make a call on Amos Storer;
8
os what we wish to
see,
\ ,7s8
r j,00 ny, Amos, don’t bothet me,
..m a wandering refugee.
p,aCe’ things look so strange,
been a glorious change;
i, h. lhefe’B
he keepB *ro“ loafers free—
6* are
you Susan Wetberbee.
1

a

in'|C°ncern’
,take

learfu'8
i8ce

we

—

ay billiards—halloo Frank Peirce!
'while and must confess
are the very best.

,■
!-'

[
I

see Charles Mitchell drive in Kate.
To the stable now we slip across;
We know where to get a good fresh horse.
Henry save he has a pair
Of good ones in a stall out there.
Both harnessed in a buggy neat.
We hop right in and take a seat.
Be careful, boys, and drive them slow;
To bind the thing we’ll settle now.
With strings in hand, we stop and think.
At the New England House we’ll take

Woods, Mathews & Baker are good
And so is Mr. Wadlin;
a splendid stock.
And any prices he can knock.

Not being yet quite ready to dye,
We think Black’s place we’ll just pass by,
A man here grabs us by the arm.
“Mine friend, I doos you no great harm.”
With strangers this will never do;
We never could trade with a Jew,
Our carpets, we of Sleeper buy;
But he is out, so Card we try,
We take our goods and lift the latch,
Think we’ll send a small dispatch;
Ned’s flying round like a crazy linnet,
Expects the Cambridge every minute.
Well, on we go, but I declare!
We almost get bit by Russell’s mare;
This we escape, without much harm—
Oh Lord! you bet, it’s growing warn.
And try to cool ourselves, we must,
It ought to be very cool at Frost’s,
Whitmore has all kinds of meat.
But there's George Pierce across the street;
His store looks lively, neat and clean,
And now look out for A. D. Bean,
Of course the Capt. is in the ring;
By all he’ll do the good, square thing,
For groceries, all to him do come—
What’s more, he sells the city rum.
It on a bat, perhaps you think
You can go in and get a drink;
Your thoughts,my friend,won’t come to pass
He don’t sell whiskey by the glass;
The smallest quantity is a gill.
You can’t get that unless you’re ill.
We leave the Captain, and next door
We see a single man no more;
Frank Knowlton, sick of single life,
A short time since took him a wife.
With Frank we pass a cordial word,
And now we'll see about Fred Hurd;
A young man in the barber trade,
A tip top shaver, it is said;
His little place seems just like home;
With razor sharp, clean brush and comb.
He’s expeditious, neat and spry,
So boys, give Mr. Hurd a try.
He welcomes all to him that
come,
With his new invention, “Hurd’s Sea Foam,”
Tuttle’s rooms are just next door,
But we get our pictures of Kilgore.
We can't pass painter Cullnan by—
In there we catch Ned Connell’s eye;
Witjb paint and brushes in his hands,
He don’t play now to benefit bands.'
Well, this won’t do,so on we jog
To the oyster house of Mr. Fogg.
He asks us there awhile to wait,
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Nathaniel ain’t those horses stunners?
For G-d sake, see the Boston runners!
Around the House we see a crowd,
Boston runners know where to board;
At the table you see nothing stale,
It’s the Astor House on a smaller scale,
When guests should thance to be in need
There stands the gentleman, Mr. Reed,
A Clerk who ail the boarders know,
At hotel business is not slow;
And then, the house is none the worse
For employing our good friend Reny Pierce;
If loafers hang around, no doubt
Young Billy Holmes will put ’em out.
Of Holmes we try to get the thing,
Says he ain’t sold it since last spring.
So around the square we go pell-mell
And warm the animals pretty well;
We know Charles Mitchell is no fool,
So we slacken up and let ’em cool.
But what’s the use they full well know,
Those horses ain’t been driven slow.
Out w’e jump for Blacksmith Row,
For we must hurry up you know.
On we go right by them all,
And into Mathews’ store we call,
Nothing new to see in there,
So leave this place and go elsewhere.
When we’re in want of some good butter
We’ll surely patronize Milt Carter;
Across the street.we see a face
Which looks to us like Alden Chase;
At A. D Chase’s it’s understood,
That business generally is good;
We think we just heard something fall.
Oh! that is Bobby’s new base ball
At Cox & Field’s we see young George,
Working hard for Timothy Chase Lodge;
A warm day, George? “It is very!”
Hold on, we can’t forget friend Perry.
But feeling more or less fatigued.
We’ll stop at Caldwell’s and read the Whig;
We read all the papers—laugh—grow fat—
My goodness! John wears that same hat!
Buy your millinery up stairs if you choose;
But just see Forbes’ boots and shoes!
Trie place I think where worsted sells.
Is just next door in ’Gusta Wtlis’
Next in Thorndike's window stare,
And see ail kinds of crockery ware.
If ever your watch refuses to run,
Chase will fix it, he’s just the one.
At Washburn’s we will spend some time;
For here are notions in every line.
Young William is one of those kind.
That business is uppermost in his mind,
We wish him well and then propose
To drop in and see Asa Howes;
His customers never go adrift
For want of politeness in Charles Swift.
Perhaps you think that I would fail
To mention Thomas Lothrop’s ale;
And see so many handsome creatures
Buying dry goods at Tom Pitcher’s.
His place is not so very slow;
The ladies all know where,to go.
Now, when you get the where-with-all
Just trade a little with Bill Marshall;
His goods they suit and never fail,
How are you,Bickford—good evening,Shales,
There stands a man outside the door,
Well known to all, B C. Dinsmore;
Another man that always suits;
“Eureka!" Andrew, what is that?
He tells you, thinks “you will feel flat."
He thinks, of course, that you he's sold;
Oh, shoo fly Andrew, that joke is old.
We must leave here—now what o'clock?—
A pretty question—just ask Locke;
In his place we next will go—
Why Land-lord Locke, how do you do?
His bench is strewn, from end to end
With jewelry that he’s trying to mend.
Horatio, please leDd us a dish—
We’ve often heard of Durham’s fish;
His store is closed, and across the way,
We find Frank Lancaster out today,
Of fish, we guess we won’t buy any;
So jog along by Adams & Haney.
Pass the store of Cottrell,
And land, slam bang, at Sanborn’s Hotel.
Through the Dock we’ll take a start;
Here's Lewis & Crosby, Frederick and Smart,
A rushing trade, the people say,
Sibley drives in a quiet way.

Further, v.e
rushing

Are

know that people
to the store of Bailey;
why then they run.

daily

If he is out,
Of course, right into Wm. Swan.
On the bridge we see the train;
“Rather warm," says Daniel Lane.
The sun upon us hot is streaming.
But we can’t rush right by Edwin Beaman.
There is no special reason why
We can’t stop long at the Foun-der-y.
So hot in there creates a stupor,
So we jog on to Marcellus Cooper.
Things go on well here, 'tis sure,
With a sprightly clerk like Johnny Poor.

Countrymen

most

always

say
truck our

Following

“To Pitcher’s we will
hay."
This concern must safely run,
With his new partner, Oscar, his son.
Back along the road we drift,
Here’s Knowlton, Mansfield, Havner and
Swift.
We rush Along, with all our might,
the
store of Martin White.
By
At RiggB’ we'll buy some good fresh
doughnuts,
And then be ready for Moody &
Conant’s,
Our head feels hot, what shall we do?
Go into Sanders’ aqd try a
shampoo.
This is a shop of some renown:
For a wonder Bill is sitting down.
He trims us up, we feel so fresh,
We trade a little with S. Kalish.
But while in there get in a snarl,
And have to call on Freddy Carle;
He kindly offers us his card.
And faint at the door of Hersey & Woodward
Upon coming to we hear a bluster—
Oh, that’s Hath Wheeler selling a duster.
Their store is the coolest in the town,
So we sit down and look around.
Presently we take a peep,
At Col. on the counter fast
asleep.
At the books it’s not hard telling
The candid countenance ot Llewellyn.
Our clothes don’t seem quite good
enough;
“I’ll measure you," says Schulinkoff;
If they don’t fit the very best
It ain’t Wales’ fault, they’ll be well pressed.
In clothing we will go no deeper,
But just drop in on Sherburne Sleeper.
His goods are of the very best;
I hear young Sherb is going West,
I heard him ssy the other day,
He’s going cleat to Iowa,

|
{

men,

The oldest barber in the place
Is Professor Pierce—he’ll shave your face
His assistant, there, will cut your locks,
I think his name is George F. Cox.
At Hilton’s we are well convinced.
His pressing done by Major Prince;
With stately form, he feels so loose,
When handling the red-hot goose.
The stock looks well we will confess,
But we are after A1 Burgess,
Of George Swift we do quickly learn,
That Fred Barker has left the concern.
Sorry to hear it, on we go
To Robbins’ store, where all do know
Ie just the place to buy goods low;
For everybody tells us so.
Out of there into Hersey’s we go;
Sam, for a good square joke, aint slow.
Pass Follett’s and into Wheelock’s go,
If you’ve got the canker he’ll tell you so.
From Wheelock’s, and into Thompson’s store,
No second hand coffins will he repair,
From Thompson’s, it is not so far
To the store of David Lancaster,
As ’twould be to go across the bridge—
To find the store of Kittridge
Next above, if not mistaken—
W'e hobble in to see Frank Leighton.
He holds his hand up to his ear,
And up to Piilsbury's office we steer.
Of this young man we quickly learn,
The German war is going on.
A man might think that he would rue
To have a chat with A. G. Jewett.
Upon his table behold the clippings,

“What,

piugo

say—you

it,

know—including strip-j

—

Now don't you think, ’tween you and I,
That Ellis’ ale we’d better try?
Of course, we are not satisfied,
Till John Chap Robbins’ hash we’ve tried.
The American House—to all ’tis known;
When kept by Robbins, won’t go down,
For everything is neat and clean.
We hear a smile—'tis Lewis Bean.
Hats, caps and furs are kept in there.
Oh, don’t they make your eyeballs stare?
Up stairs, I almost broke my neck,
Getting John Quimby to cash a check.
We throw our lamps on Asa Faunce,
And then out of the Bank we dance.
Our shoes in the next store we get;
But find Mose Rich don’t grow a bit.
Well Moses, what’s the latest news?
“Oh, Gue Swift's in back pegging shoes.”
Gus says: ‘’That's what’s the matter with

Hannah!”

I

Do you advertise in the Union Banner?
It’s a tip-top little sheet.
For wit and humor it can’t be heat.
Now Fuller’s place don’t smell so Dad
As when the City rum he had.
There’s Billy Bean, a nice young man,
In company with his Uncle Dan;
While in the corner, perfectly aisy,
Sits Erin’s son, our friend Pat Casey,
Who asks us in his quiet way;
“Have ye any wood to saw the day?”
No! but we want a good digester.
We know how to get it of Dr. Sylvester,
Coming out we go up the street;
But on the way, why Webster we meet.
Another license paid with a sigh.
Excelsiors! How’s that for high?
If necessary on such a toot,
Nigger Milliken will shine your boot.
Oh, would I had a boy like you,
I’d know precisely what to do.

I’d string you right up by your thumb.
And knock your brains out one by one,
There’s no one that we wish to Bkip,
Upon this warm and dusty trip;

Republican
passed by;

But the

Journal

we’ve

quite

We'll not say much, I’ll tell you why:
It speaks for itself—that well-known sheet-

by all with such a treat.
Through the country, near and far,
The Journal is their guiding star.
We now are through, and wt’ll run home;
But quite forgot friend Joe Jerome.
We can’t skip Joseph, we guess not.
Read

Here are lobster, from the mint, red hot,
The learned counsel we’ve also forgot:
McLellan, Fogler, Boyle and Abbott,
Judge DickerBon, the head of all,
Deals justice, though the heavens fall.
And now we’re through, ’tween y,ou and I,
Dear Mother, we’ve come home to die,
T. U.

W. C.

A pledged
is reported to
the National Convention of the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union in session
here. Those figures, it is stated, applied
to Sunday school membership and include
224,134 names added during the last year.
The repon, added that more than 16,000
entire families are pledged to total abstinence. The convention refused to change
the annual meeting time from the closing
three months of the year to spring by
of

a

report of the October

I Something New! ]

County Probate Court,
Judge James Libby of Unity presiding;
Petitions for probate of wills were presented in estates of Josephine A.Pendergast, late of Northport; Melnotte F.
Wentworth, late of Searsport; Alfred E.
Nickerson, late of Swanville; Charles A.
Patch, late of Winterport; Joseph H
Boulter, late of Knox; Eben C. Clement,
late of Winterport.

I

Petitions for distribution were presentin
the estates of Hattie E.
Howes,
late of Belfast; Jane A. McClure, late of
ed

Searsport.

Petitions for license to sell real estate
presented in estates of Curtis E.
Mitchell, late of Unity; Anna M. Nash,
late of Belfast.
Petition for change of name of Fannie
and Alec Rubenstein of Belfast to Fannie and Alec Goldman ot Belfast was
presented.
Petition for administration was presented in estate of Solomon
Palmer, late
of Montville.
Petitions for probate of will were allowed in estates of John H. Gordon, late
of BrookB; Samuel A.
Rendell, late of
Stockton Springs; Charles W. Wilder,
were

1,845,944

o

U

held in the
As a concession to this argument
the constitution was amended so as to
give the official board power to set an
early meeting date when the situation
made the change advisable.

East.

For Infants and Children
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Always bears
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Signature
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A $15,000,0000

Superdreadnaught.

New York, Oct. 14. The keel of the
$15,000,000 superdreadnought California
was laid today at the Brooklyn
navy
yard. Secretary Daniels, in a speech
the
brief
concluding
ceremony attending
the beginning of actual work on the fighting craft said the California will make

the most advanced step taken in naval
engineering in many years. The superdreadnought will be the firBt large war
vessel to be propelled entirely by electricity. The California is expected to
be launched within 15 months.
*

Small and
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Nut and

Large Size Sponge Cakes,

Delicious with ice
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for dessert, at the
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'=H. L. Whitten Co’s.=

late of Boston.
Account was presented in estate of
Henry G. Barlow, late of Freedom, first
and final.
Petitions for administration were allowed in estates of Ervin L. Thompson,
late of Knox; Fields C. Pendleton, late
of Islesboro; Otis Eugiey, late of Lincolnville; Franklin A. Rhoades, late of
Northport; Henry Crehore, late of Lincolnville; Charles E. Stevens, late of
Unity; Allen M. Moody, late of Lincalnvilie.
Petition for license to sell personal estate was allowed in estate of David C.

Gilman, late'of Liberty.

Petition for license to sell real estate
allowed in estate of Edward B.
Soule, late of Searsmont.
Petitions in regard to collateral inheritance tax were allowed in estates of Ellen
F. M. Musselman, late of Belfast; Theowas

dore P.

Dolcord, late of Searsport.
Petition for allowance was allowed in
estate of Edward P. Chase, late of Jack-

son.

Accounts were presented in estates of
Charles M. Marr, late of Swanville, sec-

ond and final; Mary Ella Emerson, late
ct Frankfort, first and
final; Rhoda
Page, late of Belfast, first and final;
Abbie A. Berry Pinkham, late of
Troy,
first and final; Lydia C.
Carver, late of
Searsport, first and final; Manly Foote,
late of Searsport, first;
George F. Bagley, late of Montville, first and final;
James E. Sprague, late of Frankfort,
first and final; Augustus M. Clark, late
of Winterport, first and final.
Warrants and inventories were returned in estates of Theodore P.
Colcord,
late of Searsport; Harland P.
Cross,
late of Knox; Charles E.
Thompson,
late of Montville; Edwin S.
Stevens, late
of Unity; Lois V.
Chaples, late of Belfast; Ellen A. Small, late of Searsport;
Huldah Wiggin, late of Knox; Helen
W. Crosby, late of
Belfast; George S.
Chase, late of Belfast.
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AROOSTOOK POTATOES.
Potatoes are coming into the Fort
Fairfield market at just a fair rate nowadays, and maintain their reputation for
the finest quality going. The price for
several days, as a general rule, has

been about $2.00, although ten cents or
above that has quite often been
paid. The highest price named on Tuesday was $2.18, which was considerably
above the rule. Some of the buyers are
taking small and cull potatoes right from
the field at 60 cents a barrel, although
probably not. all culls could be sold for
that price. It is surmised that the best
and soundest ones of these will be sorted
out for seed, the rest being sold ai the
factories for the regular price of 35
cents. Last year even the best potatoes,
a large part of the time, would not bring
so much as these culls are bringing now.
Many of the starch-factories are closing,
a few of them permanently, and some of
them tor a few days in order to get in
the last of the haulings. The high price
of potatoes has indeed put a spirit and
boom into Aroostook affairs that is noticeable everywhere. You can see the
smile on a farmer’s face when he is three
quarters of a mile away, with his back
turned; and we all think he has a mighty
for smiling,
reason
too. —Fort
airfield Review Oct. 13th.

a

FIRE ON ROCKLAND WATER FRONT.

Rockland, Me., Oct. 15. Tug Mercury owned by the Boston Towboat Company, and several other craft, were at
Atlantic Wharf this morning when burning gasoline on the surface of the water
set fire to the automatic coal
discharging
Capt. Aaron Wall and 12 members of
the Mercury’s crewwere eating breakfast
in the galley, when suddenly the
doorway
was filled with roaring flames.
So sudden was the onslaught that a towel in the
cook’s hands caught fire before he could
retreat.
While part of the crew manned
the fire apparatus, the others cast off the
lines and got the towboat
safely away
from the conflagration. Not,
however,
until it had been damaged several hundred dollars.
The tug John C. Morrison, owned
by
the Perrys, also had a narrow
escape,
and but for the timely arrival of the
tug

food

THAT LITTLE DOG OF MINE.

By “Lumber Jack/'
sort of thinking of the days that
used to be,
Of the loves, the griefs, the pleasures that my
I

completed program for the annual
meeting of the Maine Federation of
Woman’s clubs in Biddeford Oct. 26th,
27th and 28th has just been announced.
It contains much that is interesting
from a literary, and a musical and a
sociological standpoint, and indeed is
one of the finest
programs arranged for
such an event in recent years. Many
speakers of prominence are to be heard
in the course of the gatherings.
Among
them are Miss Nora Archibald Smith,
sister of Mrs. Kate Douglass Wiggin,
Mrs. Georgia Pulsifer Porter and Mrs.
J. Frank Rich, State editor of magazine.
Camden Woolen Mills Busy.
Work in all the woolen mills in town is
excellent and moBt all the mills are
putting in lots of overtime work. There is
a nice outlook for
of
work
all winplenty
ter which is very pleasing to the town.
A greater part of the work is made up
of “war orders."-Camden Herald.
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The most,

economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused hy feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Finkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves i;s superiority.
Women who have betu cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.’’ At
druggists. 50c large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

Eastern Mi Lues
ALL THE WAY BY WaTER.
i--FALL SCHEDULE.
BANGOR LINE
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and Camden.
Leave Belfast

days

Mondays, Wednesdays,

Thurs-

and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m., for Camden,
Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 7.30 a.

m., for

Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport

and

Bangor.

leaf

on

Returning: Leave India Wharf, Boston,Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00

honest eyes look up at me—that little dog p. m.
of mine.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
little tike, my own friend, the kind that you
S. S. North Land and North Star.
all know—
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesday.
No pedigree, no ribbons—he can’t get in the
Thursday and Saturday ac 6.00 p.m.
show.
FRED W. rOTE, Agent,
He’s just a little homely dog—a bunch of faith
Belfast, Maine.

Two

M. B. & C. O. Perry lost their coal dis-

The

am

Of those 1 loved and those who loved

summer.

charging plant, a coal shed, and about
400 tons of coal. Their total loss of
$10,000 is partly insured. The damage to
three boats approximates $600.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

more

special hearing Tuesday
on the petition of Edward B. Fletcher
for the adoption of Geraldine
Rolerson,
daughter of Emma Rolerson of Belfast.
The petition was dismissed for lack of
jurisdiction.
was

Maine Federation of Woman’s Club.

CASTOR IA

Chocolate, Gold, Silver, Maple,
Fruited Spice, also the

.

constitutional amendment
defeating
providing for such a change. The far Cumberland,the Standard Oil Company’s
West’s delegates pleaded for early con- Delivery II. would have shared the fate
ventions in order that the Western repre- of the Petroolia III, which was docked
sentatives might secure excursion rates at the same place when it
exploded this
when the conventions were
a

Drake’s Cake
In

plant of M. B. & C. O. Perry,

1,845,944.

Seattle, Wash., Uct. 13.

membership

is

term of Waldo

Of tinware, he’s

drink;

Probate Court.

The

Out of the door we quickly run,
To buy a rake of Harriman.

And

KINDS OF RHEUMATISM

the following poem, circulatec I
swv
Articular rheumatism, inflammatory
theof the completion of the Bel
rheumatism and rheumatic fever are all
\k Moosehead Lake Railroad in Sep | names for the same disease.
Muscular
rheumatism affects the muscles and does
The road had to be com
cbtr. >70.
not spread from one spot to another like
ltd within a certain time ai d to eninflammatory rheumatism. Lumbago is
a
train
was
run
ompletion
uj a form of muscular rheumatism.
tor several Sundays
Some people have rheumatism every
s roa:
carrying
blic-spirited citizens who spent the winter especially those people who inherit a rheumatic tendency. They will
f shoveling gravel. The author waj continue to have
attacks until
tt>

In Sleeper’s store, we think we smell
Paint from Sanborn’s very well,
To any man 'twould be a
mercy,
If he could paint as well as Percy.

"P.vright, 1H15. by American Press Association.
ic\ei I lesident \\ ilson and his bride to be
appear in public the people show their approval of the match by
,;lul fbtiiJ' lapping. 1 his photograph of Mrs. Galt and
the president was snapped on .their trip to New York.
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and

lovg;

But when these earthly clouds roll by and I
called above.
When I am at tne
stand in line,

pearly gates

God grant the first to meet
that dog of mine.

Maybe there
dogs or

are

no

me

am

and told to

pearly gates for either

men,
Yet we must cross the Great
know not how nor when.
And when I reach the other side
old bunch there,
With all our lives and all our

naturally laid bare,

Divide-we
and join the

hopes just

I know I'd feel some lonesome
sizing up the
sinners' line—
For I'd only care for heaven with that little
dog of mine.

TRUCKINGI am

prepared.to

do all kinds of

Furniture and piano moving

a

trucking.
specialty.

Leave orders at the staoie. corner of Hain
and Cross streets, and they will receive

prompt ’attention. Telephone

Of Hon.

there will be

connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
i*6 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

IN

MEMORY

A. E.

Nickerson

and Charles

Thompson.
In the hu3h of early morning!
And after dawn next

day,

Came a swift-winged Silent Messenger,
And bore age and youth away.
sick, feeble, tired veteran,
Over three score years and ten,
Passed out from the little village
To the land beyond our ken,

A

But the youth, so well and happy
At his task in the morning sun,
Was hurled into Eternityl
*‘Hia will, not thine, be done.”
Take courage, ye who sorrow,
Lift your hearts to Him on high,
The Supreme, who governs all things
While we live, and when we die.
Celia Mabel Nickekson.
Swanville, Maine.
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The latest

of

price

a

seat on the New

York Exchange is $70,000.
havn’t the

But if you

you can buy a
chair for about $2.5u.

price

good rocking

very

Unofficial returns indicate that wo.
suffrage was defeated in New Jersey, Oct. 19th, by 50,000 to 60,000. President Wilson’s precinct was more than
man

opposition.

two to one in
the

If

longshoremen

demand for

an

insist on

their

increase of ten cents

an

hour for night, Sunday and holiday work
Portland will lose its direct winter transAtlantic service. All the lines, are willing to pay 35 cents an hour for day work.

i

HUMORS

Strumnitza,

important

executive

branch of

Bulgaria,

of

the Government must issue bonds.

Five German transports

We read in
are

an

exchange that, “Plans

under way and subscribers are

solicited for

being

weekiy paper to be
at Bridgton, Me,’’ and that it
new

a

published
is hoped the pians “will mature successfully so that Bridgton can be represented by a live weekly paper.” What is the
matter with the Bridgton News?
It
seems to us to meet all the requirements
as a “live weekly paper,” and the editorials of its veteran editor, Major H.
A. Shorey, are widely copied. From our
knowledge of the field, and of the outside competition and increased expenses
the country weekly has to contend with,
we should say that Bridgton can support
but

one

local paper.

The article

Washington

another page from the
Star on the far reaching efon

fects of great storms at sea recalls an experience of the writer some years ago.

another

forced

ashore

were
at

sunk and

one

time-

Meanwhile the German submarines are
less active in British waters and the
trans-Atlantic traffic goes on with apparent safety. There are differences in
the
the

English cabinet which have led to
resignation of the attorney general

and it is feared the crisis may take
serious turn.

a

CORN CANNING IN LIBERTY.
The Season Closed with

Superintendent

a

out

their death struggle and
their money like—water!

pouring

Watt and

a

Dance.

Liberty, Oct. 15, 1915. The Monmouth Canning Co. has closed operations
at their plant here with the exception of
labeling and the result of the season’s
work is a little upwards of 150,000 cans
"of corn. Though the farmers in this vicinity in all probability will not be able
to add much to their savings bank accounts, which many of them are known
to possess, the corn canning factory is
the one bright star in the horizon which

After

January 1, 1P16, nearly eighty percent
of the area of this country will be dry
territory and sixty-five per cent of the
population will be living under prohibitory law.

The temperance movement is

of the former years,
it is a little larger than that of last year
and it is the general opinion of the
farmers that they will increase their
as

large

as

in

some

acreage next year, and that the Monmouth Canning Co. will be a permanent
fixture in our midst, something that has

not confined to this

country,but is world- been a matter of conjecture for the past
Coming out of Rockland harbor one after- wide. The most
event of the two years. There are many reasons why
surprising
in
a
noon
little sloop we had no sooner
year was in Russia, where a simple edict the loss of this factory would be a detpassed the breakwater than we encoun- established empire-wide
prohibition; the riment to the entire community which
tered a very heavy sea. Not a boisterous
government, which had a monopoly of I have not time to enumerate at this
sea with angry white caps, but waves
of
the liquor traffic, thereby losing a rev- writing, having
some
mentioned
running so high that when We went down enue of $100,000,000 a
year. This it is them in a previous article. But chief
into the trough of the sea we lost the light
claimed has been made up by the in- among thero'would be the loss of Mr. F.
wind that had filled the sails and made
creased efficiency of the working people, B. Greene, the general manager of sevsuch slow progress that we were glad a remarkable
increase in bank deposits eral plants of the Monmouth Canning
when able to make Roekport harbor and and
better conditions in the homes. With Co. in this State. He is a man who is
anchor for the night.
There had been the
exception of a few seaports the en- filled with live wires, all of which are
no local storm, none on the New Engtire continent of Asia is under prohibiproperly charged in regard to his busiland coast, so that this sea must have
tion, either by civil or religious law. ness relations, and he is a genial, wholebeen due to a hurricane in distant wa- More than
half of Africa is dry terri- souled man whom it is a pleasure to
ters.
tory, although Boston continues to send meet socially. The superintendent of
The review of Lincoln Colcord’s poem, cargoes of rum there, despite interna- the factory, who took the place of Mr.
“Vision of War,” from the Boston tional agreement to keep it out. All of Staples, who went west last fall, is Mr.
Transcript is a splendid tribute to a na- Australia is under local option, which John Watt, a native of Halifax county,
tive author. The reviewer says: “In this gives any part of the country the power N. S. His home is near Sambro lightgreat poem Mr. Colcord has, in my opin- to stop the drink traffic at any time. In house, which is a guide to vessels going
ion, produced the most important piece both France and Great Britain restric- into or past the seaport of Halifax. Mr.
of literature of the year.” Mr. Colcord’s tions have been placed on the sale and Watt is thoroughly versed in the packliterary ability in various forms was use of intoxicants and their use in the ing business in all its branches, having
manifested when at the University of royal households, in official circles and in begun with packing lobsters on his naMaine, his alma mater, and his Stein the homes of the rich has been given up. tive shores more than twenty-five years
Song holds a permanent place there. The war has orought about this reforma- ago. Mr. Watt is a gentleman in every
Since leaving college he has become tion, but the movement thus inaugurated sense of the word, and is highly esteemwidely known as the author of stirring, will continue after the war is ended and ed by Mr. Greene and by all who come in
intensely dramatic, stories of the sea, the improved conditions resulting thfre- contact with him in the factory, as well
and now we have this poem, which has from will compensate in some degree for as by the farmers and the entire comelicited such praise from the Boston the enormous losses entailed by the great munity, for his business integrity and his
gentlemanly deportment, and all exTranscript, everywhere recognized as a war now in progress.
A stock argument of those in favor of
press the hope that he may return to us
literary authority.
The Marine

Journal, New York, has
reached its 38th year of publication without missing a single number in the fiftytwo weeks of each year, and for thirty
of these years Capt. George L. Norton
has been at the helm and held his journalistic craft straight on her course, with
Old Glory nailed to the mast and guns
trained on the enemies of our shipping
interests.
Although passing through
many years of dry picking for the marine industry, with altogether too few of
real prosperity, Capt. Norton says:
We are far from being discouraged,
however, and in beginning our thirtyeighth year, will “pick our flint anew”

the open saloon has been that it made
business lively. It does —for the saloon

keeper,

the courts, the keepers of 7ails,
and reformatories. The money that goes
into the till of the saloonkeeper would

otherwise go for the luxuries and necessaries of life in the lines of legitimate
trade, and in many cases money is spent
for liquor when women and children in
the homes are suffering for want of food
and clothing.
The revenue received
from the liquor traffic is more than offset
by the cost of criminal prosecutions, the
maintenance of prisons, reformatories
and asylums, etc., due to the drink habit,
and it is these and other admitted facts
and continue to hammer away for the that are behind the world-wide movebetterment of the American merchant ment for temperance.
marine and all connected with its allied
industries.
MRS. ALON FULLER MORSE LEAVES
AN ESTATE of $5,000,000.
President Wilson has received a letter
from Pierre Font, president of Andorra,
New York., Oct. 18th. The will of
the oldest and second smallest republic in Mrs. A[on Fuller Morse, which was filed
for probate in Mineola, L. I. today, gave
the world, in which he is congratulated
to her husband, Tyler Morse, her home in
taken
upon the stand
by *the United Westbury, L. I, on the condition that if
States for neutrality and also for the he reweds it will revert to her first husband, Harry S. Black, as trustee for her
material aid rendered to the

Belgians.
nephew, Fuller Chenery.
president of Andorra also states
Mrs. Morse left an estate estimated at
that his republic is “always ready to lend $5,000;000. She was the
daughter of the
late
voice
a
toward
its feeble
George A. Fuller of the Fuller Conpeace conferstruction
She
died in WestCompany.
ence.” Jn this connection readers of
The

bury Oct. 10 last.
The Journal will recall the very interestHalf of the residuary estate is left to
ing paper read by Mrs. George R. Wil- Mr. Black, from whom she obtained a
liamson before the Woman’s Club on divorce, as trustee for Fuller Chenery,
“The Lost Republic,” in which this lit- and the other half goes to Mr. Morse,
who is the executor.
tle republic, its people, location, manIt is further directed that Mr. Morse
ners and customs, were described.
An- has the right to sell the home or other
dorra is located on the southern slope of property, provided he does so before he
the Pyrennes adjacent to France and remarries, and that if he sells he shall
not be held accountable to any one for

Spain

and became

year 790.
and has a

a

republic

about the

It contains 175 square miles
of about 6,000

population

The war still goes on. In the west the
Allies are holding the ground gained in

their recent advance; in the eaBt the
Russians are generally on the offensive
and the Austro-Germans losing ground.
Russia seemB to be well supplied with
munitions. At the Dardanelles the Allies have met with heavy losses with no
appreciable gain and there is talk of

withdrawing
change in the

their

troopB,

though

a

command of the British
forces may mean a new plan of campaign. The Serbians and Montenegrins
in northern and western Serbia are strenuously contesting the march of the
Austrians and Germans and on the east
the Serbians are fighting hard against
Bulgarian attacks. The Allies have
come to their aid and have captured

the

proceeds.
Under an agreement,which.was signed
by both parties, $250,000 is bequeathed

to Mr. Black. This agreement was made
Dec. 6, 1904, two years before the marriage of Mrs. Black to Mr. Morse and
about a year before Mrs. Morse secured

next

season.

Mr. Watt has been
his work here

by

the

efficiently aided in
following helpers,

part in the concern since
it started, viz., Mrs. Eva Ripley, secretary; Clayborn Wellington, who has
who have had

a

machinery^ Arthur NorMr. Taylor, the fireman, from Freedom, and by all the help
to the best of their ability. Indeed, he

charge of
ton, yard

the

man;

would have it so

or

out you go.

At the close of the packing all the help
in the factory united and presented Mr.
Watt with a fine gold ring of considerable value. An informal reception was
held in the

The Churches.

Presentation to

Whether you favor or oppose national prevented a total eclipse as far as farmprohibition you will have to admit that it ing is concerned. Hay, potatoes and
is coming in the near future; and the apples were well nigh a failure in this loliquor interests,recognizing this fact, are cality. Though'the pack this year is not

making

decides
Fall

labeling building

at which

Regular services

will be held next Sunday
the Universalist church,with sermon
by the
pastor, Rev. Arthur A. Blair.

at

“Dress

sweet

evening.

the

Thursday,

At a meeting last
Saturday afternoon of the
Belfast clergymen at the home of Rev. Arthur
A. Blair, planB for the winter’s work in
general
were discussed.
The union Sunday evening
services will be resumed and the first will be
held fti the Opera House the. first
Sunday in
December.
At the

Congregational church next Sunday
morning the pastor will speak upon some matters in connection with the
the church, and it is
hoped
ber of the church and

future program of
that a large num-

society will desire to
acquaint themselves with the plan. Bible
school at noon; young
people’s meeting at 6.30
p. m.

Unitarian church will be opened next
Sunday morning for the regular service after
having been closed for several months for
painting and repairs. The pastor. Rev. Arthur
E. Wilson, will take for his
subject, “The
Glorious Church.” The following have been
elected members of the choir: Mrs. C.
W,
Wescott, Miss Caro Hatch and Mr. Arthur
Johnson.
The

W.'

By the will of the late Bishop Codman of
Episcopal Diocese of Maine, bequests aggregating $60,000 are left in trust for St.
Luke’s Cathedral of Portland, of which the interest will be used to keep in
repair and prothe

vide for the maintenance of the church and
for fire insurance. The rest and residue of
his
estate is bequeathed to his wife. The
estate
is estimated at approximately
$203,000, of
which $13,000 is in real estate.

must be

kept

on

Profit.30 points

Yield .30'
Essay.20
Exhibit.
20

A, A, Howes & Co., the popular druggists,
have been in the drug business long enough to
have their own opinion of the beat way of sellher divorce.
ing medicines. They say the plan adopted by
Mi-o-na, the great dyspepsia remedy, is the
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
fairest they have ever heard of. They don't believe that a medicine ought to be paid for unMr. P. L. Bartlett, who haa been in the less it does the user some good. And Mi-o-na
is sold under a positive guarantee to relieve
hospital, returned home last Saturday.
dyspepsia or to refund the money. You simply
Mrs. Eva Grady of Week’s Mills, China, visit- leave 60 cents on deposit with A. A. Howes &
Co. and if, after you have used the box of Mied her cousin, Mrs. O. W. Ripley, last week.
o-na you decide that it has done you no good,
Mrs. Isaac Ingraham of Knox spent last all you have to do is to tell them so and they
Saturday and Sunday with her cousin and wife, will return your money.
Hundreds of people have been relieved of
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Adams.
stomach agonies by using this remarkable< remThe South Montvilie Pine Tree Cemetery edy. It is not simply a food digester; it is a
medicine that puts all of the digestive organs
society held a meeting last week and bought into normal condition and gives
ruddy, glowan extension to the yard and are planning to
ing vigorous health. A change for the better
build an iron fence for the entire yard in the will be seen after the first few doses of Mi-ocontinued use will soon give the
spring if they are successful in raising the na, andtoits
eat any thing at any time and not sufpower
money. We shall be glad to receive contribufer distress afterward. Use Mi-o-na and lee
tions from any who are interested.
how much there is in life.

you want to pay.

Look at Our Windows for Exhibit of
“What’s What” in Men’s Fixin’s.

Harry

W. Clark & Co..

The Main Street
■

Clothiers, Belfast.

eligible

~~'

EVERYTHING IN

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
i€- A T *€-

L.

J.

POTTLE

Successor to H.

this

ordered and will be placed in position

tall.

Church Street,

Davis’

THE STATE

Hayford Block,

LIBERTY.
Mr. and Mrs. Marlton Know
day in Camden.

What Chief Engineer I’aul D. Sargent Says
it. The Hatiol System to be Adopted.

of

an

Ralph I. Morse of Belfast

address before the Portland Ro-

town with his

\\
in

Mrs. Fletcher of Dixmont, w
her daughter, Mrs C. B. Hoit,
this

at

writing.

I

Miss Katherine Walker, who ha*
ing a few weeks with friends a;
returned home last week.

a

Mrs. Marilla Carpenter, who has
a month with friends in
Ma
returned home last week.

73 percent of the total valuation
of the State. This number of miles
covers only five percent of the total road
mileage of the State,but so carefully has
the Commission worked out its problem

at

sp

parents.

G. H. Cargill and son, Dr.
Pittsfield, were auto visitors

covers

He said that

Belfast, Maine

HIGHWAYS SYSTEM.

ai

ing

Mr. Clyde Wilkins, a former
Liberty High school, now assists
sioner of
Agriculture, spent a

for

compete with winners from the local clubs in
the county contest.
County Association of Agricultural Clubs.
All boys and girls in a county enrolled as
members of local or general clubs are eligible

S

5, 10 AND 25 CENT STORE

membership in the general club.
that it runs through every city, every
The rules governing this club are identical
At the meeting of the official board of the
county seat and every principal town in
Methodist church Monday evening it was de- with those governing the local club. EnrollMaine. Actually it reaches 238 cities and
ment
cards
will
be
furnished
cided to make extensive
upon application
repairs on the chaptowns of the something over 500 within
to the State Leader.
The instruction for carel in East Northport,
including a vestry on
the limits of the State.
the south side to accomodate the LadieB’ Aid rying on the work will then be sent to each
Chief Engineer Sargent declared that
member.
for suppers, etc., install electric
lights and
The contest for the general club will be held the Commissions plan in the expenditure
paint the building. A gravel walk will be
bond issue was “the
made this fall, to be replaced later
by one of in connection with the county contest (see be- of the $2,000,000
cement.
The Mahoney memorial window has low.) Winners from the general club will then greatest good to the greatest number.”
been

j

■

Total.100
the Maine State Highway Commission,
Monthly meetings of the club should be held made the remarkable and hitherto unif possible.
Topics pertaining to the work |
published statement that the proposed
should be assigned to the members for dis
of 1300 miles laid
cus8ion. Sample copies will be furnished upon State highway system
out by that Commission reaches 73 perrequest.
Maine and
At the first meeting the officers are elected cent of the population of
a constitution
adopted. Sample copies
will be furnished upon request
General Clubs.
Boys and girls in any county not living in a
district where a local club is organized are

!

Sunday morning.

•

tary Club at Portland last Friday afternoon, Paul D. Sargent, chief engineer of

and

Select

any of the handsome patterns that suit
When you say “that’s mine”
your fancy.
the bargain is closed. It will be delivered
to you that night or bright and
early

In

.,et

£
u

last week, trie guest of Mr
Hurd.

town
M.

'5

Mrs. Susan Norton left Tues>.
where she will be the guest
Mrs. Charles White, on Bang

I

ta,

j

few days and will go from tit,
Highlands, Mass to pass sorm
daughter, Mrs. Lillian Edmund
Miss

the end of this season

Mary

Kent

Davey,

!
!

w

few weeks in town with her

p

practically 200 miles of magnificent new ! very interesting talk on her tr:j
At the Methodist church next
$
i State highway would be completed.
j ma-Pacific Exposition in San 1:
Sunday morning Rev. Horace B. Sellers will speak on “The
of
State-aid
the
j Grange hall last Friday evening
question
Discussing
has travelled a
Perfect Religion,” and in the
ha%
evening give a
highways, Maine had not been idle, he twice, and has a good deal,
good memory
report of the State Sunday school convention to membership in this association.
and since 1901, $4,280,000 have been
said,
tive ability whicli makes her
The meeting of the County Association of
in Bath. The Sunday school
rally day was
them.
:a
speaker. Those who listened
Agricultural Clubs will be held each year be- expended upon
very successful, with a large attendance 'and
One notewortly statement was that,
were well repaid.
much interest. The special music and recita- fore December 1st, and is under the direction
;
of the State or County Leaders.
beginning next year it wras planned to
tions were most enjoyable. At the
The sad news of the death
.-.rt
morning
both
all
State
An annual county contest shall be held at a
improved Grant in hospital at his winter
highways,
put
service Misses Ruth S. Macomber, Ruth W.
•!
bridge, Mass., was a great slu>
Maffitt, Laura M. Mank, Ethel A. Rogers and central place in th^ county previous to Dec. and unimproved,under the patrol system, friends
here.
Mr. Grant had
Master Frank E. Downes received the rite of 1st. Tht rules governing the local contests a force of about 500 patrolmen covering resident of Liberty for
many y
aj
baptism and with Mrs, Charles Douglass and apply here. Prizes will be awarded on the ! every section of Maine, being kept con- fine cottage on Panola Point, i
•a gentleman and one who endear I
as
at
the
same
basis
local
contests
and
winners
Miss Margie E. Blake were admitted in
full
stantly on the highways from April until all with whom he came in con
i
from general clubs shall be entitled to compete
communion into church
late in the Fall, maintaining them in the be much mourned and missed
membership. The for
the
at
contest.
prizes
county
here and the bereaved family ha
prayer meeting this, Thursday,
best possible condition. At the present
evening will
pathy.
be under the auspices of the
W. C, T. U.
time the plan has been to keep patrolmen
All boys and girls in the State enrolled as
A special
Episcopal convention, made up o
on the section built, a force of 25
members of the Boys’ and Girls’ Agricul- only
the clergy of each parish and
Genuine
delegates with! tural and
been employed this year.
only
having
Clubs
are
for
memeligible
Canning
their alternates, will meet in the Cathedral
the
The
cost
of
This
includes memmaintaining
average
Hall, Portland, Dec. 1st, to nominate and elect bership in the State club.
For All Rheumatisi
bers of local or general clubs and boys and State Highway Department,he declared,
a successor to the late
Bishop Codman. After
l:!
Rheuma—that is the name of
in a county where there are not enough has been only about six percent, a regirls
the election of the man to fill
that office is
prescription that is putting rheu
form
a county club.
to
members
low
figure.
business.
made, his name will have to be racified by all
[ markably
vi

>

a.

a

Prescription

An annual meeting will be held at Orono in
the bishopB of the United States
and by the
standing committee of each State. After this December.
A contest will be held at the time of the anmanner and was feelingly accepted by has been passed the
day for his consecration
nual meeting. A preliminary contest for boys
Mr. Watt. Supt. Greene furnished four will be set. The names
mentioned most fretubs of ice cream, but was unable to be
and girls who have not competed at a county
quently in connection with this office are those
contest will also be held at this time.
present. All the operators were invited of Rev. Dr. William
Harman
Van
Allen
of
the
including the huskers, and such a hilarWinners from this preliminary contest and
ious time has not been held in this vil- Church of the Advent, Boston, and Rev. Dr. J.
winners in county contest will be eligible to
C.
the
welkin
the
made
rector
of
Barry,
Saint Mary the Virgin,
lage for years. They
compete at the State contest.
ring. Two graphophones furnished the in New York.
Rules governing the State contest and for
dance music and all who could dance did
At a meeting of the Men’s
Club of the Con- awarding prizes will be identical with those
so and all who could not tried, and the
fun was fast and furious till the wee gregational church held Tuesday night, the of the local and county contests. In order to
J. o. J.
following officers were elected for the coming be eligible to compete for a State prize club
sma’ hours.
year: President, Dr. William L.
West; vice members must submit records and essays at
The Shoe Situation.
president, Ben D. Field; secretary, Harry M. least two wee .s before the State contest.
Prentiss; treasurer, Melville C, Hill; executive Exhibits of potatoes, sweet corn and canned
All lines of footwear reflect improvement,
committee. Rev. H. S. Pearl, Hon. R. F. Dun- goods must be received at least five days bethe influx of orders stipulating immediate deton, Dr. Adelbert Millett, Walter C. Shaw. fore the contest is held. Information in
relivery being large in volume. Requirements
have developed more rapidly than expected, Harley Godfrey; membership committee. Rev. gard to
poultry exhibit will be furnished by
so that in some cases the factories are not pre^ Pearl, Elon B.
Gilchrest, Linwood Jones. the local or State leaders.
pared to All contracts as quickly as requested. The attendance was
large, the spirit fine, and
Although no actual advances have occurred,
Summary of Rules.
higher prices are talked of in many quarters. everything promises a most succossful season
1, Any boy or girl from the ages of ten to
There is even more foreign business in leather for the club.
will
be
held
once
a
Meetings
become memand leather goods than a fortnight'ago, while
month, when there will be a supper and speak- eighteen years (inclusive) may
domestic trading showB decided expansion.—
bers of the Agricultural Clubs.
ers.
The
first
Dun's Review Oct. 16th.
meeting will De held the last of
Records of expenditures and receipts must
November in the rooms of the Woman's Club,
be kept on blanks furnished by the Agriculthe speaker to be announced.
tural Extension Service, Orono, Maine.
Records must be certified by two disinterest-

time the ring was presented to Mr. Watt
by L. D. Jones, Esq., in a very happ y

Whisper the price

blanks furnished by
Each member must

the Extension Service.
make an exhibit of ten ears of sweet corn
and submit at the Local Contest an essay of
at least five hundred words, entitled “How I
Made and Marketed my Crop.”
Each club shall hold a local contest annually
before December 1st. At this contest records
and essays must be presented and an exhibit
of ten ears of sweet corn must be made.
Awards will be made on the following basis:
Boys’ Sweet Corn Clubs Score Card.

i

event.

If you haven’t bought your new suit yet,
it isn’t too late to redeem yourself. Get in
here tomorrow by all means. Deck yourself out before our mirror in any one of a
score or more of

corn according to instructions issued by
State Leader.
The sweet corn seed will be furnished by the
Maine Canners’ Association, on the ear, at
regular prices The seed must be tested ac
cording to directions furnished by the College
of Agriculture.
An accurate record of expenditures and re-

ceipts

Up”

blossom out in a new
for the Sunday

overcoat

or

/

business organizations.
Ic should also be the duty of a local leader
to secure prizes for the local contests.
Local leaders are selected by the clubs. As
soon as the local club is
organized the local
leader should forward the names, addresses
and ages of the members and officers to the
State Leader of Boys’ Agricultural Clubs at
Orono.
RULES FOR BOYS' SWEET CORN CLUBS.
Each member must plant one-fourth acre of

The services at the Baptist church will be as
Sunday: Morning service at 10.45 a.
m. and evening service at 7.30
p. m, with
preaching by Harry Upton of Colby College.
Sunday school at noon and Christian Endeavor
at 6.30 p. m.
Prayer meeting this,
usual next

wn ether you

suit

Kuppenheimer Styles

supervision of all club activities and a knowledge of: Requirements for organization, Growing Sweet Corn, Accounting system used,
Sources of information on agricultural subjects, such as bulletins and text books, Sources
of supplies, Cooperative agencies, such as
Granges, county agents, fair associations, and

her navy.

shipping and stopped the shipment
supplies to Germany from Sweden.

....

except the right to enter contests.
In order that the club be conducted success
fully an adult person must be secured to as
some the leadership.
School teachers, schoo
superintendents and other public spirited citi
zens should be selected.
The best develop
ment of the club depe ds to a large extern
upon the interest and ability of the person it
charge. The local leader should have persona

and while the latter country may not
send troops to the Balkans she will use

man

Tomorrow
Or Saturday

!

of BulRussia and

on

I
I

■

entire battallions

garians. Great Britain,
Italy have declared war

or

State Clubs.
At least six boys or girls are required ii
order to organize a local clnb.
Whenever an interest in club work is mani
fested in a community, school district or town
a meeting of the boys and girls and their
par
ents should be held, at some convenient
plac
and the work outlined and discussed. Enroll
ment cards will be furnished
ifpon applicatioi
to the Extension Service, College of Agricul
|
ture, Orono, Maine.
Any boy or girl from the ages of ten b
eighteen years, inclusive, is eligible to mem
her ship. Any boy or girl over eighteen year , i
of age may be accepted by a two-thirds vot
of the club as an associate member and wi] 1
be entitled to all the privileges of the club

forti-

The Allies are to send large
The estimates of government expendi- reinforcements to the Balkans and it is
tures for the next fiscal year have been hinted that steps are being taken that
will bring Turkey to her knees before
submitted to President Wilson and cabithe Germans can possibly reach her
meet
To
and
total
net
$1,240,000,000.
with help.
British submarines have
this large expenditure Congress will be
of Gerto
for additional revenue practically cleared the Baltic sea

obliged
provide
legislation or the

Four kinda of Sweet Corn Clubs will be

fied city in the southwestern part of the
Bulger Kingdom and are said to have
annihilated

Com Clubs.

ganized, namely: Local Club. General Club
County Aasociation of Agricultural Clubs

Humors in the blood cause internal derangements that affect the
whole system, as well as pimples,
boils and other eruptions. They affect
all the organs and functions, membranes and tissues, and are directly
responsible for the readiness with
which some people contract disease.
For forty years Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has been more successful than any
other medicine in expelling humors
and removing their inward and outward effects. It is distinguished for
its thoroughness in purifying the
blood, which it enriches and invigorates. No other medicine acts like it,
for no other medicine is like it.
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today.
Insist on having Hood’s.
the most

Boys’ Sweet

NORTH

ISLESBORO.

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dean are
visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Keller.
Miss Myrtie Pendleton Bpent
Sunday with
friends in Rockland.
Miss Edna Pendleton was the week-end
guest of relatives in Belfast.
Miss Lukie Keller, who has been
employed
in Lincolnville, has returned home for the
winter.
Miss Erma Coombs left Oct 15th for Maswhere she expects to
spend the
winter.

sachusetts,

Mr. Maynard Keller, who has been at home
for a Short visit with his family, left Oct. 16th
for the winter.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR IA

ed persois.
All members must be enrolled

May

Commission,

delivered

an

address at the

He discussed the State
highway situation and told how the Com-

same

meeting.

honestly endeavoring to give
Maine the very best possible service and
to see that it got a dollar’s worth of highmission was

way for every dollar expended. He declared that when the present bond issue

expended, the State would have in the
neighborhood of 400 miles of State highway completed, covering the .heaviest
traveled and most important thorough-

before

1st.

For further information address
State Leader of BoyB’ Agricultural Clubs,
College of Agriculture, Orono, Maine.

NUT ENOUGH CHILDREN
evet receive the proper balance of food
to sufficiently nourish both body and
brain during the growing period when
nature’s demands are greater than in
mature life. This is shown in so many
pale faces, lean bodies, frequent colds,
and lack of ambition.
For all such children we say with
unmistakable earnestness:
They need
Scott’s Emulsion, and need it now. It
the very
in
form
concentrated
possesses
food elements to enrich their blood. It
changes weakness to strength; it makes
them sturdy and strong. No alcohol.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J.#

1

j

\

I Fresh Foot

was

EVERY DAY AT

Hogan

fares.
Mr. Deering and Mr. Sargent
given hearty applause at the con-

Both
were

clusion of their talk.

Baken

APPLETON.
Prank

Berry recently

Mrs. Flora

visited his

sister,

Ames, at Matinicus.

Searsmont was a
gueBt for two days of Mrs. Carrie Well-

Miss Emma Sweetland of
recent
man.

on or

Rheuma cures by driving the
the blood.
It also acts directly ;r
the kidneys, bowels and blood an
them than most so-called kidney
Gratifying relief comes in a.
Rheuma acts at one time on the h
aeh, liver and blood. 50 cents a
Howes & Co. and all druggists

Philip J. Deering or Portland,
chairman of the Maine State Highway
Hon.

Robert Packard has leased G. H. Page’s gaand is now having a good business repairing automobilea.
rage

There waB a good attendance at the last
Wednesday meeting of Golden Rod Rebekah
Lodge. Supper wbb aerved to members and
guests at the close of the exercises in the hall.
Mr. U. N. Dyer bad aa a guest the past
week his friend ;Henry L, Ward of Boston.
Mr. Dver recently sold one of hie oil paintings to Mrs. C. P. Aldrich of Springfield,

i

*

I

TRY

THEIK

Whole Wheat M
DOUOHNUIS
FRIED IN LARD AND OM'

10c. per doz.

Mass.

Dr. and Mrs. B. H. Keller of this place and
Dr. Webster of Rockland motored to Bath Sunday, Oct. 10th, and were entertained there by
Mr. and Mre. C. E. Ripley, who accompanied
them to Boston, using the new Ripley Maxwell car. Messrs. Keller, Webster and Ripley
attended the ball games, the ladies calling on
friends in the city, and all returned to Bath

Tuesday evening.

TRUCKING
I am prepared,to do all kindsoi c
Furniture and piano moving a i
*
Leave orders ait,the staoie corntt
and Cross; streets, and they will re“

‘J.

prompt attention.

Telephone

conn

11

W W. BLAZO.
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

The News of Belfast.

Leroy A. Coombs, who has lived twelve or
years in the Tuttle house on High street,

The ladies at the Mason. Mills chapel wil|
Rive a/Community aupper, Friday, Oct 29th
*
the menu to include beans* meats, salads, fan
cy pies, cake and coffee. The public is invited.
Walter H. Coombs left Monday for Boston
on business in connection with hie second-

more

a

A still alarm late Sunday afternoon was for
grass fire in the cranberry bog off Waldo
There

avenue.

was no

50c.

has taken the first floor rent in the E. L. Mscomber house on Bsyview street.
More strawberries! Mrs. C. J. Clark of
Northport brought to The Journal office last
Thursday ripe strawberries on their stems
with partly ripe and half grown berries.
A Belfast party consisting of Mr. and Mrs

Miss Esther Evans, teacher in Grade VII,
in Waterville on business.

spent Saturday

damage.

Walter A. Whitehead, of the Fogg market
and Albert C. Wells, clerk in the Sonthworth
tdore, are taking a vacation at their cottages
at Lake Quantabacook.

,.eo'

...

Kent- formerly

of

Madison,

Ada L. Wildes left Monday for a two
weeks’ vacation in Boston, Lynn and Somerville, Mass. On her return she will announce
her special winter arrangements at The Way-

The Once in

a

While Club had

for twice the
But we’ve

picnic at Windanspray cottage on the Condon
shore October 13th. The dinner included beef
and pork steak, fried apples, baked sweet
poside.
tatoes, hot biscuit, pickles, apple pie, cake and
Perley Dutton, who was recently operated coffee. The afternoon was spent around the
n at,the Tapley hospital, returned Sunday to
open fire in the living room and after supper
bis home in Montville. Miss Grace Harriman ; the
party attended the moving pictures at the
f Searsport was operated on last Friday for
Opera House.

is an examination

part.

j

appendicitis.

ments

homeB of the members Music and bridge
enjoyed. Miss Annette Holt

Leroy

A.

near

the

of

foot

and Mrs. Wm. H. Hall and Mr. and Mrs.
Irving T Dinsmore in the Hall car; Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie and Mr. and Mrs. George
F. Kent in the Ritchie car left last week for a
rip to Montreal and Quebec, and arrived
Mr.

nome

Monday.

have had many calls, at home and from
.broad, for “Gravelling the Road," verses by
Joseph W'. Wheeler printed and circulated at
be completion of our railroad in 187°, and
hrough the courtesy of Mr. Waldo B. Washurn are enabled to print them in this issue of
The Journal.
We

Advertised

Letters.

The

following

let-

remained uncalled for in the Belfast
ostoffice for the week ending Oct. 19th: Ladies—Miss Dorothy Ellcuter, Mrs. Nellie B.
Larribee. Gentlemen—Clair Carney, Chester
L. Fuller, Ralph Dight, Joseph Punter, H. A.
ers

Morang.
The Belfast Humane Society have received
a number of anonymous complaints in regard
:o cases that should receive the society’s attention.and they would have attention if properly signed. All such communications are regarded as strictly confidential, but must have
he writer’s signature.
Mr. and
brated

Mrs.

Lynwood B. Thompson celewedding anniversary last

their second

their home on Charles
Cards were played during the evening
and at 10 o'clock the hostess served fruit
salad, hot rolls, olives, ice cream, cake and
offee. The guests were Miss Alberta Farnham,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Luce, Mr. and Mrs.

Monday evening

at

street.

.uther A Hammons and Fuller Wentworth.
Miss Helen M. Sanderson was taken ill last
week and an operation was found necessary
Her family physician, Dr. W. L. Webber of
ewiston, was telephoned for and performed
he operation—a very critical one—last SaturIt was successful, and the
day afternoon
atient is doing well.
Monday Miss Sanderson’s mother and sister, Mrs. Ellen and Miss
Jsie

Sanderson

of

East

W'aterford,

arrived

and are with her. Miss Dunn is taking Miss
Sanderson’s work in the hospital for the present.

The Woman's Auxiliary of the North church
Oct. 14th at Windanspray, the cottage of

met

Mrs. Lily S. Jones, on the Condon shore, for a
business and social session. At 1 p. m. lunch
was served on the broad
veranda, and a feature of the menu was tea from China in the

original package, sent by Miss Perkins, a young
missionary, who was entertained a year or
two ago by the auxiliary. A letter from Miss
Perkins from Ponersang, Foochow,
China,
iated April 15th, waB read and her experiences
in the Far Fast were most
interesting. At the
business meeting held at 3 p. m. it was voted
to raise money by means of
birthday contributions. Mrs. John C. Pillsbury was
appointed
to furnish missionary news for the
Sunday
chool. The society will be divided into three
groups, each to have charge of certain programs for regular meetings.
School Boys’ Base Ball.
game

on

the

Congress

street

The base ball
grounds

laBt

Saturday afternoon between the Searsportand
Belfast school boys was well attended and resulted in a victory for the home team
by a
of 13 to 3.

The Belfast team was made
members of the 8th and 9th grades, and
the visitors were from the
High and Grammar schools, with several town’s
boys. The
t ome
team, coached by Principal Z. D. Hart-horn, pfayed an excellent game, did good
eld work and won from much
larger boys,
I he line-up of the teams was as
follows:
Belfast. Karl Smalley, catcher; Neil McKinnon, pitcher; Tom Lothrop, lb; John Durham, 2b; Charle.- W. ght, 3h; Austin
Vaughan,
SB; Edwin Mors.-, if; Basil
Pendleton, If; Ashtey Matthews, cf; Carrol Parker, If; Albert
?core

-p of

logg, cf.
Searsport. Carter, catcher; H. Curtis,
p.
P- and ]b; Card, 2b; Conroy!
tJackson;
•ib, Shute,
88; J. Curtis, cf; H. Webster, Ifrf.

Nickerson,

jj
|

|

ing,

Hazel Bowker

Nye, accompanist,

rendered

a

tea

picnic at Knights’ pond last
on the buckboard
arm.

Interesting Welsh Towns,” by Miss Annie L.
Barr; paper, “Castles and Abbeys of Wales,”
by Miss Grace Hall; reading, “Aberystuyth, a
Welsh Watering Place,” by Mrs. Walter <S
Shaw.
Grant is
in the Waldo County hospital as the result of
an accident while gunning in the Reevestown
woods. He was in company with Lewis Carter, who is employed at the hospital. Grant
went into the bushes to drive out a partridge
A Gunning Accident.

Horace A.

was to give Carter the signal when to
shoot, but Carter’s gun was accidentally discharged or misdirected and Grant's knees
were literally peppered with the fine shot.

and

He

was

taken

immediately

to the

hospital

in

auto, where the shot were extracted and
wounds dressedKand it is thought that no
serious results will follow.
their

and

the

A special feature of interest at the meeting
of the State Teachers Convention in city hall,
Bangor, at 10.15 a. m., Oct. 28th, will be the
chorus of 210 High school pupils and their orchestra of

40pupil8.

Mr.

Elbridge S.

|

Circle

regular program, two orchestral numbers,
four choruses with orchestral accompaniments, a violin solo, vocal duet, a string trio
and a clarinet solo—every thing by the pupils
of the High schools in eastern Maine.
The

Northport Country Club.
The
of the organization of the Northport Country Club was recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds October 15th. The
purposes of the organization are to maintain a
Club house, golf course, tennis court and
athletic field, to buy, sell, own, lease, use and
control all real estate and personal property
necessary or proper to be used for the purposes aforesaid, and in general to do all things

and

Ira

and

M.

Ralph

Cobe
I.

pleasure was expressed
propriate words. The gifts

her

in brief and apwill be pleasant

reminders of her Belfast friends when she is
in her far distant home in

Springfield, Mo.,

will go early in November as the
wife of Mr, William H Williams. Miss Pratt
will return today to her home in Montville.
Mr. Williams was recently in Belfast and the
many friends of both extend hearty congratuletions and best wishes.
where she

Associated

of

Charities.

The

annual meet-

ing of the Associated charities was held in
City building October 14th. Supt. Wm.

Morse

Belfast have one Bhare each of common
stock and are directors. Mr. Cobe is president and treasurer and Mr. Morse clerk.
of

Game Law. Last week the
topic most discussed on the streets and in the
stores was the law against Sunday
gunning and
its enforcement, and while there were naturally differences of opinion the preponderance

handsome

cards decorated with “sweet Williams,” etc

properly pertaining to the maintenance and
management of a Country Club. The amount
of capital stock is $10,000; all common stock;
of shares, $25.

gifts,practically all linen
hand-embroidered, also hand painted gifts

dainty and

certificate

value

regular meeting Monday
president, Mrs. Calvin A.

Hubbbard, Park street. The home was decorated with bouquets of autumn flowers and
Miss
the usual refreshments were served.
Georgia S Pratt of Montville, who has been
visiting Mrs. M, B. Wadlin the past week, a
graduate of Seaside, was the guest of honor.
With all the|suddenness of a western tornado a
shower gathered and rained neatly covered
packages of all sizes and colors into a basket
which was presented to Miss Pratt,the Circle’s
For a time her surprise was bebride-to be.
wildering and then as 6he examined the many

Pitcher of

allowed to send ten per cent of the pupils taking music in the schools. They will give a

Chicago, John R. Dunton

held their

afternoon with their

this city is chairman of the committee of arrangements and teacher of music in the Belfast High, and will send 13 pupils for the chorus
and 3 for the orchestra. Each High school is

The

on a

The Traveller’s Club will meet with Mrs.
WaljJo Brown, 18 Northport avenue,
Tuesday, Oct. 26th. Program: paper, “Some

wafers.

par

parents

Fred

Two

the

Woodbury,who did very efficient work as presiduring the past year but is unable to devote the necessary time to it, declined to serve
longer and Rev. Arthur E. W’ilson was elected
President; Rev. Arthur A. Blair and Mrs.
Amos Clement, vice presidents; Mayor Charles

|

R. Coombs, treasurer; Mrs. Charles M. Craig,
secretary: Miss Eda Woodbury, Supt. for
Ward 1; Mrs. C. L. Wright, Ward 2; Miss Annie
V. Field, Ward 3; Mrs. W. H. Whitcomb, Ward
empt an offender, and for the benefit of those
I
Mrs. Etta P. Savery, Ward 5; Rev. A. A.
who have not seen this Sunday law we re- 4;
Blair, publicity committee; Mrs. Charles A.
print it from the Public Laws of Maine:
Mrs. Charles M. Craig and Miss AnSection 50. Sunday is closed season on Pilsbury,
nie E. Going, Sewing school committee; Mrs.
which it is not lawful to hunt, kill or
destroy
any wild animals or wild birds of any kind. Charles Bradbury, Morris L. Slugg, Elon B.
Whoever hunts or kills, or destroys any wild
Gilchrest, Rev, A- A. Blair, Mrs. Essie P. Carle,
animal or wild bird on Sunday shall pay a fine
Miss Margaret A. Dunton.Mrs. Etta P. Savery,
of not less than ten dollars nor more than forty dollars and costs for each offense; provided, financial committee. It was decided to open
however, that if protected wild animals or the Sewing School November 1st. Other matwild birds are hunted, killed, destroyed or had
the Society hope to take up the comin possession in violation of this section, the ters that
penalty shall be the same as is now imposed ing year were discussed, Mayor Coombs retherefor during other closed season; but the ported $80 in the treasury and there is a small
penalties imposed for the violation of the supply of clothing on hand at the City buildSunday laws of the statutes of this State are
ing so that a most urgent call for two little
not hereby repealed or diminished.
was promptly attended to from the clothLocal News. Having occasion to look over boys
Calls are constantly coming in.
on hand.
the file of The Journal for the year 1870 we ing
The next regular meeting will be in January,
were surprised to find how little
space was
but special meetings will be called by the
given to the news of the city and countyt In
President if necessity requires.
fact, there was no news from the county. In
A Love of a Hat. Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsone issue the locals occupied only one-third of
more entertained the Junior Alliance of the
a column and about one-third of that space
Unitarian church and friends last Friday evenwas devoted to advance notices of two entering, when the playlet,41A Love of a Hat,” retainments. The railroad was completed in
1870, but there was no write-upr of the event cently given at the parsonage,was repeated by
request. The back parlor was used as the
and only brief mention in the locals of the
work as it progressed
Many years later the stage, and the audience was seated in the
local new3 rarely exceeded two columns, in- large room, which was filled to overflowing.
the program Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson,
cluding items from one or two of the county Before
towns. Nowadays the county news often oc- wife of the pastor and organizer of the Juncupies the space of a full page, with from one ior Alliance, told of the work being done by
the girls, and of the social, educational and
to two columns devoted to each of the towns
She spoke particof Brooks, Searsport and Stockton, while other charitable lessons learned.
local matter fills the entire first page and a ularly of the Good Cheer letters which are sent
large part of the 4th and 5th pages. We to girls living in isolated parts of the country,
doubt if many of our readers realize this a correspondence having been opened with six
development of tne local news feature of their or more living in the North Carolina mounhome paper. And it was something of a sur- tains, and of the letters of appreciation the
Belfast girls have received.
Picture post
prise to the writer, who thirty-six years ago
began building up this all-important depart- card, bits of percale and little irifts which can
be sent by mail are most welcome. The play
m-n* of a country weekly and has since writwas originally published in Oliver Optic’s
ten or re-written a large part of the locals, to
Magfind such a contrast between The Journal of azine many years ago as 44A Love of a Bontoday and the issues of thirty or forty years net” and waB frequently given 25 or more years
ago.
ago. Mrs. Wilson has rearranged and modernized the play and added*to the text, and in introducing the artists each was given a nah&e
of national reputation and all were costumed
to suit the part. First on the program was a
duet by Grace Hazeltine and Betty Hanahue;
then a humorous reading by Mabel Spear, followed by the play. The scene was a living room
in the home of Mrs. Clipper, a widow; time
morning. The cast: Mrs. Clipper, Barbara

START A BANK ACCOUNT.
First

Sign-board on the Road
Competence and Success.

to

Ii The City National Bank of Belfast, j
-----

TH1IWVWW.

L~lj

|1

will

place

take

I

Of all Ready-to-Wear and Other!
Goods on Our Third Floor,

|

|}

j

Our Increased Phonograph Business Demands 1
More and Better Space.
}
To make

for the display and sale of the Edison
shall close the following goods A T ONCE.

more room
we

Sale Commences

f

Phonograph g

f

Friday, October 22nd.

I

i

n

their new
home, corner of Cedar and Franklin streets,
Wednesday, October 27th.
at

|i
|j

lvirB. w. nyams or xsew iorx
city has sent
The Journal a clipping from the Boston Post
with an illustration of an improved Wolf
River apple grown by G. W. Luce of Boston
on a small farm in this city.
The apple is a

deep red in color, perfect in conformation,
weighs 18 ounces,stands 5 1-8 inches in height
and is 16£ inches in circumference.

20 Nice
Purchased late last

I

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. C. E. Rhoades, 22 High
street, Monday, October 25th. The lesson
will be the fourth and fifth chapters of the C.
L. S. C. book, “Social and Economic Forces in
American History." The topic is from The
Independent, the “Story of the Week." Rollcall, Current Events. All members are requested to be present at this meeting.

K

|

I

I

bridge, arrived Monday with a crew and has
begun work. No change will be made in the
roadway until the new bridge is completed
and there will be no interruption to travel by
the present road and bridge.
The work will
be rushed as fast as possible. The estimated
cost of the new bridge is $6,274, and the expense will be borne jointly by Belfast and

|

|

Heavy Winter Coats

Good style, nice material.
$15.00 and $10.00. Sale Price,

Regular price, $18.50,

1

qq

|

season.

14 Fine

I

Long Black Coats

Kersey and Broadcloth, all trimmings the best, all sizes. These full satin lined.
Regular Price, $25.00, now ^ J2 50
Half satin lined.

|

John I. Snow of Rockland, who has the contract for the stone work on the Little River

Regular Price, $18.50,

Miscellaneous lot Coats and

now

Skirts,

JJreSS oKlllS.

Now

number.

^

$9.00.

|

Black> GreV- Nayy> Brown and Green.

FW^ QL-ivfc

^

$2.00 each.

I

Regular $5.00

\

75

i

s

t 8 Wool Dresses~Serges-slzTh^aroN&HALF’p3Ric4l'44
1
I
I
§ 1 -Velvet Dress. Size 34■Navy' Regular price'$15-00- Now $7.50 \
bust'

D

Northport.
Annual Meeting of The Guild. The North
Church Guild held their annual meeting last

Monday evening
bers present.

in the

Officers

i

vestry with 24 memelected for the

I

were

ensuing year as follows: President, Mrs. Grace
C. Pillsbury; vice president, Mrs. Elon B. Gil-

p

chrest; secretary, Miss Clara R. Steward; treasurer, Mrs.
Herbert L. Seekins, in place of
Mrs. Charles E. Owen, who declined to
serve
longer; executive committee, Mrs.
Haraden S. Pearl, Miss Margaret L. Keene,
Mrs. V. L. Hall, Miss Emeroy Ginn, Mrs.
Fred R. Poor. The annual reports were
deferred until the next regular meeting, which
will be held Nov. 1st, at the parsonage. It
.was voted to meet at the homes of the members the coming year. It was also voted that
all who wished to be members the coming
year should sign the secretary’s book again,
and nearly all present signed.
An invitation

I

cottage, guests of Mrs. J. W. Jones.
Mrs. Clarence W. Proctor was elected chairman of the supper committee,to select her as-

5

sistants.

maroon.

|

^2

All Curtain Scrims and Muslins 20 per cent Discount.

|

spray

green, cadet and

§
1

accepted to spend the afternoon, with
picnic supper, Monday, Oct. 25th, at Windan-

oWwCUaJJl 5.

1

collarless, black, grey,
Price,
$3.50. Now
Regular
50
weave,

j

1

was

«

C-2 dozen all wool Sweaters, fine

One Show Case ot Very Nice Trimmings, Bandings and
Allovers. These will be sold at a sacrifice.

p

|
$

«

100

Japanese

Quilted wool wadding, all black.
Sleeves, $1.98. Without Sleeves, 98c.

§

With

Silk Jackets.

Remember the date.

f
|

^

Sale lasts until merchandise is closed.

Very truly yours,

CARLE & JONES.

;

».

B.

of sentiment seemed to favor the law and its
enforcement. Ignorance of law does not ex-

j

marriage

the

1

JONES!

a

dent

Sunday

Young Men and Women
The

his

Sunday, fell when playing
and badly fractured his left

members, Mrs. Norman A. Read and Mrs.
Irving L. Cross, were present. Mrs. Maine
assisted the hostess in serving

of

Castanus Smalley, the eight-years-old son
Mrs. C. M. Smalley, who was with

and Mrs.

soprano solo.

Daughters

of Mr. and

new

Hills

only by

The marriage intentions of Benjamin H.
Mudgett and Miss Winifred Johnson Sanborn
have been recorded with the city clerk and

The

box

Miss Lena

on your

Mrs. Lillian M. Paine of Farmington, Grand
Matron of the Grand Chapter of the Eastern
Star, who was in Belfast to inspect Primrose
Chapter, was detained a day at the home of
Mrs. Orris S. Vickery on. account of a severe
sore throat.

Veterans will give a public supper in Memorial Hall Wednesday evening, November 3rd.

the

first

Coombs’ store

1

ask

were I---—--

receiving

served.

voted

Belfast friends have received announcement
cards from Mrs. Kate Levey of Roxbury,
Mass,, announcing the marriage, Oct. 10th, of
her daughter, Eva Helen, to Louis S. Shiro of
Belfast.
They will be at home in Belfast
after Nov. 1st.

I

prize, a bouquet of roses; the second, a
of fudge, going!to Miss Lillian Knowlton.
Cummercial street at the entrance of the] The others present were Misses Lytle and
Eastern .Steamship Company's wharf, was | Mabel Townsend and Velma A Mitchell.
roken into last Saturday night and about $5 j
The annual meeting of the Maine Associaworth of goods taken.
tion of Fire Insurance Agents will be held in
Frank L, Young, who conducted a grocery Augusta Nov. 3d. An interesting fbature of
the meeting will be an address by FI F. Little-tore at Bayside the past season, has bought
the stock in trade of M. A. Sanborn and took field of Belfast, chairman of the Industrial
possession last Saturday. Mrs. Young will Commission of the State of Maine, on the subassist him in the store
ject of the Workmen’s Compensation. On account of the interest of insurance agentB in
Clarence E. Hall, who has been in the erathe new law which goes into effect Jan. 1st it
ioy the past year of the Penobscot Bay Elecis expected that there will be an unusually
ric Co., will leave soon for Barre, Vt., where
attendance.
Mrs. large
e has a position in a clothing store.
Mrs. keroy A. W ebber entertained the Hos\iall and little daughter will remain here for a
few months.
pital Club last Thursday afternoon at her
home in honor of Mrs. Harold Hay ford, who
I ne grounus 01 me new x eiree Bcnoomouse
with her'husband, left [the next morning for
ave been graded and the work of placing the
Mass.
Mrs. Hay ford has been an
furniture began Monday. It is now thought Waverly,
ossible to hold the dedicatory exercises Sat- active member of the club since its organization and will be greatly missed. The afterurday, Oct. 30th, and to open the school Monnoon was spent socially and with chorus singday, Nov. 1st.
were

was

Mrs. A. A. Drury picked a quart of raspberries at the Drury farm in the Hayford
neighborhood last Sunday and had them for
supper that night. The sample left at The
Journal office shows that they were perfect,
ripe berries.

Miss Blanche Jennys was hostess at a recent
bridge party when the guestB organized the
B. M. C., which plans to meet weekly at the

Edith M. South worth entertained the
Madisses club Monday evening at the Warren
farm. Before the game several selections
Refreshwere played on her new Victrola,
Miss

For sale

Farmers Union it

CARLE &

A Clean Sweep

special meeting of the directors

made.

got a pretty strong
we

recent

Winterport

keep the grain store open every day, beginning on Monday, Oct. 18th. A few new stockholders were voted in and plans for the future

moneys

proposition, and all

a

the

to

Pretty strong talk isn’t it?

all-day

an

At
of

any others offered in town

and look forward to it as I do to
my
meals. Sorry to hear you have had such a
weepy season.’ The Exposition is just grand.
I would like to stay there all the time."

I

hand and curio store at 64 Main street. Mrs.
Coombs has sold her four goats to Charles
Wilson of Portland.

Stocking. We want you
discriminating women shoppers to drop in and compare
this 50c. silk stocking with

much

Mrs

Holeproof

Silk

aluma, Calif., that they “have had no rain
since May.
Have enjoyed The Journal so

the meeting of the W. C. T. U. held last
Friday with Miss Maxey it was voted to sew
for the Girls Home at their next meeting, Friday, October 29tb,with Mrs. Mary Collins.
At

new

“LUXITE”

Mr. and

Mrs. We. H. Hall. Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
T,
Dinsmore and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Ritchie,'
on their way to
Quebec stopped over in Madison
Wednesday for a few hours visiting
friends —Madison Bulletin, Oct. 14th.
Miss Charlotte M. Tibbetts writes from Pet-

Fireman’s Ball, The 14th annual concert
•and ball of belfast Hook and Ladder Co.^No.
1, will be given in the Belfast Opera Honse,
Friday evening, Dec. 17th.

pair for the

a

McKenney; Kitty, her daughter, Hope Dorman; Mrs. Fastone, a fashionable woman of
society, Elizabeth Doak; Dora, her daughter,
Ruth Dinsmore; Aunt Hopkins, a "leetle” inquisitive, Helen Wescott; Katie, the Irish
maid, Betty Hanshue. The play was given
without

hitch and at its close the guest s
were informally received
on
the stage by
the entire company. It was a mo£t enjoyable evening for all present and the silver collection at the door far exceeded the expectations of those interested.
a

OR

for

MENhouseholdWOMEN,
specialties

on

the best selling
earth. The goods

themselves. Write at once, or call Tuesday, October 26th, after 9 a ra., on Mr. Phillips
at the Windsor House, Belfast, Me.
COLONIAL HOUSEHOLD
SUPPLY COMPANY.*
lw42p

sell

STEP IN
here, see' these suits

we

sell at

$15.00
Try them on,

see

examine the

see

how they are made, inspect the
fabrics, review the styles. You’ll
say you never saw such values in

MEN’S SUITS
-

e’en supper in the vestry Wednesday evening,
Oct. 27th.
Mrs.

Selwyn Thompson

gave

a

very

pretty

$15.00
RALPH D.

Mrs.

j

Charles C. Glover called

at the

Home

bringing

them

for
a

Aged

treat of

on

Women

the

inmates

last

Sunday
assorted cookies and

fruit with which they were as delighted as
children, Mrs. Stover of Brooks was also a
caller at the Home Sunday.

Mrs, Louise S. Shales closed her cottage at
party at her home on Grove street Tuesday
j
afternoon including The Thimble Club, of the Battery last Friday night. She entertain- I
which she is a member, and an extra table— ed during the day Mrs. Selwyn Thompson, f
Mrs. Heory D. Clark, Mrs. John W. Jones, Mrs. J. G. Paul and Mrs. Phebe I), Crawford.
Miss Edith M. Southworth and Mrs. Lynwood They busied themselves with sewing around
B. Thompson. Auction was played during the the large open fire during the forenoon and
afternoon, Mrs. Louise S, Shales winning the played auction in the afternoon.
!
first prize, a blue and white tatting handkerJoseph E. Thombs left by boat Monday af
chief, Mrs. Lynwood B. Thompson the second, ternoon for Boston, where he was to meet and
an embroidery set, while the consolation, a
marry Mbs Anna P. Krieger of South Bend,
bound volume of St. "Elmo, went to Miss Ind. Miss Krieger is a native of Stevensville,
Southworth. Ices with claret sauce, assorted Mich., but has lived in South Bend for some
cake and cocoa were served at 5 o’clock from
time. She came east with Mr. Thombs’ sisthe daintily appointed small tables.
ter, Mrs. Charles H. Millhouse, met Mr.
The golden wedding anniversary of Mr. and
Mrs. George G. Wells was very quietly observed at their home on Church street October
15th with a most delicious dinner with only the
family present, including Mrs. Grace Wells
Howes and daughter, Mrs. June Howes Taylor
Boston. Mr. Wells was made very happy
with a fine gold-headed cane and Mrs. Wells
was delighted with a beautiful gold pin set
with sapphire and pearlB. It was a very happy
day for them. Mrs. Wells was formerly Miss
Annette Cross and her girlhood home was with
her uncle and aunt.Mr. and Mrs. Stephenson,
at 18 Cross street.
Mrs. Howes and Mrs.
Taylor will return to Boston today, Thursday.

of

how they fit,

workmanship,

The last travel talk of the season will be
Belfast church next Sunday
evening on Holland. There will be a Hallow-

given in the North

Poor's Mills. The Benevolent Club held
their annual meeting last week and chpse
their new officers as follows: Mrs. Nellie Sheldon, President; Mrs. Cera Wilson, Vice President; Mrs. Luella Brown, Secretary; Mrs
Edith Wilson, Treasurer.Mrs. Adelaide
Howe spent Sunday with her sister, Mrs. J. A.
Hartshorn, who has been quite sick, but is
be er at this meeting.Mrs. Henry Wentworth's mother, “Grammie Powers,” as every
one calls her, is quite sick and has been confined to her bed for over a week. Dr. Pearson
is attending her....M. B Smith is critically
ill and has a trained nurse....Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Roberts had an arrival at their home
last week. It is a boy....Mrs. Lucy Jackson
had an ill turn last Saturday, but is better.
There will be a Hallowe’en sociable at the hall
Tuesday evening, Oct. 26th_Mrs. Herbert
Stevens’ mother is visiting Jier... .Miss Margaret Young was a guest Saturday of Mrs.
Anabell Underwood.

Mad at Paint

Thombs here,and their acquaintance led to
engagement.

an

Sheriff Frank A. Cushman has only four inthe county jail—Winnie Crocker of
|
Brooks, committed for larceny; Charles Robbins of Belfast, for assault and battery; Beecher Kendall of
Belfast for intoxication, and
Daniel Perry-of Bucksport for larceny. Perry’s

mates at

Good Values
12 Main

St.,

Belfast, Maine.

Telephone 67-2

and committed for contempt of court,
concluded to settle and was released Uctooer
16th.
child

NOTICE.

GRADUATE

GRAVES,

OPTOMETRIST,

Successor to F. L. Adams
I. 0. O. F. Blocs.

FOR SALE
MilMM
HOUSE
No. 3 Church Street.
Eleven

rooms

and bath:

also

For further particulars,

All persons owing M. A.
Sanborn are respectfully

requested

make immediate payment to his
attorney, Frank L. Whitten, Belfast. All bills not
to

paid by November, 15,
1915, will be left with a
lawyer for collection. It
will

be

cheaper

and

pleasanter for you to attend to this

matter

in-

at

RALPH D.

SOU!HWORTH,

12 Main Street,

Belfast, Maine

We Examine

The Eyes
By Modern Scientific Methods
(without the aid
And fit the

of

Most

drugs)

Up-to*Date

once.

Patterson’s
Main Street,

paint.

*

FRANK F.

quire of

music SHOP,

All the paint in the
world, so long as it keeps-out water, costs not
• cent.
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sell it.

perfect satisfaction.
Any lens replaced without the prescription.
Quick eye glass repairing. Any kind,
no matter what the
nature of it may be!

roomy shed and horn.

__Assignee, Bangor.

a

and we recognize this fact. Your
good
will is absolutely
necessary t > the health
of my business
That’s why I do my best to give you

expires Saturday. Ellery E. Pendleton of Islesboro,who was before the court at
the September term for non-support of minor

25c a gallon for paint is about $2.50 on the
average job, and lots of men waited 'last year
for that; but they didn't reckon; they got mad;
wouldn't pay it.
There are times to get mad and refuse to
pay; but when one's property needs protecting
ia no time to get mad and not paint.
Besides, it costs more to get mad and wait
than to paint.
Getting mad doesn't do any good to yourt
property; paint does it good by keeping-out
water; no water no rot; no paint, some water
and rot; and a little rot is more than enough to 47
make a man liberal towards his painter and
Paint costs not

ARE AS VALUABLE AS OUR OWN

sentence

ROSCOE A.KINGSBURY,

The Home of

YOUR EYES

cent.

MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

J.

LEE

Belfast, Maine.

Glasses
At Reasonable Prices.

Broken Lenses

Chase &

TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

Replaced

Doak,

Optometri sts,
25 Main Street,

Belfast, Maine.

I

Recipes.

Potato

i
Whole-

...

..

Simple Directions for Preparing this
some Vegetable in Many Ways.
The following recipes for potatoes,
prepared by the Office of Home Economics tnr club work by the department,
show

Literary

2,000 GREEK RESERVISTS DELAYED.

wholesome potato;
Potato Soup.
3 potatoes, of medium size.
4 cups skim milk.
1 small onion.
2 tablespoons flour.
1 1-2 teaspoons salt.
14 teaspoon celery salt, or
2 tablespoons celery, cut

in

small

pieces.

1-8 teaspoon chopped parsley.
Little cayenne pepper or paprika.
Boil the potaoes and when soft rub
them through a sieve. Slice the onion
and scald this and the celery with the
milk. Take out the onion and add the
milk slowly to the potatoes. Melt two
tablespoons butter, into which mix the
dry ingredients, and stir into the boiling
Boil one minute; strain, add the
soup.
remainder of the butter, and sprinkle
with the parsley when ready to serve.
The parsley improves the iooks and adds
a little to the flavor, but may be omitted
if this is tpo^g convenient.

Boiled Potatoes.
Select

potatoes

of

uniform

•mvn

I

Photo by American Press Association.
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The steamship Vasiieus Konstantinos with 1..000 (ireeks leaving America
was ord ’■ed by wireless to return to port.
Saving orders were given later.

size.
into cold water to i

pare, and drop at once
prevent them from becoming discolored.
Cook in boiling salted water until soft,
but not until broken.
For six mediumsized potatoes aliow one tablespoon salt
and boiling water enough to cover. Wnen
the potatoes are done, drain off the water, place the uncovered kettle on the
back of the stove, and let them steam
until serving time.
Wnen potatoes are boiled with their
jackets on, they should be washed arid a
narrow band of skin cut from the center.
This tends to let the steam escape more
rapidly and renders the potato more
mealy and palatable. It also makes it
Potatoes
easier to remove the skin.
boiled in this way are palatable for several hours if kept hot on the back of the
stove.
Baked

Potatoes.

smooth, medium-sized potatoes.
Wash, using a vegetable brush. Bake
Select

in a hot oven for about 45 minutes, or
Remove from the oven,
until soft.
break the skin slightly to let the steam
escape, and serve at once. When potatoes are baked properly they are commonly said to be especially wholesome.
However, they are better cooked in
boiling^water than baked in a slow oven.
Stuffed Potatoes.

They

FOR SALE AT YOUR CRCCERS
light brown, heap

side of pan; let
stand a few minutes, then loosen with a
knife and turn out on a platter in much
the same way that an omelet is taken
out.
Sprinkle with salt and serve at

Force hot boiled potatoes through a
potato ricer or a coarse strainer into a
hot dish in which they are to be served.
Mashed and riced potatoes may be
browned by placing the dish in the oven
for a few minutes.

on

once.

Hashed Brown

Potatoes.

Cut cold boiled potatoes into small

pieces (2 cupfuls),

with salt and
pepper, cook 2 minutes in one-third cup
season

Scalloped Potatoes.
Wash and pare potatoes; let them soak i bacon drippings,
stirring constantly.
for a half hour; and cut in one-fourth ! Let stand a few seconds to brown underinch slices. Butter a baking dish, put in neath; fold like an omelet, and serve on
a hot platter.
a layer of the sliced potatoes, sprinkle
with salt and pepper, dredge with flour,
Pan Fried or Sauteed Potatoes.
and dot over with one-half tablespoon of
Slice cold boiled potatos in quarterbutter.
little
cheese
(A
grated
may be inch
pieces; season with salt and pepper,
sprinkled over each layer if desired.) I and brown
on both sides in well-greased
the
until
dish
is
Repeat
baking
nearly
filled, then cover with hot milk. Bake frying pan.
Potato Salad.
1 14 hours in a moderate over., or place
on the back of the stove and cook slowCut cold boiled potatoes into half-inch
cubes and season with salt and pepper,
lyor a few drops of onion juice if desired.
Saratoga Chips.
j
Heap in a mound in a salad dish, garnish
Wash and pare the potatoes.
Cut in ! around
edge with a circle of lettuce and
thin slices (using vegetable sheer pre- ]
hard-boiled eggs, and pour over all a
ferably) and drop at once into cold wa- French
dressing made as follows:
Let soak two hours, changing water.
ter two or three times; drain, drop into 1-2 teaspoon salt. 4 tablespoons olive oil.
boiling water, and boil one or two minu- 18 teaspoon cayenne. Little onion juice.
2 tablespoons vinegar.
tes.
out with skimmer and

j

plunge

into cold water again. Take from the
water, dry between towels, and fry in
deep fat until light brown. Drain on
brown paper and srinkle with salt.
Plunging the potatoes into hot water to
swell and boiling them for a minute or
two causes the starch particles to swell
and become set. They will, therefore,
absorb very little fat, and are more crisp
and palatable than when dropped at once
into deep fat.
Creamed

Potatoes.

There Jare several different ways in
which creamed potatoes may be prepared.
(1) Freshly boiled or cold boiled
potatoes may be cut into small cubes
and served heated in cream sauce.
(2)
Wash, pare, and cut potatoes into small
Put into frying pan with a few
cubes.
slices of onion cut up very fine, and parboil 10 minutes. Pour off water. Add
one tablespoon butter, seasoning of salt
and pepper, and milk enough to cover.
Cook for 15 or 20 minutes, or until the
potatoes are well done and the sauce
thick and creamy. It is necessary to
stir the potatoes frequently to prevent
sticking. The starch in the potatoes
thickens the sauce.
French Fried Potatoes.

Mix the ingred entsin the order named,
and stir until well mixed. For variety
add to two cupfuls of potato one-half
cupful of cold beet dice (cooked) and

AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION BEATS
ALL RECORDS.
All records for automobile registration
in Maine have been broken, according to
a statement
compiled by the Secretary of
State’s office for the Maine Automobile
Association and made public recently
The figures are for riire months ending
October 1st, and are as follows:
Number regular registrations.
19,322
966
special registrations.
truck registrations.
1,006
dealers’ registrations.
317
942
motorcycle registrations.
34
motorcycle dealers.
tr ction

engines.

CLOGGtD

SYSTEM

NEEDS AT TEN I ION
Are you

bilious, dizzy and listless? Dr. King’s

New Life Pills taken at

stipation

and starts the

once

seizes upon

con-

bowels moving natural-

tablespoons chopped parsley or ly and easily. Moreover it acts without grip
cheese; carrots and a little chopped cel- ing. Neglect of a
clogged system often leads
ery leaf may be used if preferred.
to most serious
wish
two

FACTS FOR SUFFERERS
Pain results from injury
it

congestion. Be
neuralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, neuritis,

toothache, sprain, bruise,

or

sore

stilt muscles

or

pain you have yields to Sloan's Liniment—brings new fresh blood, dissolves the
congestion, relieves the injury, the circulation
is free and your pain leaves as if by magic.
The nature of its qualities penetrate immediately to the sore spot. Don’t keep on suffering. Get a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment. Use it.
It means instant relief. Price 25 and 50c. 51,00
whatever

bottle

holds six times

as

much

as

the 25c

size.

stomach,

from

come

Dear

or

weak man with
strong man with
You haven't any

Mrs. J. W. Sawyer has returned from
Unity, where she has been the guest of
her mother.

a

weak stomach.

Brewer, Maine.

I have taken the “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine for years and consider it one of the best
A few years ago I
remedies in the world.
Am
had a bad stomach and liver trouble.
use
of “L. F.’s.”
now entirely cured by
O. Mitchell Harrisov.
a 35c bottle at your nearest

member of the Belfast ball team.—Fairfield Journal.
A Relic of the Maine.

ship Maine, which Congressman Guernsey obtained and had sent to Dover at his
own expense, has been in the selectmen’s
office for sometime. Register of Probate
Warren interested the county commissioners in the matter and they have given
permission to have the relic placed on the
court house lawn. It will be cleaned of the barnacles which gathered on it
during its stay on the bottom of Havana
harbor and some repairs made on it.
base to be

a

granite

placed on a concrete foundation and a tablet will be procured, suitably inscribed, to be attached to the
relic. The public will be asked to defray the expense incurred by the committee in charg which is composed of B. J.
Warren, W. C. Woodbury, Francis C.
Peaks and L. P. Evans.—Piscataquis Observer.

and if you wish to
the new stories for 1916,
the Forecast for 1916

CHECKS
The

Philadelphia players’

share of the

world’s series money was divided into 24
parts and each of the 23 men eligible to
participate was given a check for $2,-

492 23.
The 24th share was divided into
three parts, one of which went to Pitcher Oeschger, who
rejoined the Phillies in
September, and the other two parts
weie divided
among Mike Dee, the trainer, and several others.
The Red Sox received checks for $3,825.80 each. The
proposed trip to the Pacific coast of the
world’s champion Red Sox and the Philadelphia National League pennant winners was declared off, Oct.
14th, the
president of the Boston Americans demanding in vain a guarantee and expenses.

us

Will

run

every week

new

be.'ore

certain instrument, purporting to be the
ax
last* will and testament of Melnotte F.
" entworth, late of
Searsport. in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
probate. Annie M. W entworth named executrix
in said will to serve without bond.

COOMBS BROS.

to any
24

Managers.

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manicur
and

ng

Shampooing.

Also

Facial Work

Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at n>'
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law

»

Marie L.
Ilattie K.

Andrews,

executrix

(

PM

10 00

Portland. 12 00

AM

3 00

Benton.
Clinton..
Burnham, leave.

716
7 00

7

8 35

Winnecook. *8 46
8 64
Unity

10

00
02

10 08
1017
10 30
tl0 40
10 56
11 05
tU15
1135
til 46
111 65
12 01

bate011,1

names

Judge oi Pi

tbe 8:11(1 Petitioner give notice
aii^JS'S**
all persons T,iat
interested by
a

causing
copy of tinpublished three weeks successive

Jou,half a
iLi.Zh ifPiVb ,ca.n
ttiac they may
uotf l«at *ie,bl8t’10 bb held at

newspaper pi
appear at a Pn

Belfast, within and ;
fbe 9tb f,ay of November. A
°tn the
clock before noon, and >h
HA ten
* any tbe>' have,
of v.
why the
petitioner should not be granted. prayer
James UBBY, Judge
...

..Ji.f’

Atiuecopy.

Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard, Register

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, wltiiln an t
for the County of Waldo, outlie 12tb day
J
October, A. D. 1916,

NICHOLS of Searsport, in said Com.:.
administrator with the will annexed
the estate of Jane A.McClure, late of Searst’o,
in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having pra petition
praying that the Judge of Pi
hate may determine who are entitled to said es
tate and their respective shares under the wi.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice-,
all persons interested by
causing a copy of ?,
to be putdistied three weeks successive

AH.

inted
I
1

ed at

acccounc of

administration of said estate

foi

allowance;
Ordered,

of Fannie Goldman and Alec

j

That notice thereof be given,thre*successively, in The Republican Journal
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County. that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
9th day of November next, and show cause if
any tlit-y have, why the said account should not
be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
weeks

A true copy. Attest
Arthur \v.

|

i

the

nam-

Goldman.

Oideied, that the said petitioner give noticall persons interested by causlim a
copy of n
order to be published three weeks success^in 1 he Republican Journal, a
newspaper i-;
lished at Belfast, that they may
appear at a p
bate Court, to be held at
el fast, within and f.
said County, on the 9th day of N -v.-mi.-. \ ,
at
ten
of tlie clock before noon, and* sb<.
1915,
cause.it any they have, why the prayei <.f >.a
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
>

a

Leonard, Register.

At a Probate'Court lulu at Belfast, within
for the County of Waido, on the 12th tla\
October. A. I) 191;.
L’MMA JONES BARKER of
Belfast, in ...
0
County, executrix or the wil ot \niut
Nash, late of Belfast, in said County of V, a
dec* aseii, ha\ :i»g presented a f) Titian
prayi;
ti at a license may be granted her
tuvliai
coi vey certain real estate
belonging to said
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thre*- late, described in -aid p titwn and tor tic- n
poses therein set forth.
weeks successively, in The Republican .Journa;
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notin'a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
all persons interested by
that all persons interested limy attend at a Pro
causing a ropy «,* ;
01 uer to be published t luee weeks succe-siw
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9tb
day of November next, and show cause, if any '1 he! Republican Journal, a newspaper ubh
that they may npp- ai at ,t f :,.t>
they have, why tlie said account should not be at ella.-t,
Court, to be held at i>ell.i-t. witlui iin: tor
allowed.
County, oil he Ptl day u November, a ii ipi
.JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
at ten ol the clock liefore
A true copy. Attest:
noon, and -how r;.
it any they have,why the prayer ot sa u
Arthur \Y. Li-onard. Register.
petit
er snouid not be granted,
JAMES UP,BY. Judge
SS.—In
held
BelCourt
at
A
i
true
Probate,
YTJALDO
copy. Attest:
V? fast, on tlie 12th day of October. 1916.
ai; m h \V. Ek.omAliD,
Register.
Florence I). Chaples,executrix of the will of Lois
V. Chaples, late of Belfast, in said County, de- At
a Pr. bate Court heiu at h« ifast. within
ceased, having presented Her first and final acfor the County of Waldo, on the 12th
count of administration of said estate for allow
October, a |>. 1915.
ance.
UCY i*. MITCHELI.. Curtis B. Mitchell a
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three lJ Alice Ve
n Saw\er. trustees under th,• ;•
v. eeks successively, in Tlie Republican Journal,
will of Curtis B. Mitchell, late of
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
Unity, m ...
of
utility
Waldo, deceased, having pr >e ,ted
at ail persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 9tb petition prsyiug tor a license to sell and <>nv
certain real est te belonging to said lecca-eu
day of November next, and show cause, if any estate as described
in
aid petition and f
r!
they have, why the said account should not be
purposes therein set forth.
a lowed.
Ordered, 1 hat the said petitioners give notice
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ah persons interested by
A true copy. Attest:
causing a copy of
order to be. published three weeks successiv*
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
in 1 he Republican
Journal, a newspaper ptiblied at Belfast, that they
Prokr
appear at
117 A LUO SS—In Court of Probate, Held at Bei
court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sa
V» fast, on the 12:!: day of October, 1916. County,
outlie Pth
of November. A. I), lpif.
Mary E. Estes, administratrix on the estate of at ten of tlie dock day
before noon, and show can-'
Lawrence K. Estes late of Brooks, in said Counit any they have, why the prayer of s;ud
petit;
ty, deceased, having presented tier first and final era should
not be granted,
account of administration of said estate Jur alJAMES LIBBY, Judge
lowance.
A true copy, a ttest
Airmen W. Lkunakd, Register.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said County
NOTICE.
The subthat all persons interested may attend at a Proscriber hereby gives notice that -he ha
Date Court, to beheld at Belfast, on the 9th day
been duly appointed administratrix of the est.t
of November next, and show cause, if any they
of
have, why the said account should not b« allowALLEN M. MOODY, late of Lincoinville,
ed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and give
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of -aid deceased are <;•
sired to present the same for settlement, and a
indebted thereto are requested to make pay
-.1
went immediately.
ELLEN H. MOODY.
Lincoinville, Me., October 12, 1916.
117ALIK) SS— In Court ot Probate, held at BelVt fast, on the 12th day of October 1915.
A. H. Nichols, administrator, with the will annexed, on Hie estate of .Jane A. McClure, late of
Searsport, in said County, deceased, having pre
sen ted his first account of administration of said
estate for allowance.

[

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

■

NOTRE.

sub

me

scriber hereby gives notice that lie has beet,
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HENRY CREHORE, late of Linco Inville,
in tlie County of Waldo, deceased, ana give.,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, an 1

all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately to George E. Johnsou -.,f ii^'
fast, Me., my authorized agent in the State
Maine.
JOSEPH S, CREHORE.
Danvers, Mass., October 12, 1915.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

NOTICE^ The
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
scriber hereby gives notice that she

suo

has
been duly appointed administratrix of times
tate of
FRANKLIN A. RHODES, late of Northport
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
AH persons ha vine
demands against the estate of said deceased art
desired to present the same for settlement and
ill indebted thereto are requested to make pay

THE JOURNAL has been, is and will continue to be a
■
heme paper in the fullest acceptance of the term. It
is the work of home people and devoted to home interests.

immediately
BEULaHR NEALEY
Northport, Me., October 12, 1915.

neut

%

Onr

50

PM
12 26

The subshe has

NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that
ADMINISTRATRIX’S

Clubbing Offers,

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

AM

3 16

The publications included in

160
3 24
3 34

jeen duly
tate of

our

Subscription Terms:
three

months,

One year,
50 cents.

$2.00
2.10
2.25

clubbina offer

subscription now.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Belfast, Maine.

NOTICE. The subscriber here-

pointed executrix
)f

JOHN H.

I* ^i¥rr^.

GORDON,:iate of mooks,

All persons
the Count! of Waldo, deceased,
tavtng demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the sair** for set
\ lenient, and all indebted thereto are requested
o make payment immediately.
ELLA N. GORDON.
Brocks, Me., October 12, 1915.
n

1EP RESENTATIVE WANTED, Man or
Lv
Woman. $10 to $20 weekly selling Securi,y Products, known everywhere. Dress Goods,
’etticoats, Hosiery, Gloves, Handkerchiefs.
2w40p
] Exclusive agency. References.
.THE SECURITY CO., WLEDSPORT, N. Y.

i
•

es-

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice Unit she has been duly apof the last will and testament

$2.00; six months, $1.00;

Send in your

appointed administratrix of the

ERW IN L. THOMPSON, late of Knox,
n the County of Waloo, deceased, and given
)onds as the law directs. All persons having
lemauds against the estate of said deceased arc
tesired to present the same lor settleuieut. ami
ill indebted thereto are requested to make pay
uent immediately.
DELIA M. THOMPSON
Thorndike, Me., October 12, 1915,

may be sent to different addresses.

3 60
4 00
4 09

T1 orndike. 9 02
4 17
Knox .. t9 10
,4 25
Brooks. 9 25
4 40
Waldo. 19 36
14 50
Citypoint......... 19 46
*5 00
Belfast, arrive. 9 60
6 05
station.
tFlag
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$6.26 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

within aim
l2t“ ,,a> n(

or

niainintr, among tin* persons whose
Ul 8a,d
petit,ol,» by the

ESTABLISHED 1829.

5 20
5 25
8 25

8

Kegistei

l.

AM

Waterville.
Bangor-'..

ber^,IDyi091B.'al,l°'

ADMINISTRATOR'S

BKI.FAST

Boston.

at »e nast,
™ the

Belfast, in ^aid county o» Waldo
ceased, having presented a petition
praying:
a distribution of
the estate in her hands r

OASTO R I A

3 29
5 60

JAMES 1,1 BBY, Judge

....

Ocrt

ibev bay

Attest:

uumitMii

•

late

of the will of

Howes, late of Belfast, in said Ooun
ty. deceased, having presented her tiistand final

—----

Children Cry

Benton. 8 48
Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 11 50
Boston, p m. 3 20

auv

■

_

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

if

ROSE

AGENTS

freight

cause,

m 1 lie Republican
Journal, a newspaper publish
Belfast, that they may appear at a ProbatCourt, to be held at Belfast, within and tor sh
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons in- County, on the 9th day of November, A.
1915, at ten of the clock before noon, ami show
terested. by causing a copy of this order to be
cause, if any they have, why t:ie prayer of >a.
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they i petitioner should not be granted
JAMES LIB BY, Judge.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfa-t, within and for said County, on the second
Atiuecopy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have
why the same should not be proved, approved At a
Probate Court, held at Belfast, within a.
and allowed.
for the County of Waldo, on tbe 12th
dav
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
October, A. D. 1915.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
I
(tOLDM AN of Belfast, ill said Count \
Waldo, wnthe of Fannie Rubenstein an
Alec Rubenstein. having presented a pet
ITTALDO SS.—in court ot Probate, held at Belfor a
of names-»f said Fain
praying
li
fast, on the 12th day of October, 1915. Rubenstein andchange
Aiec Rubenstein to

profitable.

or

copy.

sliow

810ul° not be Provea, approve

Andrews of Belfast, in said coi
Marie
ty, executrix of the will of Hattie E. How

Section nine of chapter sixty-nine of the Revised Statutes is amended by inserting after
the word “guardians" in the first line of said
section, the following words, “shall give notice
of their appointment and make retur thereof
to the probate court in the manner provided
by law relating to notices of appointment by
executors and administrators."

Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, Castine and
Brooksville. Sunday service will be discon-

passengers

|

10, 1915 )

CONNECTIONS

take

and

_Arthur W. Leonard.

notice of their appointment.
Chapter 66 is amended so as to read as follows:
“Section 40
Every executor or administra
tor, within three months after his appointment or within su‘*h further time, not exceeding three months, as the judge allows, shall
cause public notice of his appointment to be
published in some newspaper published in the
county where the deceased last dwelt, if in the
State, and shall give such further notice as the
judge in writing directs."—(Approved March

Will be made with Eastern Steamboat Co. to
and from Boston. Maine Central Railroad to
and from Boston. Steamer Islesboro to and
from Camden. After July 4, connection Sundays with Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for

to

noon,

A true

The last legislature amended Chapters 66 and
69 of the Revised Statutes requiring executors,
administrators and punrdians to give public

boat to Boston and give
people about 2 hours
for shopping in Belfast,
Returning leave Belfast, 5.00 p m, for Warren’s Landing, Islesboro,
Castine and Brooksville.

part of the town.—Conrau Beckett.
Ring up 79-14

wild

fSSSlW.

New Probate Laws

returning
fast, 8.30am.
,
Leave Brooksville, 1.45 p m; Castine 2 00
p
m; Warren's Landing. 2.20 p m, in time for

Landing

County of

been presented for prohate
*“«d;A’having
C tment bamed executiix wilho
bmfds8

f Irdered, That notice be
given to all persons in
rented by causing a
copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The lie
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
“*>. appear at a Probate Court, to be field a*
a‘“
Colul,y'011 thesecoi.i.
k" satrt
Tuesday of November
next, at ten of the cloca

—

day as follows:

can

Leonard, Kegister.

purporting to be the lastA Cnwill
inluand
i28t.r,"?e,lt’
testament of Kbeu C. Clemem
ft
late of WInterpolt, in said

PROBATE NOTICES.

ROD

Parties desiring

UB'iY’Jud^

At a Probate Court Held at
Belfast, within ai
foi Hie < ounty of w aldo on the
second Tim.
day of October, A. D. 1U6,

of
send you free

aii/allowed”18

a. m.; Castine. 7.00 a
m; W arren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.20 a m; arrive in Belfast, 8.10 a m,
leave Bel-

Bay,

Arthur W.

CASTO R I A

Leave Brooksville, 6.45

tinued if not

ovei1'^

*and'adowed6
A. true copy. A.tesf:AJES

FOR FLETCHER’S

June 15, 1915,

STMR. GOLDEN

„e.-!

nn,\ *?*' w!tl,m I??1

•or sakl
on the
ond Iuesday of November County,
next, at ten of tinciook before noon, and show
cause, if any thev
8"'H“d "ot
1M
prove

Children Cry

COMMENCING

j

a

published three weeks successively In The Ke*
pubheau Journal, published at Belfast, that thev
may appear at a
rebate ( ourl. to be held at

Boston, Mass.

Easlern Bar Steamboat Go.
Tuesday,

btl «lv™ t0 all persons
111.
,e9'd®!?h'by That
Votk'<‘ copy
of tills older to h«
causing
teiesled

something

4

a pleasant sail on Penobscot
take simr. Golden Rod at 8 30 a m
Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine. Or
leave Castir.e at 2 00 p m for Belfast,
giving
bout 2 hours to shop.
Returning, leave Belfast at 5.(0 o’clock p m. These excursions have
always been very popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMoiys to and from Rockland at Castine for
Warren’s Lai ding and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats at Warren’s

players receive their

let

purporting to be the u9t

Nickerson named as executor1 inD
without bonds.

subscriber who 6ends 62 00 for
1916 will receive, in addition to this
year’s free
issues, The Companion Home Calendar for 1916
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,

from

ball

know

anu

said will to serve

At a Probate Court neld at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot October, A. L>. 1916.

Portland, Me.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,

Every

DIRECT LINE

32tf
MISS EVIE HOLMES
MOTHERS—
to
complications. If you
WATCH IRRITABLE CHILDREN I
wake up tomorrow morning happy in mind and
That fever, paleness, grinding of teeth while
entirely satisfied, start your treatment tonight.
asleep, and coated tongue are indications that
25c a bottle.
your child has worms in its system, Kickapoo
Worm Killer quickly gets rid of these paraPITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
sites. It is perfectly sale for even the most
Bert Bean of Camden, formerly of this delicate children. It is
pleasant to take, has
town, is visiting Pittsfield relatives.
three effective medicinal qualities:—acts as a
BELFAST, MAINE.
Charles E. Henry was a business call- laxative, expels the worms, and tones up the
er in Thorndike Saturday at the creamsystem. Begin treatment today and eliminate t Practice in all Courts.^ Probate practict
ery of D. Whiting & Son.—Pittsfield Ad- the cause of irritableness. 25c
I
a specialtv.
2tf
vertiser.

TO

relic of the battle-

1916,

cgcia*

Fred Patterson, Belfast; James Richards,
Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.
Tapley, Brooksville.

....

W. L. Sampson will donate

y

§

Buy

George Shannon has gone to
BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
Wash, pare, and cut into eighths Burnham, where she will pass a few
lengthwise. Soak in cold water one days with friends and relatives.
On
and after Sept. 26. 1915, trains connecting
hour; drain, and dry between towels.
Mrs. Herbert Varney has returned at Burnnam and Waterville with through trainB
Fry in deep fat, which must not be too from Liberty, where
for
and
from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
she has been passhot. Drain on brown paper and sprinBoston, will run as follows:
ing the summer at her cottage.
kle with salt.
FROM BELFAST*
Mrs. George Pike has returned from
Shoestring Potatoes.
AH
PM
PM
Potatoes cut in long, narrow strips Montville, where she passed some time Belfast depart. 7 06
12 20
2 20
with relatives and friends.
and prepared by the above recipe are
Citypoint. t7 10
*2 25
*12 25
17 20
tl2 35
t2 35
called Julienne or shoestring potatoes.
Josephine Piper, the daughter of Mr. Waldo.
12 47
2 47
and Mrs. Kingsbury Piper, who has been Brooks. 7 32
Panned Potatoes.
17 44
12 59
Knox.
*2 59
ill at her home, is reported as gainvery
1 05
Thorndike. 7 50
3 05
Cut cold boiled potatoes into quarter
113
3 13]
Unity. 7 68
inch slices; dredge lightly with flour and ing.
Winnecook.
1808
*3
*123
23
a
a
in
with
little
Alfred
butter.
WhenReed
has returned to his home
pan
fry
arrive.
8
20
1 35
3 35
in town, after passing the summer at Burnham,
3 00
5 05
Bangor. 11 46
Belfast, where he had been engaged as a Clinton. 8 39,
5 11

a

a

store, or write today for a free sample.
FREE.—“Ye Olde Songs,” words and music
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles,
together with your opinion of our Medicine.

Mrs.

galley kettle,

Louisvilje, Ky.—“ I think if more suffering women would take Lydia E.

necessary.
If you wirh to know more of the brilliant
list of contributors, from our ex Presidents
down, who will write for the new volume in

ind

of Alfred E. Nickerson
Swap villa, in said County of Waldo d"’
ceased, having been presented for
probate
ai
•red

that leaves you, when you lay the
paper aown, better informed, with keener as-

Compound.
umiiam

*n,tr.ument>
A SfnP1!"
■“»* testament
A**1!
°*

Reading

pirations, with a broader outlook on life. The
Companion is a good paper to tie to if you
have a growing famih—- and for general reading, as Justice Brewer once said, no other is

FOR FLETCHER’S

FAIRFIELD PERSONALS.

The

a

a

Sirs:—

27

operators.
25,014
Total receipts from registration and
operators’ licenses to date. $266,506 00
When the new law regarding the bond
issue went into effect it was estimated
that the revenue would be in the neighborhood of $100,000 to $125,000. So great
has been the increase in the number of
automobiles used tnat on October 1st
the income from this source for tnreefourths of a year only has more than
doubled the original esiimates.
A

strong
weak

stomach.
“stomach” for fighting, or working,
when it goes back on you. Keep your
stomach well and strong with "L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine, and you will keep
free of indigestion, dyspepsia, sick headache, biliousness, and other ills that
a

Potatoes.

Dip

“A man is as strong
his stomach”

Seldom do you find
a

Force five hot boiled potatoes through
a
potato ricer or a colander (coarse
strainer). Add two tablespoons of butter, one teaspoon salt, a little pepper,
and one-third cup of hot milk; beat with
a fork until creamy.
Reheat, and serve
in a hot vegetable dish. This quantity
is sufficient for a family of four.
Riced

*ay:
as

Mashed Potatoes.

the

ble Compound they
would enjoy better
|| health. I suffered
;; from a female trou| ble, and the doctors
gj decided I had a
tumorous growth
'•land would have to
announce a number of prize offers tor
be operated upon,
but I refused as I do
manuscripts, besides giving the live news
of the publishing and literary world.
not believe in operaThe price of “l’he Writer” is en cents a
uuns.
1 naa tainting spells,
bloated,
opy, or one dolla a year. Address; P,
and could hardly stand the pain in my
O Box 1905, Boston.
left side. My husband insisted that I
In the November Woman’s Home I tfy Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, and I am so thankful I did,
Companion Fannie Heaslip Lea, author for
I am now a well wom^n. I sleep
of “Sicily Atm” stories, begins another
better, do all my housework and take
of her lively and refreshing love serials
long walks. I never fail to praise Lydia
entitled ’“'Cfiloe Malone.” It is the story E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound for
of a charming Southern debutante who
my good health.’’—Mrs. J. M. Resch,
1900 West Broadway, Louisville, Ky.
h 8 very decided ideas about money and
n arriage.
Chloe is quite as original and
Since we guarantee that all testimoand
as
a
reunexpected as Sicily Ann
nials which we publish are genuine, is it
sult is a most fascinating character to
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
watch. In the same issue appears a
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has the
very helpful arid suggestive arlicle by
virtue to help these women it will help
Albert E. Burleson, Postmaster-General
of the United States, in which he shows
any other woman who is suffering in a
like manner?
what »ne parcel post can do for the
American housewife. Olher entertainIf you are ill do not drag along until
ing and instructive articles are contrib- an operation is necessary, but at once
uted by Rev. Charles E. Jeffersoi
pastake Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable
tor of the Broadway Tabernacle, New
Compound.
York City,
Kathleen Norris, Laura
Write to Lydia E. Pinkliam
Spencer P„rtor, Alice Woods Emery,Dr.
Medicine Co., (confidential) Lynn,
S. Josephine Baker, Mary Frances HackMass. Your letter wil be opened,
ley, Gabrielle Rosiere, C. H. Claudy and
Elwood Williams. In addition to Fannie
read and answered by a woman
Heaslip L-a’s story already referred to,
and held in strict confidence-

IN THE ARMY

At a Probate Court beld at
Belfast, within

Have you subscribed yet for The Youth's
Companion for 1916? Now is the time to do
it, if you are not already a subscriber, for you
will get all the issues for the remaining weeks
of 1915 free from the time your subscription
with |2 00 is received.
The fifty-two issues of 1916 will be crowded
with good reading for young and old.
Read*
i ig that is entertaining.but not "wishy
washy.”

Tell* How She Wa* Saved
by Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

entertaining fiction is contributed by
Mary Heaton Vorse, Grace S. Richmond,
Sophie Kerr, Sylvia Chatfield Bates and
Mary Hastings Bradley. The regular
fashion, cooking, hiindicraft, better babies, Young People’s, About People and
entertainment departments are ail filled
with attractive reading and practical
suggestions.

A nice way to vary baked potatoes is
to cut a slice from the top of each and
Mash, season
scrape out the inside.
with salt, pepper, chopped parsley (if
liked), and butter, and heat in a little
hot milk; add two well-beaten whites of
eggs. Refill the skins, sprinkle with
grated cheese, and bake in a hot oven
about six minutes.

FREE UNTIL 1916.

WOMAN REFUSES
OPERATION

The October number of “The Writer,”
the Boston magazine for literary woricers, is a Riley Birthday Number, with
tributes to James Whitcomb Riley from
Lyman Abbott, Kate Douglas Wiggin,
John Kendrick Bangs, George W. Cable,
Frances Hodgson Burnett, Mary E. Wil
kins Freeman, Robert Grant, Alice
Brown, Amelie Rives, Edwin Markham,
George Ade, Meredith Nicholson, Harriet Prescott Spofford, Octave Thanet,
Hamlin Garland, Ella Wheeler Wilcox,
Carolyn Wells, AgneB Repplier, Florence Earle Coates, H. M. Alden, Robert
Underwood Johnson, Edith M. Thomas,
Ruth McEnery Stuart, Theodosia Garrison, Hermann nagedorn, Richard Burton, and many other leading American
writers. Other headings in the number
are The Responsibility of Authors, Criticism of Contributions, How “Colonel
Carter” Began, and Adjectivitis, a Pjpular Disease Among Writers. There is
a full reference list of Literary Articles
in Periodicals, and the News and Notes

..

few of the many uses of the

a

News and Notes.

\

Modern Poet’s Vision Ot
War.

! INVENTORS FOCUS THOUGHTS ON
\

■■

■'

NAVY’S NEEDS.

“I hear that Ben Douty shot a bif
buck on your route, Seth—had bettei
luck than you did,” added the post'

1

master.

Remarkable Poem In
1 nKoln Colcord’s
Which He Proclaims Peace as the Ultimate End and Aim of Warfare.
ism

v,.

“Wa-a-al—I ain’t knockin,’ but if 1
could ketch a deer in my barnyard, tic
him up to a tree and feed him for t
week before the law is off, perhaps 1
might shoot one, if 1 got near enough.
Course I ain’t reflectin’ on any one’s
sportsmanship—if that’s what you call
it. Beats all how the lyin’ season starts
’bout the time the huntin’ season opens.
People will fab’ricate something awful

Stanley Kraithwaite in the Boston

Transcript.]
Walt Whitman there have been
who have spoken both truly and
his name.
in
Among his aposEi-vard Carpenter is the one
And now he has an apostle Paul
The
figure of Lincoln Colcord
v. 1 think, between the two early
and
the
two
modern
in
Fathers
may be traced further in character
Edward
;iid and temperament.
ter as a poet has much of the
inal abstraction, the visionary imhe subtle intuitiveness of Peter's
and devotion to the Master's leachrid Lincoln Colcord the philosophic
ion, the intelleetualized vision,
,gor and passion of Paul as a theolAs Carpenter is the Peter and
: Colcord the Paul, so is Traubel
hn, Crosby the Mark, and Binns
Whitman’s message was
iat.thew.
it religion, the religion of democrad though it is a religion that men
accepted, it is one they have not
practised. Like all other religions
its dogmas, and its failure of unipractice is due to the attempt to
:y the entire faith in one doctrine.
ictrine has been amply and pa3y preached by Eiward Carpenter;
Another is
;he doctrine of Love.
11al to its propagation in modern
which
It is a doctrine upon
f Whitman’s followers have contheir intellectual and imtgIt is the doctrine of
powers.
a passionate intellectual underag of truth. This is the doctrine
Mr. Colcord has come to p each,
ing it as Paul did with fiery emwith an
upon inspired pacts,
ation so evocative that it sears
pocrisies of the idealists, and urges
ith Militant upon the conscience
ce

I
1

I.ied

world.
great poem, “Vision of War.”
cord has, in my opinion, produced
ost important piece of iiterature
year. He glorifies war,but he is the
-t peace advocate of modern times,
•nd of his vision is not war, but.
He approves of this monstrous
.ration in Europe because of what
-t teach humanity.
Diplomatists
ublicists, philosophers and econoreasons
what
define
they will
may
cause of this terrible conflict; but
t-al cause is entirely neglected by
It lies in the facts which they
ird,in causes so close as the pulseIn average
f their own hearts.
nature lies the cause; selfishness,
faith
and
lack of
brotherhood, of
d justice. Religion and law have
10 root these out of human nature;
has been deaf to the petitions,
ut courage to fulfil not only her
War
but her divine obligations.
is the cleansing power because of
The physical
eat curative virtues.
and suffering is a sm dl price to
the effort to make men realize
spiritual relations to one another,
is contrary to the principles of
The idealist who believes
alists.
elective self-preservation of socieat peace is the power that hold3 the
of that structure together. A
•ure \vhosj materials are selfishgreed, oppression, injustice, faithand misery.
What peace soss
rt ould advocate that governments
credit
to
clean up all the
illions of
in the cities of a nation, to create
employment for all the workless
nation, to establish a system of
nans to the poor widows of a nato make it possible not only by
but maintaining the children of
uur, through their elementary edual training?
When parliaments
ote credits for these humane necesas unhesitatingly as they vote bilfor destructive coniflcts, then peace
Hut peace is not so
be desirable.
uiimous as war and will not do
ihings because human nature will
The spiritual glory of war.
ermit.
Coleord’s vision is the redemption
is

■

an’ seein game, an’

ali

that,” remarked

the

for

t

“I've noticed
postmaster.

Franklin E. Hall died Oct. 11th in the

hospital

at Togus after a short illness.
was born in Frankfort 72 years ago,
and was a carpenter and cabinet maker
by trade. He was in the employ of the
N. Y.. N. H. & H. R. R. for many years
before coming to the Home four years
ago. Since residing there he had been
employed most of the time in the carHe served in Co, K, 30th
penter shop.
Maine Infantry, from July 1, 1862, to
September 30, 1863. A widow, who resides in Stoughton, Mass., and five children survive.

He

|.....

.....

111

The first meeting of the naval consulting board of civilian inventors. Chairman Thomas
A. Edison and Secretary of the Navy Daniels arc seated. A $o.o(M,000 building may be erected with a high fence around it, where inventions will be worked out. $3,000,000 a year being allowed for experiments.
the field of carnage and death,stand
forth the highest instincts of the soul;
find
There
ye courage, strength, nobility, an
grudging service;
There find ye infinite tenderness and compassion, the generosity of worthy fo-men;
There rind the surest instances of friendship
and humanity;
There neither lies nor lying thoughts nor base
on

suspicions;
There honored, truth believed;
There miracles of faith made manifest;
There souls’ cooperation, pain subdued for
others’ sake, and for the cause;
There nothing held back, the last gift freely

given;
spirit’s

supremely shown, rising
greater and greater sacrifices;
There marvels, too, of bodily strength, endurance, health, the body supremely shown;
( For the body is only supreme where the spirit
There

power

to

is supreme);
There life stripped of its fundamentals, seem
at last, in the cold and hunger and wet,
in the pain, in the presence and hour of
death.
All simple, wise, heroic, natural, true.
There near appearing, the dream that stood
far off in times of peace;
Love without bond, love compassing the enemy
and friend alike;
Unselfish love, a flash of the ideal;
Love of humanity—the Brotherhood of Man!

And then for over thirty'pages the poet
dissects modern civilization in a way to
confirm nis conviction. The liberty for
which Europe is fighting on bloody fields
would not have been won by peace.
T ie
imperceptible degree forward which this
war is
accomplishng justifies the payment which men have elected to make.
It men had known truth this particular
kind of toll would not have been extracted.
Will men grow wise and seek for
truth? The average man has no voluntary desire to do so. Then war must
drive in him the desire, and from desire
he will pass to a realization of it.
He
addresses himself to the “proud workers of the world” in whom he has faith
that they will see the light of truth if
they will hut liberate themselves from
the bonds of convention, and the bonds
of convention are locked around their
lives with the key of money-making.
And this means that
the faimer must go on turning Mb crops into
money, striving to beat his neighbor
though his true reward were his labor,
though God working beside him were
left unseen, unheard;
It means that ihe preacher must go on adulterating truth with financial considerations—a poisonous mixture;
It means that the average man must go on
wanting material possessions, envying
wealth, never content;
It means that evil must go on being bribed and
bought off by gifts of gold;
It means that the gold for the bribes must go
on being given by those who have profited through the evil—convention’s widening circle;

■

Telephone
By-Ways

■

|(

Hundreds of small vil- I
lages, away from maintravelled roads, are readily
p:
accessible to salesmen; who
know how inexpensive K
and how easy it is to telepi
phone these places from pi
convenient
junction pi

p;

pi

p|

points.

Sometimes it is impos- Eji
sible to "make” all these

places each trip, or
6onally to visit each
tomer

oftener than

pi

percus-

once a

year.
A telephone call is the
best known substitute
for a personal visit. It
keeps one’s personality
alive. It gratifies the customer.
And frequently
it
for
itself a hundredpays
fold by the casual re-orders
it induces.

■£

p

Pii
Eji

Ig
pi
liji

pi:

1 Bears the

Wild

Pets

Scent

Trouble

Seth ButD. No. 4, the
route,”
through North
Seabury and Poverty Gore, says that he

Seabury, Me,, Oct.

ters,

earner

on

“wildcat

R.

10.

F.

out

is thoroughly convinced that the ‘‘wild
critters” know when the game season

begins

anu

they

are no

longer protected

Seth expounded his theories to
y law.
the boys in the post office the other

l

night.

"You needn’t tell me that wild critare so tool Rh as some foiks try to
make ’em out. Now all the fall there
ain’t been a trip that I ain’t seen a deer,

ters

or

some
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or

something
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other worth shooting, but since the law
went off I ain’t seen as much as a chickadee from Seabury to the blue schoolhouse and back.
Seems kind o' lonesome, too, not to see the critters.
“Now there was Mutt and Jeff, a
couple o’ buck deer that have ranged
along the Mink Meadow road all the sea-

i

son.

Mutt was a long-legged, scrawny
buck and Jeff was a little feller as fat as
! a butter ball. 1 used to drop off a cou! pie o’ leaves o’ cabbage on the bridge
1
every once in awhile and they would
hardly wait for me to git by ’fore they
would come out and grab ’em.
Ain’t
seen hair nor hide o’ them lately,
tho.
1 left the cabbage all right, but some
j other critter got it.
1

in his automobile to attend the quarterly
meeting of the Maine association of
Optometrists, of which he was a member. He seemed to be in good health and
just before supper drove a number of the
members of the association out in his
automooile.
He ate heartily at supper
and afterwards went to his room, lay
down on his bed and passed away before
medical assistance could reach him. It is
thought that death came from indigestion affecting the heart. The remains
were pent to Rockland
Thursday, Mr.
Pendleton was about 30 years of age.
He is survived by his wife and his mother,
Mrs. C. H. Pendleton of Rockland.

FINE ULD MANSION FOR SALE

Rebecca N. (Richards) Monroe passed

from this life October 8th, after an illness of several months duration of cancer
of the liver. She was the ninth of a
family of thirteen children, none of whom
survive her. She was born in Lincolnville October 9, 1836.
Her parents were
Ezekiel and Sarah Richards, her father
one
of
the
being
pioneer farmers of that
town.
Forty-seven years ago she married Capt. Thomas J. Monroe. Three
children were born to them, the oldest of
whom, a boh, Ernest C., and her husband, survive her. She was devoted to
her home and family and her whole life
was given for their comfort and welfare.
She was cheerful and patient to the last,
her chief aim being to cause as little
trouble as possible.
Rev. L. D. Evans
officiated at the funeral services and
spoke words of comfort to the grief
stricken relatives. Splendid tribute was
paid to her memory by the presence of a
large number of relatives and friends
and many beautiful flowers.—Camden
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PRESTON’S

C lanuty Jane Missing.
GREECE A PARIAH.
there was CTamity Jane, I
The entrance of Bulgaria into the war
called her, a big doe that used to come
Is situated on Washington street just oft ^ain street. 1 have single and
by her attack upon her neighbor brings
out and toiler me in the Coolidge woods
double bitches, buchboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronto an acute crisis the affairs of Greece.
Tuttietown.
Never
knew
just b’yend
age Issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
i just what she wanted, but she always The sudden change of tront of King ConIy28
stantine in repudiating the war policy of
VV. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
j follered along, looking kind o’ wistfui- his premier, Venizelos, and the announce; like. Perhaps it was dull times out
ment in the Greek chamber that an armi there. Ain’t seen her, tho’, lately.
ed neutrality would be the future policy,
| "Then there was Ricketty Ann, that has
brought a sharp inquiry from Nish as
| had her stamping ground around the old to whether Greece
intends to live up to,
'■ ’bandoned farm on the
Pilgrim Hill road, or
repudiate her treaty with Serbia maki She was that playful that she would run
down to the road and whisk her tail and ing a common cause of an attack upon
i run back ag’in, then do it some more, either nation by any other Balkan State.
! just like a dog, only she didn’t make It i3 understood that Greece has already
to the effect that she cannot
i any noise about it. She seemed to take sent a reply
Mill
consider the attack by Bulgaria as a
of
the
possession
rangin’
place,
through
j
Balkan matter and that therefoie
purely
and
the
old
one rainy day I see
orchard,
j
the treaty cannot be expected to cover
for Summer Hotels
: her lookin' out of the winder of the old
the present case. This is so plainly and
; barn. She ain’t round there now.
!
“But the tamest wild critter I ever so miserably a quibble that the world
Titles
and
will stand astounded at the lack of honor
| see ’round here was Little Nell —I kind shown
by the Hellenic king and his supi o’ got in the habit o’ namin’ ’em, you
Deeds Executed
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE
If this is the final decision of
She was a plump little doe that I porters.
; see.
used to see most every day out by the Greece, her place among the nations of
j
the world becomes that of a pariah.
In
Summer homes
I min’ral spring near Blueberry Hill. One
1 day I left the team to go in to the spring the future no nation will trust her, no
nation
will
aid
her
in
the
of
realization
1 for a jug o’ water—it is a little ways in
1
give opportunity to those desiring to
her national aspirations, and the moral
*
| from the road, you know —and when I
make a change in location for a new start
of
the
two
allied
support
greatest
powers
come back, Little Nell was rubbin’ noses
Pythian Block,
Me.
in life.
with my ol’ hoss Napoleon. 01’ Nap he in the west, France and England, which j
has
made
the
Greece
of
possible
today,
; didn’t know what to make of it but will be forever
withdrawn. Unless perif
N\
didn’t seem to object much. Another
Water Powers
-THEwins
the
war
Greece
is
chance,
Germany
nosed
in
behind
cart
Little
Nell
time
my
doomed to be an outcast, and in the evenl
Unlimited Raw Material
[ and yanked a bag o’ salt out into the of Germany victory
she could be but a
She was alroad and split part of it.
vassal nation of the Hohenzollerns.
Ir
most a noosance, but where’s Little Nell
AND
any event, then the fate of Athens wil
now? I dunno.
1915-16 EDITION
“Same way with the pa’tridges. In a be a bitter price to pay for the tearing
Land
Good
ISSUED AUGUST 1st
dozen places along the route they used up of another “scrap of paper.” —Banto burrow in the road and I had to al- gor Commercial.
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
most haul up to not run over ’em. Ain’t
seen a feather lately.
Needn’t tell me
Communications regarding locations
It contains more information
that they ain’t got some sort of language
are invited and will receive attentions
of value to Business and Proor that the wild critters don’t tell each
when addressed to any agent of. the
fessional Men of Maine than
Free Medical Book—in celeother that it is time to take to the deep
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
bration of sixty year* we have li
any other Reference Book.
woods when the guns Degin to pop.
published a revised edition of
Bull Moose Immune.
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
“Well, I’ve got one standby, tho’ he
PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870
in minute detail
diseases,
giving
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
ain’t very neighborly yet, an’ that’s
care
and
the
treatment
of
Spike—a young bull moose that rangeE
1 round the head o’ Simpson’s Pond. He the sick with Humphreys’
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Price, $2.00 Postpaid
Remedies.
crosses the road and takes a turn up
No.
the
in
a
while
FOR
Price
over
hill
once
ahead
out on the ocean the tides are noticejust
1 Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.23
or behind me and don’t seem to be in nc
ably higher than usual, as if the water
2 Worms, Worm Fever.ZZ
or
scared
of
He’E
anything.
Grenville M. Don ham
hurry
3 Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.2
had been driven in a vast wave before
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.2.
mighty independent actin’, as if he knew
the storm. The influence extends to s
7 Couchs, Colds, Bronchitis.2;
PUBLISH KB
that nobody dared to shoot at him, and
8 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia. 2
great distance from the cyclonic storm he is good for four years all right, foi
9 Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.2'
390
Congress Street,
that’s the law now.
10 Dyspepsia Indigestion, Weak Stomach.2
center, so that the possibility exists of
“Of course moose don’t know nothin' 13 Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .£
PORTLAND,
MAINE
foretelling the approach of a dangerous about the game laws, but I’d be willing 14 Salt Rheum, Eruptions.£
15 Rheunmtism. Lumbago...£ /
sell drop me ?
hurricane by means of indications fur- to bet somethin’ that if it was open time 10 ITcver
2:
nnd Ague, Miilarla.
I postal card and you will rec ive a oromnt. call.
VVU/rES .IIOMHS.
nished by tide gages si tuated far away on moose you wouldn’t find one tween 17 I*ilos, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. £'
64 M in Street, Belfast.
SeemE 19 Catarrh, Influenza,Cold InHead.£
and
New
Brunswick.
from the place then occupied by the here
2
20 Whooping Cough.
mighty funny tho’ that all the wild crit- 21. Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.£
,
ters seem to know when they are safe
27 Kidney Disease.2
.1.0.
HERE AS,Jason Hit's and Everett L- Hills,
28 IVcrvous Debility, Vital Weakness
The fact that the tidal wave outstri pe and when they ain’t.”
Bed. *.*
Urinary
Incontinence,
Wetting
30
both of Lincolnvilie, in the County of
I the advancing storm shows how ex“Why didn’t you go after some o’ 3 1 Gore Throat, Quinsy. .£
(
State of Maine, by their mortgage deed
Waldo,
them deer, Seth, ’fore they got scared
I
! tremely sensitive the surface of the sea
77 La Crippe—Grip.
dated the eleventh day of March, 1890. and reI
; is to the changes of pressure brought to off?” put. in the postmaster.
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
th- Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
in
corded
(
: bear upon it by the never-resting at“Didn’t I—paid Ran Lancaster $2 to
(
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.,< >r
222, Page 33't, conveyed to me, the undersignwent
I
and
over
a
for
me
about
make
mosphere.
trip
William and Ann Streets,Nev. York.
ed, “three certain parcels of real estate situate
(
Tides have an interesting connection the whole route, next day after the seain said Lincolnvilie, and described as follows,
I
to wit: One certain parcel of land containing
with the existence of waves.
I
Those son opened, and all I see to shoot was
i1
twenty-five acres, more or less, and being the
who see the rise and fall of the tides in two porcupines, a rabbit and a crow.
I
same pr mises conveyed t<» Enoch
Knight by
the Atlantic harbors seldom think of the Brought the crow home and got the
John Prescott, by his deed dated February
wonderful career of the moon-raised laugh ’cause the folks discovered he
ninth, A. 1). 1824, and also being the last speciocean waves that cause the tidal flux
hadn’t but one eye—said that was takin’
fied lot of land conveyed to Isaac Hills by said
BARGAIN IN MAINE.
Oppor•
and reflux. As has been pointed out an unsportsmanlike advantage.”
Enoch Knight by his deed dated October eighth,
tunity knocks only once; your great
such billows may be said not only 'to
chance for prosperity and satisfaction is to
A. D. 1833, and recorded in the Waldo County
BUY NOW the beautiful home known as the
cross the sea, but to flow from ocean to
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 16, Page 525.
Also another certain parcel of land containRobbins-Frank Berry-Heagan farm.
ocean.
In this way many complicated
unno
Frank
ing
trespassing
fifty-two acres, more or less, and being the
Grady, caretaker;
movements are set going.
Thus, as
der penalty of law. Address
same premises conveyed to said Jason Hills by
Cornish has put it, once in every 12
Charles Crockett, by his deed dated April sixF. E. ELKINS, 131 Eureka Street,
hours the moon raises a tide billow in
35tf
San Francisco. California.! |
teenth, A. D. 1869, and recorded in the Registhe Southern Indian Ocean. When this
try aforesaid, Vol. 149, Page 57.
as
he
terms it, passes the Cape
And also one other certain parcel of land
billow,
of Good Hope at noon its successor is alcontaining two acres, more or less, and being
he
same premises conveyed to the said Jason
and
the
time
the
first bilready born,
by
Hills by Elisha B. Patten by his deed dated May
low has arrived at the Azores, at midfourteenth, 1869, and this day entered for recnight, the second is rounding the cape
ord in the Registry aforesaid, to which several
and a third has come into existence in
OF THFj
deeds and records reference is hereby made
the southern ocean. By 4 o’clock in the
for further description.”
BOYINGTON
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage
morning following its passage of the
has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
cape the tide billow reaches the English
44 South Main Street, Winteroort, Maine
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
Channel. There, it is added, it is delayforeclosure of Baid mortgage.
OFFICE DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS.
ed so greatly by the shallow water that
September 27, 1915.
it does not reach the straits of Dovei
3w40
JASON M. ROBBINS.
until 10
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When Maine Hunting Reason Opens.
[Special Dispatch to the Boston Globe. J

—

As ong as war brings out these virtues
in the average man and peace does not,
then wars must continue until man of
his own free will exercises the highest
dictates of the soul. The physical suffering of war makes no appeal to the
poet because it is ultimately salved by
death, and death is a fact for which man
makes preparation all his life; but there It means that the spirit must go on being cruis the spiritual suffering of peace which
cified, and love go on being slain.
is far worse, and for which th*r^ is no
From the individual blindness to truth
ultimate reward.
N t only spiritual I Mr. Colcord takes up the national blindsuffering but physical suffering which ness, and illustrates it in the political
must be lifted from the shoulders of and moral
iniquities of the principal warmankind. And Mr. Colcord penetrating- ring nations of Europe.
-.
strikes:
ly
The section on America is the veritable
reace is tne cry or the world, u let me he!
voice of Walt Whitman.
It is a national
Peace is the cry of the body, U hurt me not!
ode unequalled in its chastisement, its
Permit me to eat my fill, sleep, be warm and
its
its
marvellous
love,
hope,
opportunity
contented;
for fulfilling the Vision of Man. Then
I wish everyone in the world were as happy as
the
rolls
in
a
poem
along
rhapsody to the
I am;
close in a vision of universal brotherhood.
And I think if everyone had lived as well as I
have, and worked as hard, be might be His spiritual vision of war has brought
the world to a realization of peace. After
just as happy;
So let us have peace, and all will turn out well. the battle of nations man must arm for
the fight of Self.
“Arm for the secret,
What ask you, Soul? Ask you these things?
(Tell me first if there are any wrongs to be never-ending strife! Arm for the hardest
war of all”
righted;
Tell me if justice is everywhere accomplished; And O, the
day of days, 1 see—the vision risTell me if all men, rich and poor aliKe, are
ing-standing clear:—(O vision full, impaid according to their just deserts:
peccable! O dream secure! O long march
Tell me if governments are performing works
justified! O perfect day! 0 certain day!
of brotherhood and love;
Democracy of the World, I see! Republic of
Tell me if parliaments are voting righteousHumanity! The Brotherhood of Man!
ness;
Here is a poet who has found civilizathrough conflict to brotherhood, Tell me if citizens are intelligently supporting
tion ill unto death. The quacks have
the righteousness;
1 justice. As he profoundly asks
! Tell me if democracy is free and universal;
been in and relieved the symptoms with
beginning of the poem,
Tell me if greed, and selfishness, and insincer- their
drugs of idealism. But this genfor peace primarily, and incidentally
ity, have vanished from the world;
eral surgeon allows the pains to intensify
for trutn?
For I am pledged beyond transgression to fight to
locate the disorders. The patient can
primarily for the body, and incidentally
the fight of truth, in every time and
'or the soul?
be saved, he declares, but we must use
place;
She will suffer, but she will
And until I look upon the face of truth en- the knife.
also recover. This knife is war. It goes
throned, I may not rest or falter.)
life is for truth and in its fulfilHe regards war as a crusade against j into the very organisms of human sopeace is guaranteed,and no perfecf the soul is conceivable without these iniquities of civilization, and that ciety and cuts the malignant parts out.
Its curative, this instrument of pain,
ppiness, ease and contentment of it is “divine truth now’ and then secretly
the
heal9 and the patient grows
ody. Now the poet asks us to get and unaccountably impels men to fight wellwounfl
and healthy.
This is Mr. Colcord’s
to facts, which is, to “get down to each other.” For he believes that if “it
with life and God.’’
What does could possibly be brought about that this "vision,” and through it he leads us to
tisturb? The “intricate web of were to be the last war of all time, God the goal of peace.
would now be finally overthrown.” This
iition”;
Vision of War. By Lincoln Colcord. New
conviction enables him to stand out
he financial anil fiscal structure is shaken*
York: The Macmillian Company.
commercial bonds
are
loosened and
against the “minions and ministers of
_*
broken;
the world’s half-truth,” and declare.
TIDES, WAVES AND STORMS.
materials are destroyed,
fcut the—
Europe has been betrayed!—Civilization has
been set back a century!
it, intangible and inconceivable, the only
How They Occur and Their Connection
(As if men from some other planet had stuck
permanence;
With Each Other.
a finger in your pie!)
M
and copy of truth, pose of divinity, God
I think it is only Europe's business that has
himself revealed;
It appears that West Indian hurribeen
soul
of
has
“betrayed”—the
Europe
mate, inextinguishable dream;
been affirmed with deathless affirmation; canes and other great storms at sea frese
of everlasting peace, and imortality.
I think it is only the falsehood of civilization
t fall.
It is exalted, as seldom in times
quently produce a remarkable effect up
of peace,
that has been “set back a century”:
The truth of civilization had advanced another on the tides along neighboring coasts.
the armies of men in battle it hovers,
imperceptible degree
When a tempest is raging or passing
valorous, uniiefiled;
■

C’lamity Jane and Ricketty Ann
Seth

Children.

o'clock Wednesday evening, Oct. 13th,
at the Augusta House.
Mr. Pendleton
drove to Augusta Wednesday forenoon

...

Photo by American Press Association.

There,

and

The Kind You Have

Clarence A. Pendleton of Rockland
passed away very suddenly aDout 9

...-..

Infants

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought has homo the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” are hut Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

RECENT DEATHS.

■

■

huntin,’

about
that.”

|

The narrowing channel causes the tide
high. In the meantime,
CorniBh fancies, that another-branch ol
the billow runs around the western side
of the British Isles, rounds the north
point of Scotland and moves slowly dowr
the eastern coast of England until it
finally flows up the Thames to the
wharves of London.—Washington Star.
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ma
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Children, direct from the Camden Woolen Mill
Write for eamples.
F. A. PACKARD,
Manager Retail Department,
3m34
Box B, Camden, Maim

DENTIST,
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Belfast, Me

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

SEARSPORT.
Rev, Frederick Palladino of Bucksport
in town Friday evening.

was

was

a

busi

ness

Barge Boylston sailed Thursday for Bangoi
load fertilizer for Weymouth, Mass.

to

avenue.

Mrs. Edmun Eno. left Monday on «
ten days’ visit vith relatives in Boston am
ai.d

Mr.

Miss B. Edith Thurston left Saturday for
week’s visit with relatives in Sangerville anc

Bangor,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Curtis and Mrs. H. L
Perry left Monday in Mr. Curtis’ auto foi
Everett, Mass.
L. D. Crook arrived Saturday from Brewei
and is closing up his cottage at Pleasant Point
for the winter.
Mrs. Herbert Black, daughter Abbie and
William, were in Stockton one day last
week, shopping.
son

Misses Annie and Letitia Young, who spent
the summer in town, left Monday for their
home in Lahaska, Pa.

Miss Christine Lane is spending
with relative^ in Hallo well.

of coal to

P. C, & VV. Co. at Mack’s Point.
William B. Ford, who had spent several
weeks in Alton, was in town Monday er. route
to his home in Everett, Mass.

Saturday evening dances will be
given in G. A. R. Hall during the winter, with
music by Gilkey’s orchestra.
A series of

There will be a harvest supper in the Methdist church vestry, this, Thursday, evening,
at 6 p. m. Admission 25 cents.
Mrs. George Campbell, who

reported as
spending the winter in Haverhill, Mass., is at
was

Miss bertha Crocker of the Narrows spent
last Sunday with her niece, Miss Ethel Ginn,
who is with Mra. A. M. Gardner, Middle

Miss Phyllis Reynolds will leave next Monday for Portland, where she will take a business course at Gray's
college.

street.

The Ladies’ Aid society of the Universalist
church will be entertained this, Thursday
afternoon, socially, by Mrs. J. A. Flanders*

and husband, Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Gardner, Middle street left Monday by Boston
boat for home.

Oct. 11th and called upon her aunt, Mrs.

town

her sister

Arnold

Knox, youngest

son

ui

«««

Mrs. George M. Knox, West Main street, lett
has
recently for Millinocket, Maine, where he
a position in the finishing room of the Great
Northern Paper Co.

Mrs, Charles Cole, School street, son Lester
and daughter Julia, went to Camden last Saturday ;for a few days’ visit with Capt. Cole,
while his vessel, sch. Edith Mclntire, is on
the railway for repairs.

Mrs. A. T.

Shute and

son

Austin left Thurs-

street.

Sch, Cattawaumkeag, Capt. Keller, arrived
Weymouth, Mass..with 400 tons
of fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co., at Mack’s
Point.
Oct. 15th from

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey and Dr. and Mrs.
S, C. Pattee left Sunday in Mr. Gilkey’s Over-

jand touring

car

on a

trip

to Fort Kent and

Northern Maine.
Louise Bailey and sons Amasa and
Clarence, who have been visiting Capt. and
Mrs. C. N. Meyers, left last week for their
Mrs.

Everett and Harold Knox
New York to visit their parOct. 13th
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Geo. M. Knox, West
While in town Mr. Everett has
Main street.
Messrs.

from

become

a

member of Powr.al Lodge,

F. & A.

M.
and Mrs. Charles W. Frye (by mistake
last week) after a week's
visit with her sister, Mrs. S. F. Bridges, Middle street, took train Friday afternoon for
Boston en route to their home in Scituate,
Mr.

printed Geo. W.,

Mass.
Mr. Leon O. Norwood, civil engineer employed in the construction of the State road in
this vicinity, spent Sunday with his family in
Union, returning Monday morning to his
boarding place, the Titcomb house. Sylvan
street.

citizens, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Smith, heai with regret of his
painful illness, which compels his present
home in Lewiston.
giving up of employment, house rent, etc.,
Lieut Wilber J. Carver, who has been spendand going to the home of his parents for the
ing a month’s leave of absence at home, lelt present, by their request,
Thursday for Portsmouth, N. H., to join the
Mrs. Jennie (Morse) Bragg’s many friends
U, S. cruiser Tennessee.
will be glad to hear that she has sufficiently
Capr. James B. Parse, Capt. Wm. M. Parse recuperated from a recent surgical operation,
and Capt. Joseph D. Sweetser left Monday 6n
to leave the Paine hospital, and is now gatha hunting trip in Northern Maine and will make
ering strength at the home of her cousin,
their headquarters .at Packard’s camps, Sebec Mrs. Almeda (Gilmore) Whittemore.in Bangor.
Lake.
Mrs. Angie Miller and little daughter ArdMrs. &eth Brown, Middle street,
Capt. and Mrs. Alfred B. Pendleton and rey, guests of
for a few days, left early last week for lsleswith
their
Mrs.
Margaret,
daughter
guests,
Edna Cottrell of Pittsfield and Mr. Melvin boro to join her husband for their journey to
where they are to spend the winThompson, returned last week from an auto Aiken, S. C.,

trip

to Aroostook

county and Canada.

Mrs. Arthur Colson and Mrs Colson’s
sister, Miss Merrithew of Stockton Springs,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pattee of Belfast,
motored to Holden and Enfield Sunday and took
dinner at the Passadunkeag Inn, returning
Mr. and

Sunday evening.
Dodge’s Corner.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Blake
living in the A. D. Rivers house while he is
teaching the North Searsport school.... Mr.
W. J. Matthews has been building a fine uungalow on the Matthews shore tor Mr. and Mrs.
E. A. Nickerson of Portland... .The Ladies’
Benefit society will serve a dinner at the
Grange hall Oct 28th.
Mrs. John C. Stowers and Miss
Stowers, who spent the summer in
town, left Tuesday in their auto for Boston,
where Mr. Stowers will ship his auto by steamMr. and Mrs, Stower to Jacksonville, Fla.
ers and daughter, after visiting in Boston for
a few days, will leave for Palm Beach, Fla.,
where they will spend the winter.
Mr.

and

Miriam

William H. Goodell was hostess for the
Friday Club Oct, 15th. The afternoon was
pleasantly spent playing five hundred.The first
prize was won by Mrs. Wilfred Nichols.a tatten trimmed handkerchief, and the booby, a
nut bowl, by Mrs. Fred Smith. Lunch was
served at 4.30. Others present were Mrs. C.
N. Meyers, Mrs. Joseph Sweetser, Mrs, Wm
Gilkey, Mrs. James Butman, Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Mrs. Elizabeth Trundy and daughter,
Mrs. David Nichols, Mrs. Henrietta Young,
Mj^. Kate Gilkey, Mrs John Frame.
Mrs.

TREAT CATARRH BY
NATURE’S METHOD
Every Breath of Hyomei Carries Healing
Medicated Air to the Infected Membrane.

economical than all remedies advertised
catarrh, and is the only treatus that follows nature in her
method of treating diseases of the respiratory
more

for the cure of
ment known to

organs.

a

great many

Hyomei outfits and the more they aell|the more
convinced they are that they are perfectly
safe in guaranteeing to refund the money.if
Hyomei does not relieve.

Mrs.

our

Brown

young

accompanied

Belfast,

her

as

far

as

y

Sawyer, whose home is with her
sister, Mrs. James Hawes at Lowder Brook
was suddenly^ seized Wednesday evening Oct.
13th, with excessive pain. Dr. E. D. Tapley of
Miss Sadie

called and pronounced it a case of
appendicitis; hastened the patient to his

Belfast

was

Clifford N. Fletcher and Edward I. Littlefield
arrived home Saturday night from a week’s
hunting trip in Northern Maine. A fine chase
to within four miles of the Canadian border,
keen appetites, sometimes weary limbs, four
deer as trophy of the hunt, and a motor trip of
165 miles from Jackman to Stockton, Saturday
in the Treat car, comprised the week’s outingj
which was greatly enjoyed by all.
V. Nickels and Mrs. J. C. Stowers
came from Searsport Oct, 13th to spend the
afternoon with their cousins, the Misses Hichborn, Church street, previous to their departure Tuesday—Mrs. Nickels for Boston,and Mr.
and Mrs. Stowers and daughter, Miss Miriam,
for their home in West Palm Beach, Fla, The
party motored to Boston in the Stowers’ car
going by way of Portland to call on their cousins, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Grant.
Mrs. A.

William N. Lower left last Thursday to join
his wife in Los Angeles, Calif., where he is
under a six month’s contract with a famous
moving picture studio to compose and arrange
Stockton
music suitable for the pictures.
greatly regrets his departure from the management of our band, which under his skillful
manipulation has achieved wonderful success.
Our weekly band concerts during the season
have given much pleasure to citizens and
alike, while Mr. Lower’s clarinet solos
themselves. We
have been rare treats in
hope he may return, but fear his talent.may
visitors

demanded elsewhere.

and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street,
with Mrs. George C. Fletcher and little son Elden, took Mrs. Stella C. Young to Winterport,
Sunday,.in the Treat auto, to attend the funeral of the latter’s aged mother-in-law, Mrs.
Charlotte Curtis. Leaving Mrs; Young at the
house of mourning the remainder of the
party, taking Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman,
motored to Bangor to dine with Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. Gerrity. Returning to Winterport at five
p. m. the original company left for Stockton*
reaching home about six o’clock, after a delightful ride in the beautiful October day.
Mr.

The following items were received from a
volunteer correspondent: Mrs. William Metcalf of DamariBcotta, while motoring through
town with a party of friends on her way to
Bangor, Oct. 18th, called upon Dr. C. E. Britto.
...'.Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden with children of
Camden, accompanied by Mrs. John Wardwell
and sister, Miss Lizzie, of Rockland, were in

right

ex-

make Clarion

to

Ranges—the experience gained from almost eighty years
of effort to produce
u
the
u c best.
URU
v

WOOD & BISHOP

JSWANVILLE.

CO.f Bangor,

MONROE.

The L. A. S. will meet with Mrs, Mary
Nickerson Thursday afternoon, Oct. 28th.

NORTH WALDO POMONA.
The regular meeting of North Waldo Pomona
Grange was held with Harvest Home
Grange, Brooks, Wednesday, Oct. 13th, The

meeting

was

duly opened

with

Worthy

Mas-

A. T. Nickerson presiding. Upon the roll
call of officers four were found absent and
temporary appointments were made as follows: Steward, W. S. Jones; secretary, Clara
ter

F,

Rev. A. A. Blair of Belfast will sneak at the
church Sunday evening, Oct. 24th, at 7.30
o’clock.
Mr. Herbert Shorey, of Veazie, has been the
guest of his sister, Mrs. A. D. Moody, and

family.
Mrs. Garry Harriman and two friends from
Belfast were guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. R. Warden, over Sunday.

York, and Flora, Zepba Miller. Nine subordinate Granges were reported in their usual
condition. After the regular routine of busiRev. and Mrs. A. A. Blair of Belfast were
ness three candidates received the instrucguests of Mrs, Mary F. Nickerson and her
tions of the degree of Pomona.
daughter, Miss Celia, last Friday.
Dinner was then announced and a recess
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield, who recently undertaken for this important feature of the day.
went a surgical operation and was thought to
All were abundantly served by members of the
be gaining, had an ill turn last Saturday
host Grange, after which the meeting was remorning.
opened ia the fifth degree. The Secretary
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Strickland and Mr. and
and Flora having arrived were at their stations, Albert Moulton cordially greeted the Mrs. Channcy Harderson and little son Lowell
visitors sod bade them welcome to Harvest of Bangor were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Home Grange, which he said was in the best Cunnirgham Sunday.
town in the State.
In response O, B. Dow
Mr. Earl Curtis took Mr. and Mrs. Albert
voiced the sentiments cf Pomona in his usual
Damm, Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Nickerson and son
happy manner, At this point Worthy Master Milton and Mr. and Mrs.W. E. Damm and
little
Nickerson introduced the guest of the day,
niece, Miss Hazel Nickerson, to Enfield last
of
East
Somerset
Master
PomoP.
A.
Howes,
Sunday in his big touring car. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Howes came as a representative of
na.
Albert Damm will remain for a visit, the others
the Agricultural Department and his remarks
of the party returning Sunday night.
He adwere largely along agricultural iines.
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips, who has been spendvocated the breedirgof better stock and the
m >re extensive cultivation of farm land, mening several weeks with her daughter and husband Mr. and Mrs. jack Bridge.at Camp MinKe advised the raising of silage corn neyata, Moosehead Lake, returned home Oct.
7 roved.
She stopped in Bangor on her way home
to supplement the ever decreasing hay crop. | 11th.
He said a silo could be erected for $30. He is to attend the Maine Music Festival and while
there was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. L,
an enthusiast on the orchard question and
spose in glowing terms of the orchards of Cunningham, formerly of this town,and enjoyMaine, stating that our apples rival those ed her visit in their lovely new home very
of the Heed River region in quality and much.
color and surpass them in flavor.
He also
stated that orchardists are paying too much
PROSPECT.
for their trees, neglecting to find out for
themselves how cheaply they may buy them
Mrs. L, C. Di'W and Mrs. Walter Brown were
and

d<

agent.

pending toe much on the word of the
He deplored our insufficient merchant

and
of the
European cor fl'ct our nation would find itself
unable to take advantage of foreign trade because of its lack of ships controlled by the
He
touched upon the good
government.
said

marine

roads

that

at

the close

question, earnestly

advocating good

the farmer, first, then for the tourist. In closing he said we should have the extension work of the State University brought
into every county and that it is his earnest
wish to see an agent in both Waldo and Somerset counties in the near future, for it is all

roads for

free.
A declamation, “The Volunteer Organist,"
by Albert Lowe, was followed by a reading by
Sepha Miller.
The topic, “What are some of the laws of
the State that the people would be better off
without?" was then discussed. J. H. McKinley opened the discussion and in the course of
his remarks told many things of interest that
occurred while he was at the sessions of the

Bangor Saturday.

in

The K. P’s will hold a dance at their hall
Friday evening, Oct. 22nd.
C. Trevett of Lynn, Mass is in town, the
guest of his mother and sister.
C.

Mrs. Emery Calderwood of Stockton calledon friends here Sunday, Oct. 17th.
Mrs.

Jennie Dockham and Miss Oria Libby

in North

were

Searsport recently.

Mrs. Lydia K. Reed has gone to Stockton to
visit her sister, Mrs. Olive Grant.
Mrs. H. J. Ward visited her daughter, Mrs.
F. E. Harding of Brewer, last week.
Mrs. Charles Smith of Bangor was a recent
guest of her aunt, Miss Betsey Thompson.
Miss Katherine Haley and Miss Alice Bolan
of Winterport called on friends here Sunday.
Mrs. E. M. Rollins has resumed her duties as
station agent here after a ten days’ vacation.
Mrs.

Mary (Dockham)

Helen of Waltham, Mass,,
in town.

daughter
visiting relatives

Davis and
are

here several days.

Forest Roberts and family have moved back
to their old home near the Corners, the Grant

family exchanging for

the house vacated by
Mr. Roberts and owned by his son Clair.

Chri8tino\Jones and Mabel Johnson are attending Gray's business college m Portland
and like very much. They are boarding in
the house with Rev. Harold Booth, Brooks
pastor, and under bis

the hands of

part of the committee, and

pressed the opinion that

those who

were

ex-

work-

ing for it, worked with all their ability.
He was followed by R. L. Clements, W. J.
Mathews, 0. B. Dow, Frank Quimby, A. T. and
F. M. Nickerson, C. C. Clements and Frank
Clements and C. A. Levansellar of Waldo Pomona.
Some of those speaking did not confine their remarks strictly to the topic, yet the
discussion was interesting. Several were of
the opinion that there were too many fish and
game laws and one member advanced the idea
that the people would be better off without the
bankruptcy law. Others said the laws were
all right, but the non-enforcement made the
The discussion ended and Lewis
wrong.
Leonard gave a reading, which concluded the

Mr.

day

BELFAST

Mrs. M. J. Haley is having her house in the
village painted and papered ready for her

care.

tenants.

Miss Florence Twombly has gone to New^Mrs. Roy Roberts has been very ill with
jaundice and kidney trouble, but is slightly ton, Mass., to spend the winter. She goes for
at
this date. Mrs. Michael Stevens treatment for her
improved
health.
of J ckson is stopping with her this
week, as
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Palmer, with friends
Mr. Roberts is working away from home the
motored to West Sullivan last Sunday to visi^
greater part of the time.
H. A. Holt and family.
airs,
nrinur
weDsier, who has been for
Mrs. Betsey Colson entertained the W. C. T.
many years housekeeper for the Charles Dana
U. last Friday. They will meet with Mrs.
Gibson family at their summer home on Seven
Alice Ellingwood the first Friday in December.
Hundred Acre Island, visited some days last
Mr. Crocker from East Machias spoke at the
week with her sister, Mrs. Charles Ryder, bechurch last Sunday. He will move his family
fore joining the Gibsons in New York.
here and be ready to begin his pastorate the
Mrs. Vesta Higgins and Mrs. Belle
Boody first Sunday in December.
were guests recently st Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Durham, Cairie and
Tasker’s in Belfast. While there they attended
Chas„ went to Gardiner last week, and visited
the inspection of Primrose Chapter, O. E.
S.,
by the Grand Matron, Mrs. Lillian Paine, and his sister, Mrs. E. M. Dolloff, for three days,
report a most pleasant and instructive evening. Carrie remaining for a visit of a week or
more.

Mrs. Olive Randall, who has been spending
the summer in Massachusetts and New York
State, has returned and is again with her

Mrs. Emma Mayo has returned to her daughMassachusetts after a few weeks’ visit
with her father, John Moore, who is in his 95th

ters in

brother, George Peavey. Mrs. Randall visited
Niagara Fails by auto and had many other
wonderful trips sightseeing, greatly enjoying
all of them.

year, and later will go to Cuba to

and Mrs. H. A.

Searsport, guests of Mr. Blanchard’s
niece, Mrs. John Hill.
Miss Harriet

Searsport, spent the week-end with her mothMrs. George Haley.

Mrs. Almeda Benson, who is caring for her
sister, Mrs. Rose (Clark) Harding of Swanville was here last week,
Mrs. A. C. Treat of Stockton Springs was in
town Wednesday, the guest of her sister-inlaw, Miss Betsey Thompson.
Mr. and Mra. H. A. Blanchard entertained
the “Sixty-three Club” Friday evening. About
forty were present, and had a very enjoyable

evening.

pi UglBUl,

There was a fair attendance of members
and a good delegation from Waldo Pomona. A
chorus

of

voices,with Harriet Nickerson at

piano, furnished music for the day, and
with the usual acknowledgement for courtesies received the meeting was closed with the
the

usual ceremonies.
The next meeting will be with Granite
Grange, Sears) ort, Nov. 10th, with an address
of welccme by Itvin Harris and response by
A. D.r Moidy. E. H. Libby, Secretary of the
State Grange, will be the speaker of the day
and other features are music, readings and a
topic, “Can the woman on the farm become as
c ultured as her city sisters, if so how can it be
accomplished? To be opened by Velzora
Nickerson.
MORRILL.

We understand that Mr. C. C. Trevette of
Lynn, Mass,, has bought the place previously
owned by William Klapatoski, formerly the
Richard Killman place."
Mrs. Geneva M. Shedd of East Corinth,
who has been teaching the Clark School, was
obliged to resign because of ill health. The
parents and children regret her departure as
she was a favorite with them. Miss Hazel
Clark of Franklin has been engaged to finish
the term.

closed up her home for the winter and is
stopping with her son’s family. Mrs. Kate Miller
is now prepared to assist in cases ot illness in
town or surrounding country. She is a
good,
capable nurse, having had considerable experience in cases of pneumonia, fevers,
operations,
and in several instances has been present in
homes where the stork had recently visited.
She will be pleased to book engagements for

Herbert Walker visited his sister, Mrs. Orrie Morse, last week.
Mrs. Will Ladd has been seriously ill, following the birth of a child.
Morse has returned home and entertained Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boulter of
Knox last Sunday.
Mrs.

Mrs. Gay from Revere Beach, Mass., is visiting her daughter, Mrs. George Rose.
Miss Esther Hunt, a student at Higgins, *
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ford and two lady
Classical Institute, was at home for a(few days friends of Whitefield spent Sunday afternoon
last week.

with Mrs. J. O. Bartlett.

The Ladies Aid met with Mrs. John Berry
last Thursday. Candies, ice cream and saltines were served.

Misses Helen Gordon, Esther Tibbetts and
Margine Foy will be initiated into Union Harvest

Mrs. Stella Hatch rode to Portland last
week on her new motor cycle, where Bhe visits
her Bister, Mrs. Mortensen.

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Clements and Mr. and
Mrs. Penson Clements motored to Pittefield
last Saturday to attend the Four-County fair.

Grange next Saturday evening.

Mrs. Winfield Lunt and her daughter Harriet, who spent the past two weeks with Mr.
and Mrs. Volney Thompson, motored to BelMiss Hilda Bunt, who recently graduat- fast, Sunday, and after spending the
night
ed as a trained nurse from Dr. King’s hospiwith friends there, left Monday evening for
tal in Portland, is at home with her parents,

Mrs. George Dow passed the week-end with
her parents in Liberty.
Her mother, Mrs.
C. B. Knowlton, has been quite ill.

Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt,

their home in Marblehead, Mass.

uURRNET

PRODUCE MARKET

PAID

PRODUCES

1

Salt, 14lb..
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,

Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,

Flour,
H. G.
Lard

Seed,

Meal,
85j Onions,

80:0il, kerosene,
SOI Pollock,
22 Pork,

1 80 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
8 Shorts,
19 Sugar,
6 50aS 75 Salt, T. I.,
3 76 Sweet Potatoes,
13 Wheat Meal,

,0

BORN.'
Cunningham. In Searsmont, OctMr, and Mrs. Benjamin Cunningham, a sot.
DUNBAR, In Penobscot, October 11. to .Vr.
and Mrs. Carl F. Dunbar, a son.
Gott. In Orland, October 8, to Mr. and M.Ralph R. Gott, a daughter.
Grindle. In Bluehill, October 5, to Mr.
Mrs. Maynard C. Grindle, a son.
Munroe.
In Belfast, October 13, a:
Waldo County Hospital, to Mr, and Mrs
liam Munroe of Lincoln viile, a daughter, A a
Adelaide.
Marr. In Belfast, October 15, to Mr.
Mrs. Henry A Marr, a daughter, Marie U
Plaisted, In Searsmont, October 14.
and Mrs. Herbert W. Plaisted, a son, kc.
A.
Smith. In Belfast, October 15. to Mr
Mrs. Howell P, Smith, a daughter,

\

j

the

Hopkins-Colomy
In Bucks port
12, by Rev, Newton S. Swet ze.
! Chipman Hopkins ar'd Mrs. Mary Fust.
my, both of North Bucks.»ort.
i ATT EKSO N P E N N Y PACK E It. In Pfcu
Mi. and Mrs. David Wingate and son of
Pa October 14, Ross E Patterson, t
Manroe were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
of Rockport, Me., and Miss H. Oertrudi
H. P. White.
packer of PI oenixville,
Thomas Whitten. In Belfast, Oc
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield had an attack of indiby Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Alanson H
gestion Friday night, but is very comfortable Camden and Miss C. Pearl Whitten
at this writing.
Wescott-Pitcher. In North port,
14, by Rev C. "H. Bryant, Sta: i-\
The Industrial Club will meet with Mrs.Isa; c of. Patten and Miss
M, Blanche IV
McKeen Oct 27th, and the LAS with Mrs. Northport.
Mary Nickerson Oct. 28th.
White is building a cement rollway
and cementing the bottom of his cellar.
H.

winter.

farmers

it

was

there

fifty

a

busy season for
goodly attendance

very

was a

the

Mr.

esting

or more

talks

were

sat

given by

members of Penob-

Pomona and others. The welcoming address was rendered in a most creditable manner by Elbert Moulton.
CLOUUbD

will mate

25c

Dr. King’s

as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tuhe is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal

Winifred Dodge is visiting her aunt in

condition; hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of

Mrs. Arthur Watts is very low at this writing with heart trouble.

the

surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send
for circulars, free.

Mr. and Mrs. Oshea Sylvester from Brooks
visited their son, J. B. Wiggin, recently.
Mrs. S. J. Flye is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
M. M. Small, in Waterviile for a few weeks

mucous

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipaton.

Mr. Arthur Sampson visited his son and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Will Sampson, in Bath the

SHIP NEWS.

past week.

Mrs. Abbie Lampson and Mr. and Mrs. SamBryant from Vassal boro were guests of
Mr. G. E. Bryant the past week.

uel

and Mrs. J. W. Libby attended the fair
Pittsfield,and Mrs. George Nickless and son
Percy attended the fair in Benton the past
Mr.

in

Tampa.
Jacksonville,
Stone, Boston.

week.

J. B. Bryant’s sister and husband from
Waterviile are passing a short time with her
and wliile here he is painting Mr. J. B. Bry-

l^ernandina,

Sagua.

Alden, aged 75 y ears, 8 months and 1
In Vinalhaven, October 9. Ida

Arey
wife of

Harvey

S.

Arey.

Beckwith. In Belfast, October 14,
Beckwith, aged 72 years
DlCKEY. Ill Brooks, September 2S.
A., wife of John Dickey, aged 6b

months and 26

Douglass,
Douglass.

days.

In

Brooksville, October

:

Pendleton
In Augusta, October
ence A
Pendleton of Rockland, aged
10 months and 15 days.
PHINNEY. In Belfast, October 16, H>
Phinney, aged 74 years and 15 days.

r.

ESTATE OF
WARREN A. SHELDON

AUCTION SALE Of REAL ESI
On the twenty*fourth day of Novenu
1915, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, 1
SELL under license from the Probate «
PUBLIC AUCTION at my dwelling I
Searsmont near the premises to be
D.

following described real estate owned
Warren A. Sheldon at the time of his d<
bounded and described as follows, t
Bounded southerly by land of John Bruwi
land of Howland Lassell; southwestern :•
of B. C. Wentworth ana land of A. P
northwesterly by land of M. I. Blake an
of C. A. Wentworth; north and east by la;
Orren Tibbetts; easterly by land of tie
Heal and land of J. C. Johnson; 'southeafby land of J. C. Johnson and otheis, cont
one hundred acres and known as the
‘Y
tain Lot.”
Dated this nineteenth day of October
ALTON P.

Oct

15.

Oct 14.

Sld, sch Horace

Sld, sch

A

Sedgewick,

Amboy, Oct 13. Sld, sch Mary A Hall,
St John, N B; Robert Snyder, do.
Plymouth, Oct 11. As, sch, Stonybrook,
Perth

buildings.

Stockton.

Cured of Worms

|
^A

In Camden. October 18, \

PORTS.

AMERICAN

New York, Oct 16. Ar, sch Wm Jones,
Stockton; 16, sld,schs Brigadier.Camaen; Annie
P Chase, South Amboy for Mt Desert; ar, sch
Thelma, Jacksonville for Providence; 17, ar,
stmr Miiiinocket, Stockton; 18, ar. sch Seguin,
tockton; 19, ar, sch N H Burrows, Stockton.
Boston, Oct 18. Ar stmr Massasoit, Machiasport
Philadelphia, Oct 15. Ar, sch Helvetia, Sullivan; Ella M Willey, Port de Paix; sld, sch
City of Augusta, Camden.
Baltimore, Oct 16 Sld, sch Elisha Atkins,

Rev. Judson Bryant and Mrs. Bryant from
Portland visited Mr. Bryant’s mother, Mrs.
Dollie Bryant, last week.

Familiar signs of worms in children are: Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour stomach, offensive breath, hard and full belly with
occasional gripings and pains
A
about the naval, pale face of
In
I
leaden tint, eyes heavy and
r
V
dull, twitching eyelids, itching
of the nose, itching of the
rectum, short,
dry cough,
little red
^ grinding of the teeth,
™
points sticking out on tongue.
Trai
k
starting during sleep, slow
fever. If your child shows any
of these s ymptoms, start using
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller at once.
“My little son is gaining every day and I
think more of Dr. True’s Elixir than all other
such medicine! put together,” writes Mrs. Ida
Gagnon of Manchester, N. H
At your druggist’s, 36c, 60c and $1.00. Advice free. Write me.

Alden.

1915.

Dr. A. M.Small, D. W. Dodge, Phill Williams
and Arthur Sampson attended the fair in Toptham last week.

ant’s

him later fora work team.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured

Topsham.

DIED.

of

by local applications,

FREEDOM.
Miss

son

ing.

con-

bottle.

a

October

Frank

and

Mr. Bert Shorey of Veazie and Mr. and Mrs
A, D. Moody were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
E. Clements in Searsport last Saturday even-

NEEDS AlTbNllON
upon

ing

Mr. Gross, Mrs. Briggs and Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Briggs motored to Bangor and were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gross.

SYSTEM

Are you bilious, dizzy and listless?
New Life Pills taken at once seizes

Mrs.

M aurice YY

scot

A

and

Wing, Mr. and Mrs.
Hampden,were guests
of Wm. Clements last Sunday.
E. H, Littlefield bought in Bangor last week
a beautiful black horse weighing
1,775 lbs and

and

down to dinner at the
noon hour.
Twro candidates were instructed
in the Pomona degree, and some very intersome

P.

1

North Waldo Pomona Grange was held at
Union hall, Brooks, Wednesday Oct. 13th, and

although

be up and about the house.

able to

Mrs.

CENTER MONTVILLE.

PRICt

..

Haley, who has employment in

er,

1

join her husband, Nathaniel Mayo, formerly of this town.
MARRIED.
Mr. Geo. Clark, who runs the big car througn
here from Brooks, met with an accident last
Thr : jitney auto running between Bangor
BlLLINGS-ToLMAN. Ill Jackson, Oct
and Brooks met with quite an accident Mon- Sunday morning near the Monroe trotting
by Rev. F. S. Dolltir, b red Reginald Bu>
park. A wheel came off and his car ran into Monrue and Agnes Morse Tollman
day. On the hill near the trotting park in a
telephone pole, breaking it and damaging burgh.
Monroe, while going at a high rate of speed, the car
Brown-Read
In Belfast, October
badly. Mr. Clark is an experienced Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Charles E. Hr.
it struck a telephone post on a curve,
nearly driver. None of the
were
hurt
Belmont
and
Miss
Louise Johnson Re
passengers
demolishing the car, and throwing the occuBelfast
although thrown out.
lurtis-Grotton. In Belfast. October
pants—Walter Young, Harry Leaman, Mr.
Clark and Mr. Stimpson—some distance. None
| Rev. Horace B. Sellers, at the M thodist
SWANVILLE CENTER.
G. Lurtis and Miss Rog.
were seriously injured, however.
j sonage. Russell
both of East Belfast.
j Grotton,
Eben Miller has gone to Searsport to work
Mrs.Helen Cummings is slowing convalescing
Hussey-Hakdinc
In Pittsfield, Octet'
Alfred C Hussi by Rev. N. K.
for a time.
His mother, Martha Miller, has
Mrs. Frank Harding is slowly gain ing and Mrs. Carrie E. Pearson, buth of
Pittsti
Harding,
j

stipation and starts the bowels moving naturally and easily. Moreover it acts without griping. Neglect of a clogged system often leads
to most serious complications.
If you wish to
wake up tomorrow morning
happy in mind and
Blanchard spent Sun- entirely satisfied, start your treatment tonight.

in

I

Established 1839

Applemper Dbl.l.OOrZOO- Hay,
10 h,;,,
dried, per lb.. 7 Hides,
3 25a3 60 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Mrs. Chester Nealley is spending a few days Beans. Y. E„
3 75 Lamb Skies,
with her son Earle and wife.
Butter.
28a301 Mutton,
Beef, sides,
8JalO Oats, 32 lb.,
Mr. Joseph Pattee has been very ill the past Beet,
81 Potatoes,
forequarters,
few days and is a great sufferer.
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
24 Straw,
Mrs. Laura Palmer will entertain the next Cheese,
25 Turkey,
Chicken,
thimble club for the Rebekaos.
Calf Skins,
18 TalIow,
Duck.
20 Veal,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jenkins and daughter
llial.
38 Wool, unwashed.
Eggs,
Myrtle visited at Nelson Curtis last Sunday.
16 VVood, hard,
Fowl,
18\Vood, soft,
Mr.'and Mrs Wilfred Mansur from Bangor Geese,
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARK FT
visited their aunt, Miss S. A. Mansur, over
18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Sunday.
Buiter
18a22 Oat

Fred H. Brown and wife spent the weekend with relatives in Jackson. Mr. nd Mrs.
Oscar Chase accompanied them home to re-

former

Me.

Corrected Weekly for The Journa

The potato crop is very light in this section.
Mrs. Johnson has been visiting his son Byron
in Brooks for a few days.

Mrs. Inez Payson is at her father's the past
two weeks. She is still in a very bad condition and much sympathy is felt for her.

main

j

THE MODERN CLARION

A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

_W.

hospital in Belfast, and the next day performed an operation.
Sympathy is expressed for legislature as a representative the past winter.
Mr. and Mrs, I. M, Cummings, Mr. James
He explained at some length the unfair treatthe young lady with the hope that results may
Brown and Mrs. Edna Harriman spent last
ment
which
for
the
the
bill
favorable.
appor“grange"
prove
in Bangor.
tionment of the State school fund received at Thursday
Messrs. Alvah C. Treat, Walter F. Trundy,

be

every one who has catarrh knows
how foolish it is to*try and cure it with sprays,
lotions and the like. Temporary relief may
be given, but a cure seldom comes.
Until recently your physician would probably have said the only way to help catarrh
would be to have a change of climate; but now
with a simple preparation called Hyomei you
can carry a health-giving climate in your vest
pocket and by breathing it a few minutes four
times a day successfully treat yourself.
The complete Hyomei outfit is inexpensive
and consists of an inhaler that can be carried
in the vest pocket, a medicine dropper and a
bottle of Hyomei. The inhaler lasts a life
time, and if one bottle does not give permanent relief, an extra bottle of Hyomei ccn be
obtained at any time for a trifling sum. It is

Nearly

A. A. Howes & Co. have sold

ter.

acute

are

friends of

The

It takes

came

f

fathers.

perience

Ernest Merritt and wife of Revere, Mass.,
here in their touring car recently to see
their sister-in-law, Frances Merritt

and Mrs. Freeman Harriman of Sunshine, Maine, announce the birth, Oct. 12th, of
a son, named Louis Rufus for his two grand-l
Mr.

Percy Kneeland of Cape Jellison returned
Saturday from a week’s trip to Boston and viarrived
Carl Anderson of New Sweden
cinity, having taken in the base ball game durThursday and will spend the winter with Capt.
his absence, to his great delight, he being
ing
and Mrs. W. H. Weston Main street.
especially fond of tbe game.
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Tenney and daughter
Oct. 13th gave us the last band concert of
Martha of Cape Jellison were at Herbert
the
season; entertainment good, attendance
Black’s Sunday and took dinner with them.
good, and clarinet solos by W. N. Lower rewho
M.
the
summer
Curtis,
George
spent
markably fine. Tbe dance which followed
with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. H. Y. Curtis,
was enjoyed by all.
on Water street, left Saturday for New York.
arrived

day for Everett, Mass., where they will spend
the winter, having closed her house on Water

U

Mrs. Walter Young was operated on at
Grace hospital, Bangor, some two weeks ago,
and is convalescing rapidly.

Mrs.

home and will remain for the winter.

Mrs. A. V. Nickels accompanied Mr. and
Mrs, J. C. Stowers in their auto to Boston
Tuesday and will spend the winter in Roxbury,
Mass,

r

problems.

Mrs. Harmon Stover returned Sunday from
weeks' visit with friends in Belfast.

two

E. H. Doyle, son Reginald and daughter Ada, left recently to join her husband,
where they expect to reside permanently.

a

at-

convenience. When you buy
a Clarion you find
permanent
solution of your cooking

MrB. Willis Northrop of Brookline, Mass.,
visited her f*.«*.d Frances Merritt last week.

Isleeboro arrived
few days with Mr. and

Their special

expense.

Addie Davis has been the guest for a week
of her sister, Mary Warren, in Jackson.

Mrs. L. A. Gardner. Middle street.

spend

smoothly, quickly,
easily, saving time, labor and

weeks

Quite a number of our young people motored to Jackson to attend the church fair and
sale held there last week.

to

work

Hazel of

a

Miss Edna Pendlion of

COOKING RANGES I

tachments afford the utmpst

*i

J, E. Lancaster....The town was treated to a
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield is better at the
novel sight Sunday Oct. 18th, when Walter
his mother, present writing,
of
Britto,
Rockland,accompanied
by
street.
Main
East
Mrs. John A. Tenney, who has been visiting
Mrs. Geo. Britto, arrived dnviDg a motorcycle
Mr. and Mrs. James Pomeroy are moving
Misses Maud Merrithew, Church street,and
her aunt, Mrs. J. Wr. Black, returned to her
with side car attachment, having motored into Walter Nickerson’s house.
Saturreturned
by
School
street,
Olive
Foster,
in
Houlton
home
Monday.
through from Rockland, in 1 hour and 30 minMrs. G. T. Nickerson went to Watervilie
from a two weeks’ visit
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Snow of Belfast dayV Boston boat
utes, and Walter says he did not hurry any. last wee* for medical attention.
Mass.
in
Brockton,
friends
with relatives and
were in town last week, visiting Mrs. Snow’s
C
After spending the day with his uncle, Dr.
Mr, and Mrs. Emery Cunningham went to
Mrs. Archie Potter and three children of E.
cousin, Mrs. Herbert Black.
Britto, they returned home the same night
with
Frankfort last Saturday for a visit.
visit
ten
a
after
days’
Stoneham, Mass.,
arnvea uci. loin

tsarge uieys, uapt. uouia,
from Philadelphia with 3,000 tons

some

Mrs. Fred Ham and daughter
Thorndike were in town Monday.

Mr. P. L. Hupper opened his cash grocery
business last Thursday in the so-called Staples store. Main street.

Monday

vicinity.

I CLARION

in

Ross Webber was passing around the cigars
this week. It is a boy.

Mr.

|

were

Saturday.

town

and Mrs. John Hall, -Railroad avenue,
spent last Sunday in HsmpdtD, guests of his
sister, Mrs. Partridge.

Mr. ard Mrs. Fred L. Gilkey of Camder
were in town Sunday calling on relatives.
Mrs. Mary E. Mitchell of Togus is visiting
her sister, Miss Rilla A. Gallon, on Steamboal

Mr. and Mrs. Ed. White of Belfast

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Collins of Rockland and

party of friends spent last Thursday in town.
George H. Hopkins, Church street, returned
Tuesday from a fortnight’s visit in Boston
and vicinity.
Miss Vivian Titcomb, Sylvan street, went
to Winterport last Saturday to spend a few
days with friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Homer left Saturday
for Bath to visit relatives.
J. H. Montgomery of Bucksport
visitor in town last week.

The News of Brooks.

Pensacola, Oct

barien.

12.

Ar,

sch

Theoline, Cai-

Bangor, Oct 13. As, schs Fannie F Hall,
Boston; Mineola, do; 14, sld, sch Lyman M
Law, Rockland; 15, ar, schs Mary Weaver,
New Bedford; Elsie A. Bayles, Rockland; 17,
ar, stmr, Mataz, Philadelphia; sld, schs, Emma
F Angell, Bridgeport; Irene E Meservey, West
Haven, Ct; 19, sld, sch W D Mangan, Boston.
Searsport, Oct 13. Ar, schs Catawamteak,
Weymouth, Mass; Longfellow, Boston; 14, sld,

Executor of the

v.

ill of Warren

!

FRENCH
A. Sheld■•*

ceased.

PREBLE -HOUSE

j

40 rooms with running water.
25 Rooms with private baths.

|

House just put in first class ordei

European f’lan, $1.00

per day up
American plan. 2.50 per day up
Every car passes the door.

1

FRANK IM, GRAY, Manager,
lm43p

To Let

A furnished tenement of
barge Boylston, Bangor; sch Catawamteak, rooms and bath at 129 Main
Rockport; 16, ar, barge Oley, Philadelphia; 16,
street.
ar, stmr Mohawk, Boston (and proceeded eastIw42p
ward 17th.)
Stockton, Oct 16. Ar, sch Charles W Alcott,
Boston, to lumber; sld, stmr Miiiinocket, New
! York; sch Rebecca M Walls, do; ar, sch Lizzie
Lane, Boston; 19, ar, sch Carrie A Bucknam,
from Bangor, to load lumber.
The ladies of the North Church will haw
Bath, Oct 13, Ar, sch Susie H Davidson, Rummage Sale Wednesday and Thursday,
Philadelphia.
27th and 28th. from 9 a. m. until 8 p. m in i''

Komuage Salt1

1

FOREIGN PORTS.
1

Puerto Cabello, Oct. 16, Ar, sch Jacob M
Haskell, Norfolk.
Parrsboro, N S, Oct 18. Ar; sch Silver Leaf
(Br) Buckaport (and cld for Port Greville.) ^

church veatry.
This will be a fine opl"
tunity to purchase all kinds of clothing
household goods at very moderate prices.
Dean’s Rheumatic Pills for
and Nturttlgia. Entirely veRttable,

1

-:

Sale,

i

j

